
Boulder Arts Commission Retreat Agenda 
October 16, 2019  

PLEASE NOTE: The Retreat will be in session from 1:00 – 7:00 pm 
Location: Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art, 1750 13th Street 

1. CALL TO ORDER
Approval of Agenda

2. REVIEW OF MINUTES

3. PUBLIC COMMENT

4. CULTURAL PLAN DISCUSSION  20 minutes

5. MATTERS FROM STAFF  10 minutes
A. Questions about the Manager’s Memo – Matt
B. Update on the 2020 budget – David
C. ACTION: Approve Arts Commissioner Application for 2020

6. PUBLIC ART PROGRAM  60 minutes
A. DISCUSSION: 2019 – 2020 Public Art Implementation Plan

7. GRANT PROGRAM  90 minutes
A. ACTION: Grant Reports

• Community Project Grant 2018, Motus Theater, UndocuAmerica Performance & Radio
Project, $10,000

B. ACTION: 2020 Grant Cycle Blueprint

8. 2020 WORK PLAN  30 minutes

9. MATTERS FROM COMMISSIONERS  30 minutes
A. DISCUSSION: Position of the Arts Commission regarding Dance Organizations – Mark
B. DISCUSSION: Annual Priorities Letter to City Council – Mark

10. Q&A WITH CITY MANAGER JANE BRAUTIGAM  30 minutes

11. Welcome and Tour of BMoCA, Dinner  45 minutes

12. GRANTS PANEL INTERVIEWS  45 minutes
13. ADJOURNMENT
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CITY OF BOULDER 
BOULDER, COLORADO 

BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS MEETING 
MINUTES 

Name of Board/ Commission:  Boulder Arts Commission 
Date of Meeting: September 18, 2019 at the Main Boulder Public Library, 1001 Arapahoe Ave. 
Contact information preparing summary: Celia Seaton, 303-441-3206 
Commission members present: Mark Villarreal, Erica Joos, Bruce Borowsky (note: Joos arrived at 6:10 PM) 
Commission members absent: Kathleen McCormick, Devin Hughes 
Panel members present: Sarah Braverman, Katharine Reece, Leah Brenner Clack   
Panel members absent:  Belgin Yucelen 
Library staff present:    
Matt Chasansky, Office of Arts & Culture Manager 
Lauren Click, Coordinator, Grants 
Mary Haan, Coordinator, Programs for Artists 
Mandy Vink, Coordinator, Public Art 
David Farnan, Director 
Celia Seaton, Administrative Specialist 
City staff present: 
None 
Members of the public present: Marla Schulz (The Spark), Stephanie Swartz, Madalene, and Heather (Phoenix Asylum), 
Dianela Acosta (Boulder Opera Company), and Elaine Schnabel (Boulder Chorale) 
Type of Meeting:  Regular 
Agenda Item 1:  Call to order and approval of agenda                                                [0:00:08 Audio min.]       
The meeting was called to order.  Villarreal: due to commission attendance, the meeting began with discussion item C under 
Item 5 was moved ahead of other items that require a vote.  There was nodding approval for this adjustment.  

Agenda Item 2:  Review of Minutes                                                                               [0:22:05 Audio min.]  
Item 2A, Approval/Review of August 2019 Meeting Minutes  
Villarreal asked the commission for changes or addendums regarding these minutes.  Seaton noted that changes sent in by 
McCormick and Borowsky have been incorporated.  Villarreal requested inclusion of his assurance that Cindy Brandle’s 
appeal won’t factor into future grant decisions as well as Borowsky’s observation of the appeal process.  Joos moved to 
approve the August minutes as amended, Borowsky seconded, and the motion was unanimously approved.   

Agenda Item 3: Public comment                                                                                    [0.01.09 Audio min.] 
Madalene spoke, representing Phoenix Asylum (a unique industrial/gallery makerspace in east Boulder existing for over a 
decade).  She created space for “messy projects” spanning variety of media – e.g., glass, concrete, fabric.  Phoenix Asylum 
is fully self-supported by rent model.  Generally, there are 15-25 artists at a time renting space on stints from 3 months 
onwards.  The organization serves many artists’ needs, particularly those of low income.  Currently in a building facing 
redevelopment, so “top of mind” issue concerns future relocation amidst the dearth of available rental space in Boulder.  

Villarreal welcomed the group to keep apprised of community news by continuing to attend Arts Commission meetings.  

Agenda Item 4: Public Art Program       [0.23.55 Audio min.] 
A. ACTION: Relocation of Dragonfly Giraffe by John King to the Growing Gardens site on Jefferson Street and

multi-use trail behind North Boulder Rec Center, 3170 Broadway – Vink noted next steps as finalizing
conservation and contract, obtaining permits and contractors, and installation.

Joos moved to approve that this process was properly conducted and recommended the relocation of John King’s
Dragonfly Giraffe to Growing Gardens advance to the City Manager for final approval.  Borowsky seconded, and
the motion was approved unanimously.
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In response to Borowsky’s query, Vink explained that a press release will announce the relocation once a more 
accurate timeline is established.  Villarreal, noting a project to add an east-facing door for the Municipal Building, 
wondered whether there will be a public art component.  Vink noted that as soon as the final budget is approved, it 
will indeed qualify for public art. 

Agenda Item 5: Grant Program     [0.29.19 Audio min.] 
A. ACTION: Special Facilities Grant Capital Project Approval - The Spark.  At the August meeting, commission

approved the Special Facilities Grant for Spark’s application, which includes a capital improvement project.  As
staff neglected to request the additional approval for capital projects that is required by City Code (Section 14-1
“Arts Grant Program” B.R.C. 2017).

Joos moved that The Spark - Performing and Creative Arts’ capital construction project “The Spark Bathroom
Construction” be approved for the Special Facilities Grant of $20,000.  Borowsky seconded; the motion was
approved unanimously.

B. ACTION: Unspent Grant Funds – Field Trip Fund Supplementary Transfer –Joos moved that $539 from the
sponsorship fund be moved to the cultural field trips fund.  Borowsky seconded, all were in favor, and the motion
passed unanimously.

C. DISCUSSION: 2020 Grant Cycle Blueprint
• Staff Presentation on Proposed Changes and Discussion with Panelists, and Commission Discussion –

program progressing well; commission awarded 114 grants including 30 general operating support
awards in 2019.  Every year, commission reviews the program for improvement.  Staff consulted with
applicants (those awarded grants as well as those who were unsuccessful) over the past few months.
This input, along with commission/panel feedback and staff observation, informed potential adjustments
to the grants program to reduce the possibility of the following issues:

o Unexpected biases in the scoring process due to viewing other’s rankings, similar issues in
rescoring process

o Competitive culture between organizations
o Inequitable distribution of Professional Development Scholarships
o Unvetted project proposals that include an Arts in Public Places component, leading to

unfeasible completion.

Click indicated 2020 Cultural Grants Funding Structure options (see packet). 

Villarreal advocated to City Council for an increase of commissioners from the current 5 to 7 (due to 
learning curve and retaining knowledge and increasing perspectives).  Borowsky: “[generally,] bigger 
[groups he has served with] were less effective,” than smaller.  Villarreal read comments from Yucelin, 
advising against continuing the 3-minute presentation model (see handouts).  Clack agreed that the 3-
minute presentation portion was unfavorably received – high pressure and less effective than the written 
response process, although she does value the face-to-face contact.  Reece doesn’t favor public 
rescoring.  Reece noted her willingness to serve as a panelist again.  

Grant Program Structure – based on 2019 levels staff suggested that commission 1)reconsider quantity 
for CU Boulder scholarships (either one full scholarship or 3 at $2,000 each), 2)reconsider quantity for 
Community Projects for Individuals, and 3)reinstate an admin line for commission ticket fund and 
contingency (~$1,000).  Joos would rather the funds for the ticket fund go to Professional Development 
or some other grant funding.  Villarreal would like to “dial down” to where the money would be most 
beneficial.  Time factors in more than finances for commissioners trying to get to events.  Suggestion of 
debriefing upcoming events at the meeting to assist commissioners with committing to attendance.  

Staff recommends continuing to engage with the Human Relations Committee (HRC) to partner on their 
grant programs.  Joos suggested an advisory meeting with HRC to gain perspective of funding need.   
Farnan noted the public dismay resulting from the shift of funding away from Indigenous People’s Day.  

Staff requested the $250,000 funding (this year’s Special Facilities Grant) as ongoing in 2020. 
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Regarding process improvements, staff recommended blind scoring in both rounds and making the 
second round written.  Borowsky: as someone who has applied for grants, the current process is not 
working, “especially relative to rescoring and public answering of questions.”  Farnan explained that the 
rescoring process was intended as a measure of transparency.  Reece favors retaining this step but 
shifting it be a written process – also prefers blind rescoring.  Borowsky voiced his appreciation of the 
face-to-face contact meeting the applicants.  He suggested an initial proposal encompassing first broad 
strokes, with subsequent request for more detailed applications (perhaps 3-min presentations).  He 
suggested incorporating non-public meetings.  Borowsky doesn’t favor the concept of rescoring.  Joos 
favors written process; she suggested seeking other opportunities for contact with the artistic community 
in a non-competitive environment.  Reece noted that rescoring allows for a learning curve on both sides 
of the table.  Villarreal favors rescoring because it provides opportunity for explanation. 

Villarreal gathered valuable input during his ongoing discussions with Boulder International Film 
Festival, Boulder Philharmonic, Jaipur Literature, Local Theater, Boulder Opera, and Open Studios.   
“Scores of 5 are not a good score” – and as no commissioner comments are required, it can be difficult 
for applicants to figure out how to raise it.  Commission must consider explaining themselves at a lower 
threshold.  Three-minute presentation characterized as a “cage-match to the death” – all wish this 
discontinued.  Onerous application process especially for amounts under $10,000.  Regarding character 
count, Villarreal suggested emphasizing that applicants need not reach character maximum to respond.  
Better communication needed to clarify that receiving monies for rental assistance, professional 
development, cultural field trips, office relocation funds etc., will not weigh against other grant 
decisions.  Villarreal relayed an inequity felt by organizations who do not incorporate ticket sales: no 
way to increase organization’s budget and potentially move into another tier of funding.  Villarreal 
responds that there are fewer of these larger grants, “the grass is not always greener.”  Stressed that 
criticism from the arts community shapes the future efficacy of the Arts Commission – he doesn’t want 
anybody to be “intimidated” away from useful input.  

Discussion of improved training for commission/panel, rescoring cap (to reign in enormous shifts - “in 
three minutes score can change 25%”), report shortening, and sending comments to applicants 
individually (versus one shared document). 

Villarreal: dance got short end of the stick this year for grants.  He referenced Le Salon des Refusés of 
1863 ("exhibition of rejects” - works excluded by the jury of the official Paris Salon by such masters as 
Manet, Whistler, and Cezanne).  Villarreal suggested equity grants to make up for the neglected 
disciplines from this year (despite qualifying for funding, not enough monies to distribute to all).  Would 
like to explore potential inequity, whether or not something can be done.  Borowsky noted his similar 
observation.  Farnan clarified that commission’s charge does not require an equal distribution across 
media- he noted the mix of discipline represented by the commission members.  

Staff suggested limiting Professional Development applications to one per person annually and adding a 
checkbox to applications regarding public art. Staff recommend continuing with administrative approvals 
for Professional Development Grants in 2020; commission appeared favorable. 

Regarding GOS Liaisons, staff presented options (e.g., liaison positions only for commissioners with no 
required reports, commission/staff host open hours around town, ticket fund reinstated with liaisons 
trying to attend an event annually for each, or keeping as is).  Villarreal “not big on reporting,” would 
like to additionally serve as liaison with local theater organizations.  

Reece: volunteer opportunities that have a large time commitment require economic privilege.  
Suggested providing a stipend panelist position.  Farnan: legalities must be researched. 

Click noted next steps as reviewing language with CAO, panel applications and interviews on October 
16th, and Grant Information Sessions planned for November 14th and December 11th.   
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APPROVED BY: ATTESTED: 

_________________________________________ ________________________________________ 
Board Chair Board Secretary 

_________________________________________ ________________________________________ 
Date Date 

• Public Hearing – Schnabel went through the process last time; she felt the onus heavy on the applicants
to answer exactly what was asked in the way it was asked during the presentation portion, and “then the
scoring went crazy… after these oral arguments.”  In favor of blind scoring and the written process.
Schulz wondered about the bias of charisma factoring into requirement of meeting with people from the
organizations.  Acosta noted small company size and the difficulty sending an ambassador to attend a
meeting and discuss, “seems like a bit much to expect for the smaller grants.”  Schulz relayed her
confusion as an applicant around what portion of the $250,000 Special Facilities Grant to apply.  Schulz
wondered where to direct feedback.  Click welcomed input or noted that it can be sent to commission.
Villarreal clarified that if sent to commission, email becomes public record; not so if sent to staff.

D. DISCUSSION:
• Application and Process for Selecting the 2020 Grants Panel Members – Staff will post the approved

application online.  Commission requested that staff be sure to publicize this application widely to ensure
a diverse applicant pool.

Agenda Item 6: Matters from Commissioners                                                          [1.47.32 Audio min.] 
Villarreal still awaiting resolution around Todd Reed’s check to Boulder Metalsmithing – Click will reach out. 

Villarreal desires receiving more details about the current/projected Public Art projects and Vink’s workload. 

Agenda Item 7: Matters from Staff        [1.55.40 Audio min.] 
A. Questions About the Manager’s Memo

B. 2020 Budget – Farnan announced first reading with opportunity for public comment on October 1st.  Much can
shift between the first and second reading.

C. Boulder Arts Week – Click presented on  Boulder’s only large-scale, inclusive celebration of arts/cultural offerings
(see handouts).  2019: over 300 events with over 16,000 attendees.  “Business champions” made successful cross-
promotional partnerships.  Next year’s Boulder Arts Week set for March 27 - April 4, 2020.  Continued featured
and inclusive events, banners on Pearl (climate change theme); new/improved for 2020: custom cocktails and
coffee stencils, partnership with Art Sticks, more visuals, and highlighting artists.

D. October Retreat Details – October meeting is set at the Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art (BMoCA) on
October 16th from 1-7 PM – Three Leaf Catering – special performative gift procured by Click.  More details
forthcoming with agenda to be discussed with commission well in advance.

Agenda Item 8: Adjournment          [2.06.20 Audio min.] 
There being no further business to come before the commission at this time, the meeting was adjourned. 

 Date, time, and location of next meeting: 
The next Boulder Arts Commission meeting will be replaced by the annual retreat, held from 1-7 PM at the 
Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art, on Wednesday, October 16, 2019. 
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TO: Members of the Boulder Arts Commission  
FROM: Matt Chasansky, City of Boulder Office of Arts + Culture 
DATE: October 11, 2019  
SUBJECT: Manager’s Update for the Boulder Arts Commission Meeting 

and Retreat on October 16, 2019 

1. Notes on the October Agenda

> Please note the meeting will be off site: at the Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art, 1750 13TH Street.  The meeting will
begin at 1:00 pm and run for approximately 6 hours.

> 4, Cultural Plan Discussion – Staff will be facilitating a discussion about the Community Cultural Plan, and specifically what
the members feel is their role and the principles that are a priority for their work.  The goal is to build an alignment of
perspectives that will help the Arts Commission to conduct thoughtful discussions and make effective decisions.  It may be
helpful to review the Community Cultural Plan executive summary in preparation for considering these questions:

1. The Community Cultural Plan is a strategic plan for changing the way our municipal government acts.  It is not
about outcomes.  Given that approach, and what commissioners know about the community, what does the
Commission anticipate for the arts community through the year 2024?  How does the Commission support that
trajectory?

2. The Community Cultural Plan began implementation on January 1, 2016.  What has changed since then?  Does the
Arts Commission need to consider new circumstances?

3. What is the personality of the Arts Commission?  How does that support, or perhaps distract, from the success of
the Community Cultural Plan?

> 6A, 2019 – 2020 Public Art Implementation Plan – This plan is essentially a biennial work plan to guide for staff in initiating
and coordinating public art projects.  In other communities, it is known as a “public art master plan.”  During the meeting,
staff will provide a summary presentation about the update to the implementation plan along with a series of questions to
advise the next steps in community inquiry.  The approval of the implementation plan is expected to be on the agenda of
the January 2020 Arts Commission meeting.

> 7B, 2020 Grant Cycle Blueprint – In Attachment Two, please find a preview of this agenda item’s staff presentation. Then, in
Attachment Three, please find draft documents for the 2020 cycle including: budget, guidelines, a sample application,
scoring system, and the schedule.  For expediency, staff is providing only the application for the arts education grant
category. Approved changes will be implemented across all other categories.  During the meeting, the Arts Commission will
be asked to provide some final advice before approving the final budget, scoring system, and schedule.  By doing so, staff
will have the approval needed to implement the program and publicize the first applications.

> 9, Annual Priorities Letter to City Council – To help with this discussion, please find the 2018 letter to City Council in
Attachment Four.

> 12, Grants Panel Nominee Interviews – In Attachment Five, please find the application forms for nominees to the Cultural
Grants Program panel.  During the meeting, each commissioner will be asking one question for all nominees to answer in
turn.  Please be prepared with your question.

2. Commission Correspondence

In Attachment Six, please find copies of email correspondence received by the Boulder Arts Commission during the period

between the publication of the September 2019 and October 2019 packets.
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3. Staff Updates

Members of the Arts Commission and staff will be attending the Grantmakers in the Arts annual conference on Oct 13 – 16.

Staff continues to support the city team and the committee at the Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art to explore expansion
options.

Staff continues to work with the Library and Arts Department and the Executive Budget Team on the proposed 2020 Budget.
Council will hold the second public hearing on the budget on October 15.  Staff will provide an update during the Commission
meeting.

Public engagement is ongoing for alternatives of the Alpine Balsam area plan.  More information can be found at the project
website.

Work continues on the East Boulder Subcommunity Plan.  More information can be found at the project website.

Staff continues to work with the Climate Commitment Office on a response to the climate crisis.  More information will be
provided during the October meeting.

The Office of Arts and Culture is collaborating with the Boulder County Arts Alliance to host the next quarterly meeting of the
Colorado Arts Funders group at eTown on October 30, 2019.  The focus of discussion will be the role of culture in the climate
crisis.

> Public Art Program

Please join us to welcome Sara St.Clair, who started as an intern with the Public Art Program at the beginning of September.
Sarah will be helping with outreach and the website.  Also, please spread the word that staff continues to seek interns for
2020 to support with collection records.

Staff will be co-presenting at Colorado Creative Industries Creative Placemaking Summit on October 24, highlighting
Jasmine Baetz Los Seis and CU’s ENVD Program Community Living Room University Hill project.

Staff is in review of city-wide capital projects for applicability to the percent for art rule and inclusion in 2020 Public Art
Implementation Plan.  The budget and proposed projects will be reviewed by the Arts Commission at upcoming meetings as
review and approval of the 2020 Public Art Implementation Plan.

Congratulations to the University of Colorado ENVD 3300 Praxis team, and their professor Marcel de Lange, whose design
for Oculus / Community Living Room received the recipients of the People’s Choice Award for the 2019 Month of
Modern:  http://www.monthofmodern.com/community-livingroom/.

The public art program is supporting a mural at the Dairy Arts Center which is a component of Street Wise: a city-wide
mural festival.  Artist LMNOPI selected and approved by standing selection panel with her mural honoring Sarah Ortegon. A
mural dedication will be held Saturday, Oct. 12 in conjunction with Indigenous Peoples Day. More information:
https://www.streetwiseboulder.com and https://thedairy.org/2019/10/07/celebrating-indigenous-peoples-day/

Public Art Commissioning Updates: 
- Diagonal Highway (Christian Muller/Totems): Installation.
- Civic Area 11th St. Spine Signature Artwork (Adam Kuby): Final Design. Floodplains permit anticipated to be

submitted once FEMA LOMR is received; staff continues to review potential budget adjustments, supplemental
funds, and value engineering to mitigate the costs of project timeline delays. www.adamkuby.com
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- University Hill (ENVD 3300 Praxis): Final Design. Permit resubmittal is underway and project installation timeline
will be determined once permitting feedback is received; anticipated install 2020 spring semester or 2020
Maymester.

- North Broadway (Sharon Dowell): Preliminary Design/On Hold.  Dowell is building a project timeline based on
concurrent construction projects: Broadway construction tracking for completion Spring 2021, library construction
tracking for completion late 2021.

- Arapahoe Underpass (Michelle Sparks): Final Design – Project is officially in final design while working to find
electrical subcontractor.  Anticipated install is Q3 2020. http://michellemsparks.com

- Urban Design - 30th and Colorado Underpass (Rosie Fivian and Ransom Beegles): Final Design and bid. Project
team reviewing budgets. http://www.architectista.com/   http://www.rdesignstudios.com/

- Urban Design - Foothills Underpass (Carolyn Braaksma): Fabrication complete.  The parent project team is
reviewing opportunities for formliner placement https://www.braaksmadesign.com/

- NoBo Library (Daily Tous Les Jours): Contracting. www.dailytouslesjours.com;
- Main Library Restroom Renovations (Monica McElwain and Chris Huang): Fabrication is complete with restroom

schedule anticipated completion/mural installation late October 2019.
https://mcervonem.myportfolio.com/projects   http://www.yellowlotusdesigns.com

- Scott Carpenter Park: Pre-selection.
- Fire Station 3: Pre-selection
- CAGID Garage Art Public Art Program: On Hold

Community-Initiated Projects Updates: 
- Strength from Within by Melanie Yazzie, Mark Addison Donation: Temporary installation complete; permanent

install: permit application review underway, soliciting subcontractor for foundation, schedule determined once
these two items are complete

- Tim Eggert Memorial Donation: Pre-approval Process/On Hold.  Working to understand permitting requirements
for proposed artwork.

- Nobel Circle Donation: Pre-approval Process.  Fundraising, project development, and working to understand
permitting requirements for proposed artwork

- Rotary Club Donation: Pre-approval Process.  Working to understand permitting requirements for proposed
artwork and project timeline; community feedback during 100-year event of 9/21

- Gordon Gamm Donation: Pre-approval Process – members from the standing selection panel and Park and
Recreation Advisory Board (PRAB) met with Mr. Gamm to review the works he’s interested in donating.  This team
of parks and arts commissioners will be providing recommendations to the full standing selection panel and the
Arts Commission in the coming month.

Maintenance and Conservation: 
- The public art collection will be featured on the www.boulderarts.org website this fall
- Beehive (city-wide asset management system for maintenance coordination): On hold/capacity
- 2019 Condition Report is complete; review of conditions and anticipated costs to conduct maintenance and

conservation for 2019-2020
- RFP’s for conservation and maintenance will be distributed in Q4 2019 based on budget availability
- Relocation and condition report of 2D collection: On hold as budget needed to be reallocated to other projects;

hope to revisit in Q4
- Dragonfly Giraffe (John King): conservation, permitting, and subcontractor solicitation underway
- Untitled and unattributed sculpture park sculpture: Successfully reinstalled with new foundation/footers
- Collection Open Source: On hold/capacity

Staff continues to support Urban Design of Broadway reconstruction. 
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In Attachment Seven, please find a current five-year program budget for public art commissioning.  A handful of 
projects are anticipated to have a funding gap.  Staff are working to identify possible budget supplements while also 
exploring re-designs or other efficiencies within the project budgets.    

> Grants and Programs for Organizations

Planning is underway for the next Cultural Organizations Summit
Thursday, November 7 
5 to 6:30pm 
Location: The Spark Performing & Creative Arts, 4847 Pearl St Suite B4 

The subject of this quarterly summit will be 2020 funding opportunities. Representatives from Scientific and Cultural 
Facilities District, the Boulder County Arts Alliance, the Community Foundation, the Boulder Convention and Visitors 
Bureau, the City of Boulder Human Relations Commission, and the Boulder Arts Commission will provide information about 
their upcoming grants. Please help us spread the word to the staff and board members of Boulder nonprofits. 

The following Professional Development reports were approved prior to the meeting: 
- Camila Montoya, SATE Conference (Story + Architecture + Technology = Experience), Seattle, WA, $1,000
- Alex Milewski, Floor Flow Level 2 Teacher Training, Boulder, CO, $500

Merlyn Holmes had received a professional development grant for $1,000 to attend the Applied Improvisation Network 
2019 World Conference: Communicating Beyond Borders and Barriers in Stony Brook, NY.  Unfortunately, Ms. Holmes 
became very ill and was not able to attend.  Of the $800 payment she received, $316.61 were not refundable.  Therefore, 
staff has approved the refunding of $483.39 to the grants budget.  

All reports and applications which have been approved by staff are available for commissioners’ review. 

In Attachment Eight, please find a current grants program budget. 

> Programs for Artists

Staff was invited to speak at a seminar class in the CU Department of Theatre/Dance with other community resources and
individuals to share advice and experiences with students about life after graduation.

Please mark your calendars for the annual Dance Showcase:
Saturday, Nov 2  
11 am to 5 pm  
And, Sunday, Nov 3  
1 -5 pm  
The Canyon Theater at the Boulder Main Library, 9th Street and Canyon 

Please join us if you can, anytime!  For more information, please visit the Office of Arts and Culture website. 

Planning is underway for future Artist Forum gatherings. 

Staff continues to collect information, update the Dance Bridge webpage and to email monthly e-newsletters. 

> Creative Neighborhoods

The 2019 Mural Artist Roster is complete and available for residents and businesses.

Staff continues preparation to open the second round of the Creative Neighborhoods Mural Program.  The application for
residents is anticipated to open during Boulder Arts Week next March.
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The NoBo Art District has selected artist Jason Graves for the neighborhood murals at 4949 Broadway.  This was a project 
sponsored by the Office of Arts and Culture administered by the Art District.   

Staff is supporting the Transportation Department for a mural project in the San Juan del Centro neighborhood 

Casey Middle School will install a “paint the pavement” project on 13th Street intersections at North and Portland.  As a 
“temporary exhibition” the Arts Commission has delegated approval to the public art technical review committee and 
standing selection panel.  That review and approval is complete.  Expected completion will be on or after October 20. 

> Programs for Youth Leadership

The Office of Arts and Culture is supporting Open Studios for their high school program; a project initiated by a local youth
leader.  For more information, please visit the Open Studios website.

> Civic Dialog and Boulder Arts Week

Planning for the 2020 Boulder Arts Week continues.

Work continues on the division newsletter and social media.

> Creative Economy and the NoBo Art District

Staff is in discussion for two potential applicants to the Office Relocation Sponsorship.  Once letters of interest are received,
the sponsorship subcommittee will work with staff to review and approve the sponsorship.

The campaign committee working on a business improvement district in the NoBo Art district has reconvened in
anticipation of putting the proposal on the ballot in November 2020.
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ARTS COMMISSION 

Annual Application 202019 

Date: 

Staff Liaison: Matt Chasansky (303) 441-4113 

The Arts Commission consists of five members appointed by City Council, each to a five-year 
term.  The Commission promotes and encourages programs in the performing, visual and 
literary arts. 

Meetings are held the third Wednesday of the month at 6:00 PM in the Main Boulder Public 
Library. 

The City of Boulder believes that a diverse work force adds quality and perspective to the 
services we provide to the public. Therefore, it is the ongoing policy and practice of the City 
of Boulder to strive for equal opportunity in employment for all employees and applicants. No 
person shall be discriminated against in any term, condition or privilege of employment 
because of race, national origin, religion, disability, pregnancy, age, military status, marital 
status, genetic characteristics or information, gender, gender identity, gender variance or 
sexual orientation. 

The Boulder City Charter requires representation of both genders on City Boards and 
Commissions. 

Name:  

Home Address: 

Home Phone:  

Mobile Phone: 

Work Phone: 

Email: 

Occupation: 

Place of Employment / Retired: 

Do you reside within Boulder City limits?: 

Attachment One 
Draft Art Comissioner Application 2020
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When did you become a resident of Boulder?: 

1. What qualifications, skill sets and relevant experiences do you have for this position
(such as education, training, service on governing or decision-making boards, etc.) that
would contribute to you being an effective board member and community
representative?

2. Have you had any experience(s) with this Board or the services it oversees?

3. Describe a situation where you were involved with a group and had to work through a
disagreement or conflict among the members.

4. List all potential conflicts of interest you might have with respect to the work of this
board.

5. What art discipline(s) do you represent? How would you fairly consider the needs of
the entire arts and/or cultural community?

6. What are your ideas to (a) support the visual and performing artists in our community
(b) encourage artistic/cultural innovation and (c) increase awareness of, participation in
and
access to the arts/culture?

7. How should the city promote multicultural expression and participation in the arts and
culture?

8. Funding for public art comes from multiple sources including the Community, Culture
and Safety Tax and a required 1% of certain municipal construction projects.  All those
funds generate about $300,000 to $600,000 per year.  What would be your priorities for
spending the public art funds?
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Draft Presentation for the Grants Agenda Item 
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Attachment Five 
Applications to the 2020 Cultural Grants Program Panel 

On the following pages please find applications received by staff for the positions on the 2020 Cultural Grants Panel. 
Some personal information and letters of support have been removed for the purposes of this publication.  Please 
contact the Office of Arts and Culture if you would like to review full documents. 
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Chasansky, Matthew
Cc: Seaton, Celia
Subject: Fw: Invitation to Right Relationship Boulder"s Indigenous Peoples Day, November 13
Date: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 5:56:50 PM
Attachments: IP Day 2019 General Flyer.pdf

Group email - lmc

----------
Lauren Click
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture

720-564-2355
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
www.boulderarts.org

Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.bouldercolorado.gov

From: Jerilyn DeCoteau <decoteau_jerilyn@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 4:05 PM
To: Click, Lauren <ClickL@boulderlibrary.org>; fonthead1@gmail.com <fonthead1@gmail.com>;
devin@devinpatrickhughes.com <devin@devinpatrickhughes.com>; ekrjoos@gmail.com
<ekrjoos@gmail.com>; flynvartranch@comcast.net <flynvartranch@comcast.net>;
bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com <bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com>
Cc: paula palmer <paularpalmer@gmail.com>; Jake Matlak <jake@philanthropiece.org>
Subject: Invitation to Right Relationship Boulder's Indigenous Peoples Day, November 13

Dear Lauren Click, Chairman Mark Villarreal and Commissioners Bruce Borowsky, Kathleen
McCormick, Devin Hughes and Erica Joos,

Right Relationship Boulder is planning an all-day event on Sunday, October 13, to celebrate
Indigenous Peoples Day. We hope you and others at the Boulder Arts Commission will join us. Please
pass this invitation on!

This event will celebrate all the Indigenous people for whom the Boulder Valley is home – whether
they live here now or were displaced and dispossessed of their land long ago. For the second year,
we have invited Southern and Northern Arapaho people from Wyoming and Oklahoma to join us for
this event.

Please see the attached flyer for the day’s schedule. All events are at Boulder High School.

We are very pleased that Dr. Doreen Martinez, professor of Native American Studies and Sociology
at Colorado State University, will offer a seminar called “Indigeneity v1.0: Teachings for Allyship”
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SUNDAY


BOULDER HIGH SCHOOL


1604 ARAPAHOE AVE


OC T 13


9:30AM-5:30PM


FREE
& OPEN TO ALL


& LANGUAGES
NATIVE CULTURES


EXPERIENCE:


ART & DANCE
PRESENTATIONS
STORYTELLING
Q&A WITH ELDERS


RRBIPDay@gmail.com


Presented by Right Relationship Boulder
Let's welcome the Hinóno'éí  (Arapaho) people back to their homeland


and celebrate all the Indigenous peoples of the Boulder Valley.


Gathering for Indigenous People
REGISTER AT TINY/CC/IPDGATHERING


Indigeneity v1.0: Teachings for Allyship
REGISTER AT TINY/CC/IPDALLY


9:30–11:30AM SEMINARS: AFTERNOON EVENTS:


F O R  M O R E  I N F O  :


11:45–12:45: Lunch (ticket required)
11:45–3:00: Food Truck
1:00–5:30: Grand Entry, Dignitaries,
Dances, Handgames, Storytelling, Artist 
presentations, Art Vendors, Elders Q&A


CELEBRATE BOULDER’S 2019 


PEOPLES DAY


SOUTHWEST ENTRANCE
FROM PARKING LOT


www.tiny.cc/RRB







from 9:30 to 11 am. To register for this important seminar, please go to: tiny.cc/IPDALLY

There are limited tickets available for lunch, which will be catered by Tocabe restaurant, 11:45-
12:45. The $30 ticket purchases your lunch, and also enables us to give a free lunch to one of our
Arapaho guests.  Please order your tickets soon, by contacting Fran at fboler@indra.com

In the afternoon, our Arapaho guests from Wyoming and Oklahoma and Indigenous people from the
Boulder area will offer a series of cultural programs. There will be lots to choose from for people of
all ages and interests.  Please see the attached flyer for more details.

And another way to be inspired to come: watch this 6-minute video of our 2018 Indigenous Peoples
Day event!

If you have questions, please contact Ann at RRBIPDay@gmail.com, and visit Right Relationship
Boulder on Facebook. Or contact me!

We look forward to seeing you on October 13!

We extend this invitation with much appreciation for the generous support we have received from
the Boulder Arts Commission for our Indigenous Peoples Day events and for the many ways you
contribute to the Boulder-area community.  Come to see your commitment at work.  You are making
a difference.

Jerilyn DeCoteau
Paula Palmer
Jake Matlak
Right Relationship Boulder
303 551 3771 Jerilyn’s mobile
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From: Chasansky, Matthew
To: Cindy Brandle; Click, Lauren; Mark Villarreal; Erica Joos; bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com; fonthead1@gmail.com; devin@devinpatrickhughes.com
Cc: Seaton, Celia
Subject: RE: Your invitation to the Boulder Contemporary Dance Festival
Date: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 10:56:43 AM
Attachments: image007.png

Cindy—

Thanks so much for sending along this invitation.

I think I have given you this message before.  But, just in case…  an FYI that emails sent to three or more commissioners are
included in the public record, per the transparency rules of the Arts Commission.  We will put a copy of this email in the next
meeting packet.

All the best!

–Matt

Matt Chasansky
Manager,
Office of Arts and Culture

303-441-4113
chasanskym@boulderlibrary.org
he/him/his
boulderarts.org

Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue | Boulder, CO 80302
bouldercolorado.gov

From: Cindy Brandle <cindybrandle@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 14, 2019 1:46 PM
To: Click, Lauren <ClickL@boulderlibrary.org>; Chasansky, Matthew <ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org>; Mark Villarreal
<flynvartranch@comcast.net>; Erica Joos <ekrjoos@gmail.com>; bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com; fonthead1@gmail.com;
devin@devinpatrickhughes.com
Subject: Your invitation to the Boulder Contemporary Dance Festival
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Hi everyone,
As promised here is my invite to see our one-night-only festival on Saturday,
October 19.
If you could email cindybrandle@yahoo.com a few days before the show (or as
soon as now) I'll put your name on the comp list.
We have a fantastic lineup of Colorado dance artists/companies and I'd be
thrilled to see you in the audience!

You can read more about the event by visiting About CBDC to see who you'll
see on stage!

Warmly,
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~ Cindy

About CBDC

Cindy Brandle
Artistic Director
Cindy Brandle Dance Company
www.cindybrandledance.com
(312)217-1230
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From: Click, Lauren
To: "Mark Villarreal"; Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); Devin Patrick Hughes; ekrjoos@gmail.com; Bruce

Borowsky
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia
Subject: Meeting follow up - with questions
Date: Tuesday, September 24, 2019 1:19:54 PM
Attachments: DRAFT MEETING NOTES 9.18.2019.docx

Grants pres 9.18.19 FINAL.pdf

Hello Boulder Arts Commission,

Thank you for joining our meeting last week.

A few points of follow up and questions for you – thanks for your help in advance!

Are you able to attend one or both of the below grant info sessions? The applicants really
appreciate your feedback and insights, and it is a great way to meet the community.
The 2020 Grants Panel application is now live. Please send it out to your friends and
colleagues that may be interested. I’ll send it to the panel and promote broadly, too. The
deadline is Tuesday, October 8.
Please also take a moment to share the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day Event grant application
– our grant partnership with the HRC. Friday, October 11.

2020 Grant Info Sessions for Applicants
Thursday, November 14 at 4 pm at the Canyon Meeting Room in the Boulder Public Library,
1001 Arapahoe Ave.
Wednesday, December 11 at 11:30 am at The Nomad Playhouse, 1410 Quince Ave

The City of Boulder’s Office of Arts and Culture is hosting introductory sessions on how to apply for
2020 grants. The sessions will include conversations with an Arts Commissioner and panel member
to answer questions about their decision-making process. Please RSVP to clickl@boulderlibrary.org.

Initial, draft notes from the grants portion of the meeting are attached; also attached is a
PowerPoint from the meeting if you’d like to follow along. These are draft only and are not official
meeting minutes. Celia will send meeting minutes for edits.

Thanks again, Lauren

Lauren Click
she/her/hers
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
720-564-2355
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
www.boulderarts.org

Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.bouldercolorado.gov
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DRAFT MEETING NOTES

Boulder Arts Commission Meeting 9/24/2019



1. Staff Presentation on Proposed Changes and Discussion with Panelists, and Commission Discussion – program progressing well; commission awarded 114 grants including 30 general operating support awards in 2019.  Every year, commission reviews the program for improvement.  Staff consulted with applicants (those awarded grants as well as those who were unsuccessful) over the past few months.  This input, along with commission/panel feedback and staff observation, informed potential adjustments to the grants program to reduce the possibility of the following issues. 

0. Unexpected biases in the scoring process due to viewing other’s rankings, similar issues in rescoring process

0. Competitive culture between organizations

0. Inequitable distribution of Professional Development Scholarships

0. Unvetted project proposals that include an Arts in Public Places component, leading to unfeasible completion.  



Click indicated 2020 Cultural Grants Funding Structure options 



Feedback discussion from the start of meeting until about 6:15PM -- Villarreal has written to council advocating for an increase of commissioners from the current 5 to 7 (due to learning curve and retaining knowledge and increasing perspectives).  Borowsky: “bigger [groups he has served with] were less effective,” in general.  Villarreal read the comments from Yucelin, advising against continuing the 3 minute presentation model. Click agreed that the 3-minute presentation portion was not favorable – high pressure and not as effective as the written response process although she does value the face-to-face contact.  Reece doesn’t like the public rescoring aspect.  Reece noted her willingness to serve as a panelist again. 



Grant Program Structure – based on 2019 levels staff recommendation to 1)reconsider quantity for CU Boulder scholarships (either one full scholarship or 3 at $2,000 each), 2)reconsider quantity for Community Projects for Individuals, and 3)reinstate an admin line for commission ticket fund and contingency (~$1,000).  Joos would rather the funds for the ticket fund go to Professional Development or some other grant funding.  Villarreal would like to “dial down” to where the money will do the most good. Time factors in more than finances when trying to get to events. Suggestion of debriefing upcoming events at the arts commission meeting to assist commissioners with committing to attendance. 



Staff recommends continuing to engage with the Human Relations Committee (HRC) to partner on their grant programs.  Joos would like to hear from the HRC about their perspective of where the need is for funding – an advisory meeting.  Farnan noted the dismay resulting from the shift of funding away from Indigenous People’s Day. 



Staff requested the $250,000 funding (this year’s Special Facilities Grant) as ongoing in 2020. More information will be available in October.



Regarding process improvements, staff recommended making the second round written with blind scoring in both rounds.  Borowsky: as someone who has applied for grants, the current process is not working, “especially relative to rescoring and public answering of questions.”  Intent to be transparent – Farnan noted impetus of rescoring.  Reece not in favor of removing this step but emphasized the written portion – also prefers blind rescoring. Borowsky emphasized his appreciation of the face-to-face contact meeting the applicants. Borowsky, first broad strokes as an initial proposal, more detailed applications requested, perhaps 3 min presentations.  Suggested incorporating non-public meetings. Borowsky is not in favor of the concept of rescoring.  Joos favors written process and seeking out those non-competitive opportunities for contact with applicants. Suggests looking for other opportunities for contact with the artistic community in a non-competitive environment. Reece noted that rescoring allows for a learning curve on both sides of the table.  Villarreal favors rescoring because it provided opportunity for explanation.



Villarreal, in his ongoing discussions with BIFF, Boulder Philharmonic, Jaipur Literature, Local Theatre, Boulder Opera, and Open Studios, has gathered the following input. – “the scores of 5 are not a good score” – as no comments are required from commissioners and it can be difficult to figure out how to raise it.  Commission has to decide if they will explain themselves at a lower threshold. Three-minute presentation characterized as a – “cage match to the death” – all wish to see this discontinued. Onerous application especially for amounts under $10,000.  Character count - noted the importance of emphasizing that applicants don’t have to use all the characters to respond.  Better communication about how receiving funding for rental assistance, professional development, cultural field trips, office relocation funds etc., are not figured into other grant decisions (will not “count against” an applicant).  Villarreal lastly noted a comment about equity.  If you don’t have ticket sales, no way to increase budget. How to move into another tier of funding.  Villarreal noted that there are fewer of these larger grants, “the grass is not always greener.”  Criticism shapes the future of the Arts Commission – he doesn’t want anybody to be “intimidated” away from useful input. 



Improved training for commission/panel, cap rescoring (to reign in enormous shifts - “in three minutes score can change 25%”), report shortening, and individually sending applicants comments (as opposed to one shared document) were all discussed.



Dance got short end of the stick this year for grants – Villarreal referred to the Salon des Refusés of 1863 ("exhibition of rejects” - works excluded by the jury of the official Paris Salon by such masters as Manet, Whistler, and Cezanne).  Villarreal wants to talk about equity grants to make up for the neglected disciplines from this year.  They qualified for funding, but there were not enough monies to distribute to all.  Villarreal will communicate this to McCormick and Hughes.  Would like to explore this inequity, whether or not something can be done.  Borowsky noted his similar observation. Farnan clarified that commission’s charge does not require an equal distribution across media - he noted the mix of discipline represented by the commission members. 



Staff suggested limiting Professional Development applications to one per person annually and adding a checkbox to applications regarding public art. Staff recommend continuing with administrative approvals for Professional Development Grants in 2020 and commission seemed favorable.



Regarding GOS Liaisons, staff presented options (e.g., liaison positions only for commissioners with no required reports, commission/staff host open hours around town, ticket fund reinstated with liaisons trying to attend an event annually for each or keeping as is.)  Villarreal “not big on reporting,” would like to additionally serve as liaison with Local Theater.



Reece - volunteer opportunities that have a large time commitment require economic privilege.  Suggested providing a stipend panelist position.  Farnan will look into the legalities of paying panelists.



Click noted next steps as reviewing language with CAO, panel applications and interviews on October 16th, and Grant Information Sessions planned for November 14th and December 11th.  



1. Public Hearing – Schnabel went through the process last time – she felt the onus was heavy on the applicants to answer exactly what was asked in the way it was asked during the presentation portion, and “then the scoring went crazy” “after these oral arguments”.  In favor of blind scoring and the written process.  Schulz wondered about the requirement of meeting with people from the organizations – bias of charisma.   Acosta noted her small company – needs to send someone to meeting to discuss, seems like a bit much to expect for the smaller grants. Schultz asked Who to send feedback to? Click welcomed input or noted that it can be sent to commission.  Villarreal clarified that if sent to commission, email becomes public record; not if just sent to Chasansky and Click.  Schulz relayed her confusion as an applicant around what portion of the $250,000 Special Facilities Grant to apply. 
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Discussion of Proposed 
Adjustments to the 


Grants Program
Boulder Arts Commission meeting
Wednesday, September 18, 2019







BRAVO!







Agenda


• Review and discussion of the staff’s questions and proposed 
adjustments to the grants program. Panel and Commission comment


• Panel debrief
• Public comment
• Arts Commission asks clarifying questions
• Final discussion and guidance for staff







Topics for Discussion


• Grant Program Structure
• Process Improvements
• 2019 Grant Schedule
• Coming Up







2020 Cultural Grants 
Funding Structure Options







Grant Program Structure


Based on 2019 levels staff recommends:
A. Reconsider CU Boulder Scholarships quantity


1. One full scholarship or
2. 3 scholarships at $2,000 each


B. Reconsider Community Projects for Individuals quantity
C. Reinstate an admin line for Commission ticket fund and contingency


To consider:
• Funding structure
• Partnership with HRC / Equity Grant
• Additional $250,000







Grant Program Structure


Staff recommends A.
A. Continue to engage HRC to partner on their grant programs
B. Build our own grant
C. Reset and explore other options


To consider:
• Funding structure
• Partnership with HRC / Equity Grant
• Additional $250,000







Grant Program Structure


(No comments required just yet for this topic)
- $250,000 was a one-time grant for 2019
- Requested in 2020 as ongoing


To consider:
• Funding structure
• Partnership with HRC / Equity Grant
• Additional $250,000







Process Improvements
Concerns from the Community
• Bias in the scoring process
• Bias in the presentation and rescoring process
• Bias from the Commission
• Heightening competition between organizations and individuals


• Rescoring process. Staff recommends:
o Second round written
o Blind scoring in both rounds


• Cap rescoring?
• Improved training for Commission and Panel
• Send comments to applicants individually versus in one large document?
• Shorten reporting?







Process Improvements
Concerns from the Commission and Staff:
• Inequality in PD applications
• Need oversight from our office for Public Art projects


• Limit Professional Development applications to one per person 
annually?


• Add checkbox to applications regarding public art







Grant Schedule
To consider:


• Professional Development Grants
• $250,000 timing, if necessary


Staff recommends A.
A. Administrative approvals again for 2020
B. Commission review and decision







Grant Schedule
To consider:


• Professional Development Grants
• $250,000 timing, if necessary


Staff will provide a draft schedule for the October 2019 Commission 
meeting following decisions from City Council on funding levels.







GOS Liaisons


Options:
• Liaison positions, but only for the Commission members. Commission 


or grantee may reach out as necessary to their liaison. Reports are 
not required


• Commission and staff host open hours around town
• Ticket fund reinstated. Liaisons try to attend an event annually for 


each 
• Keep as-is
• Combination or other?







Next Steps


• Review texts with the city’s legal department
• Panel applications and interviews


Wednesday, October 16, 2019 during the Retreat
Time TBD


• Grant Info Sessions 
o Thursday, November 14 at 4pm (location TBD)
oWednesday, December 11 at 11:30am at the Nomad Playhouse







Panel Debrief







Public Comment







Questions?
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September 18, 2019 

Lauren Click 

Grants Administrator for Boulder Arts Commission 

City of Boulder 

RE: Illness preventing attendance of professional development conference and refund of BAC Scholarship 

Thank you, Lauren, for your kind phone conversation last month when I was so sick.  As you requested, here are 

the details around the illness that prevented me from attending the Applied Improvisation conference in NYC that I 

had so looked forward to and that the Boulder Arts Commission had so kindly provided a scholarship for. 

What seemed like a common cold virus developed into a full case of bronchitis that then went into my ears causing 

a Eustachian Tube Disorder and an ear infection.  I was the sickest I have ever been for a good month and am still 

recovering from the Eustachian Tube Disorder which I fear may result in a permanent minor hearing loss, as I am 

well into the predicted 90-day recovery period and still do not have 100% of my hearing back.  There are some 

surgical options to consider at my next doctor’s visit Sept. 26th. 

Eustachian Tube Disorder presents in a similar fashion to when your ears are blocked by going up or down in 

elevation to, say, our beautiful mountains, or by taking airline flights, but is much more extreme and can not be 

easily remedied by “popping” them.  The lining of my eustachian tubes became inflamed and seriously impacted 

my hearing, sometimes to the point of not being able to hear my turn signal when I was driving.  The week prior to 

the conference when I was still considering going, I tried going up to the foothills around Boulder, and both times 

my ears became further blocked and my hearing worsened for a couple days. Lesson learned, and I knew I could 

not safely take the flight and really wasn’t well enough to attend the conference. 

I was able to receive a refund for a majority of the expenses, but not all.  See attached receipts. 

 Costs                          Refund    Net Loss 

$765.00  Conference Registration $715 

$252.00  Housing  $252 

$266.61 Flight $    0 – non-refundable booking 

=======  ======== ========== 

$1,283.61 $967 $316.61 

Per our discussion I will refund to the BAC $483.39: 

$800.00   BAC Scholarship received (80% of total granted) 

$316.61    Net loss 

======= 

$483.39  Refund to BAC 

Please tell me who the check should be addressed to, and I will deliver it straight away. Many thanks to you and 

the whole Boulder Arts Commission.  These scholarships are a wonderful gift to us artists. I hope to make much 

better use of one in the future! 

Merlyn  
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Refunded Items: 
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Non-refundable item: 
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Mark Villarreal; Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); Devin Hughes; Erica Joos; Bruce Borowsky
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia
Subject: Documents to review for Commission meeting 10/16/19
Date: Wednesday, October 9, 2019 10:53:29 AM
Attachments: Motus Theater 2018 Comm Project report.pdf

2020 panel applications.pdf

Hello Commissioners,

There are several documents for you to review for the grant program before the meeting on
Wednesday, October 16, 2019.

ACTION: Grant Reports
2018 Community Project Report, Motus Theater, UndocuAmerica Performance & Radio
Project, $10,000

ACTION: 2020 Grants Panel Applications

The new applicants are:

Cynthia Sliker
Jasmine Baetz
Nathaniel Rothenberg

Returning applicants:

Belgin Yucelen
Katherine Reece

Attached are the panel's applications, their resumes and letters of recommendations (apologies that
they are all separate!). The panel applicants will be present at the meeting for a short interview with
you. Please bring one question to ask them as part of the interview. Following the interview and
discussion you’ll make a decision on the panelists.

I have attached the documents here, or, you may go to the online portal, then to your Shared
Documents folder, then to the appropriate folder. You’ll discuss and make final decisions on these
items at the meeting.

Feel free to contact me at any time if you have any questions. Thank you for your hard work and all
that you do for the arts in Boulder!

Cheers, Lauren

----------
Lauren Click
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture

Attachment Six     
Commission Correspondence
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mailto:ClickL@boulderlibrary.org
mailto:flynvartranch@comcast.net
mailto:fonthead1@gmail.com
mailto:devinpatrickhughes@me.com
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mailto:bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com
mailto:ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org
mailto:SeatonC@boulderlibrary.org
https://www.grantinterface.com/Home/Logon?urlkey=boulderarts
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UndocuAmerica Performance & Radio Project
2018 Community Project Grant


 


Motus Theater
Ms. Kiara Chavez 
4519 8th Street, Unit C
Boulder, CO 80304


O: 303-440-3682


Ms. Kiara  Chavez  
4519 8th Street, Unit C
Boulder, CO 80304


info@motustheater.org
O: 720-240-8086
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FollowUp Form


Instructions and deadlines
Amount Awarded 


$10,000.00


Project title 
UndocuAmerica Performance & Radio Project


INSTRUCTIONS AND DEADLINES


Please complete the grant report form in its entirety. Reporting for all grants projects must be completed by the 
date submitted in the application, one month after completion of the project.


If a grant project cannot be completed on time, the named applicant in the grant proposal must submit a letter to 
the Boulder Arts Commission by email to culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org, requesting an extension. The letter 
must be submitted in advance of the report due date with these details:


1. explaining the reason for the delay;


2. when completion of the project is anticipated (provide a specific date);


3. when the project’s grant report will be filed (provide a specific date one month after project completion).


Staff will review grant reports and extension request letters and provide a response.


Failure to follow these procedures will jeopardize the eligibility to apply for future Boulder Arts Commission grant 
awards. If you have questions, contact Office of Arts and Culture staff. Reports which are not approved will result 
in a letter from the department specifying the revisions and/or further information required.


Applicant information
Mission statement 
If not applicable write N/A.


The mission of Motus Theater is to create original theater to facilitate dialogue on critical issues of our 
time. We aim to use the power of art to build alliances across diverse segments of our community.


Geographic area served 
If not applicable write N/A.



mailto:culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org

https://boulderarts.org/about-us/contact-us/
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The city of Boulder and Boulder County


For individuals: organizational affiliation 
Even if an organizational affiliation is stated, awards will be made to the individual whose account is associated 
with this application. If no organization affiliated, please state 'none'.


Motus Theater


Number of full time employees 
If not applicable write 0.


2


Number of part time employees 
If not applicable write 0.


2


Number of volunteers 
If not applicable write 0.


25


Project information
Community Priorities* 
Please speak to how successful you were in addressing the Community Priorities applicable to your project. How 
was success measured? For reference, below is your response to the Community Priorities section of your 
application.


Motus successfully addressed the following community priorities:


1. SUPPORTED THE RESILIENCY OF Motus and partner ORGANIZATIONS(KGNU), Northern Colorado 
Immigrants United(NCIU), Colorado Immigrant Rights Coalition(CIRC), and Boulder StartUp Week) by 
developing and presenting:


a) 1 monologue workshop with 10 undocumented leaders whose stories support NCIU and CIRC’s efforts 
to impact policy change for immigration reform. 


b) 3 radio shows on KGNU in honor of Immigrant Heritage Month, sharing stories of Front Range 
undocumented leaders with new audiences, providing a channel for issues underrepresented in the media.


c) 2 preview performances for Family & Friends, public performances in honor of MLK Jr. Day featuring 
the undocumented monologists and 1 performance with Boulder StartUp Week featuring tech leaders reading 
undocu-monologues.
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2. SUPPORTED ARTISTS hiring 10 monologists; 1 visual artist; 2 designers; 4 musicians; and 10 tech 
professionals for performances, radio shows, & podcast production.


3. The powerful stories featured prioritized CIVIC DIALOGUE about how CULTURE CONTRIBUTES TO 
AUTHENTIC EXPRESSIONS OF DIVERSITY via conversations about immigration. Our innovative project 
helped to advance BOULDER’S CREATIVE IDENTITY.


Community Priorities 
The City of Boulder’s Community Cultural Plan is a visioning and strategic document that describes how the people 
of Boulder will align efforts, with the support of the municipal government, to achieve our collective vision: 
Together, we will craft Boulder’s social, physical, and cultural environment to include creativity as an essential 
ingredient for the well-being, prosperity, and joy of everyone in the community. The Community Priorities are six 
points that summarize the community’s most common responses in answer to the question, “What is your vision 
for Boulder’s culture and creative economy?” Reference: Cultural Plan and Community Priorities. 


In what way will this project contribute to one or several of the Community Priorities described in the Community 
Cultural Plan? Does the project contribute to one priority thoroughly?


1. SUPPORTS RESILIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY OF CULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS such as KGNU and 
Motus who will bring their resources together with NCDU (and potentially Boulder Startup Week) to provide 
innovative, high quality, arts-based programming on immigration that will BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY by 
building empathetic alliances. Also, the films and podcasts will support Motus’ program SUSTAINABILITY by 
allowing greater community outreach so more community members BENEFIT per performance.


 
2. The unprecedented performance of tech leaders reading dreamer stories fosters a SUPPORTIVE 


ENVIRONMENT FOR theater, musical, and visual ARTISTS, in collaboration with tech PROFESSIONALS, to 
provide INNOVATIVE LEADERSHIP ON immigration.


 
3.  PRIORITIZES THE CIVIC DIALOGUE ABOUT THE ABILITY OF CULTURE – theater/music/visual art and 


radio -- TO CONTRIBUTE TO AUTHENTIC EXPRESSIONS OF DIVERSITY from undocumented, people of color, 
about the ABILITY OF ART TO CONTRIBUTE TO conversations on immigration.


 
4. Our law enforcement performance in 2017 developed BOULDER’S CREATIVE IDENTITY by bringing 


national exposure in American Theater Magazine, NPR, USA Today, FAST Company Magazine, and others. The 
performance with tech entrepreneurs has similar potential.


Full access* 
Describe what steps you took to be inclusive and provide greater accessibility. What aspects of access did your 
project address? How does it compare to what you expected in your grant application? How many people 
benefited from your project? Include a demographic breakdown if possible. For reference, below is the response 
to the full access section of your application.


The UndocuAmerica Project is an example of Motus’ leadership in DEI practices. 100% of our monologists 
identify as POC, Latino, and undocumented. They are all bilingual. Motus collaborated with undocu-queer 
visual artist Julio Salgado for our MLK Day performances, and with the acapella Latina singer Teresita Lozano, 
and with African American jazz great Robert Johnson.



https://boulderarts.org/about-us/community-cultural-plan/

https://boulderarts.org/about-us/community-cultural-plan/
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We made our MLK Day performance affordable by offering a performance that was free, open to the 
public, and family friendly. Our allied performance with tech leaders was also free. Performances were 
presented in wheelchair accessible facilities. Outside of this grant, in partnership with Boulder High School, 
Motus presented a bilingual performance in honor of Immigrant Heritage Month. Performers are always 
mic’d for hearing impaired.


The KGNU radio shows were broadcast across Boulder County and are currently available online at no 
cost. The podcast will be available online and at no cost on multiple podcast platforms.


Monologists lead the project by choosing the story they want to tell and brainstorming the best readers 
for allied performances and podcast. The performance was previewed by family, friends, and advisors 
representing diverse constituencies.


Full access 
Describe how your project will address affordability, availability, accessibility, accommodation, and acceptability to 
diverse groups? When responding to this question, it is pertinent to review the Boulder Arts Commission and 
Americans for the Arts Statements on Cultural Equity.


References:
Boulder Arts Commission Statement on Cultural Equity
Americans for the Arts Statement on Cultural Equity


Motus is a leader in cultural equity in the arts in Colorado.  Since our inception, the vast majority of our 
performers (90%) are people of color and native Spanish speakers. All but one of our original performances 
was produced in Spanish. We have a large low income and Latino audience (between 19%-37%).


 
Affordability: Regular performance tickets $18-$23. 25% off tickets distributed through collaborators in 


immigrant-serving organizations. Low-income tickets: $0-$10. Also, live-stream of performances will be 
available at no cost.


 
Availability: Performances at the Gordon Theater/Dairy Arts Center are all live-streamed and broadcast 


in entirety on KGNU. All UndocuAmerica episodes free through KGNU.
 
Accessibility: Wheelchair accessible. Performances w/ simultaneous interpretation in Spanish.
 
Accommodation: Performers mic’d for hearing impaired. Sign-language interpreter provided upon 


request.
 
Acceptability to diverse groups: Performance is an authentic expression of diversity. Undocumented 


performers choose monologues they perform and are part of the process of deciding what dominant cultural 
leader will later read their story. Motus performances are previewed by an advisory board representing 
diverse constituencies.


Artistic excellence* 
Describe to what extent artists were involved in your leadership process and the impact it had. How successful was 
your curatorial approach and did you achieve your artistic mission? What was the response of your audiences, 
peers or critics to your programming? Attach any reviews, letters or other information in the attachments section 



https://boulderarts.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Statement-on-Cultural-Equity.pdf?x64198

http://www.americansforthearts.org/about-americans-for-the-arts/statement-on-cultural-equity
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to support your conclusion. For reference, below is the response to the artistic excellence section of your 
application.


The UndocuAmerica Project advances Motus’ mission by involving artists in each step of the process. 
Motus award-winning Artistic Director Kirsten Wilson worked with 10 undocumented leaders, to develop the 
monologues that they read for public performances, radio show, and podcast. 


Motus collaborated with visual artist Julio Salgado, who provided imagery in responses to the 
monologues for our MLK Day performances, and with Teresita Lozano, Robert Johnson and Adam Bodine for 
the musical responses for performances.


Music plays a key component in the project. We weave music into each performance, to allow audiences 
to reflect on the courage, grief and experiences of the monologists, as well as their own personal reaction to 
the stories. On the podcast, stories have musical underscoring by violinist Anthony Salvo, and each episode 
ends with a musical response by award-winning musicians such as Yo-Yo Ma.


Responses from audience members have been overwhelmingly positive. As shown in the testimonials 
attached, Motus’ high-quality artistic work changes the hearts and minds of our audience as they become 
more aware of the challenges facing undocumented immigrants and more attuned to the need of change in 
immigration reform.


Artistic excellence 
Describe how your project commits to high standards for your field. Include information on how: a) artists are 
involved in leadership and the potential impact on artists and the artistic field (including direct payment); b) your 
curatorial approach or cultural mission is realized in the project; c) your audiences, peers, or critics respond to your 
programming; and/or d) other ways by which you measure the quality of your art and the results of those 
measures. 


Examples of how you might demonstrate artistic excellence are through professional resumes, news clippings, 
photos, videos, and survey responses. If you'd like to attach documentation you may do so in the attachments 
portion of the application.


A. Kirsten Wilson is a master teacher of autobiographical monologue writing and performance – teaching 
professionally since 1993. She has won numerous awards accentuating her artistic prowess and leadership in 
cultural equity including: “Artist & Activist”/NCDU, “Artistic Innovator” status/CU’s ATLAS (Alliance for 
Technology Learning and Society); “Multicultural Action Award”/Bo Co. Victor Galvan will write/perform and 
host the UndocuAmerica Radio/podcast. He’s the Director of Community Engagement for Colorado 
Immigrant Rights Coalition and one of Motus’ lauded performers.  He won "Multicultural Artist” award/BoCo. 
Motus will work with a professional singer, visual artist, videographers. Even our lowest paid performs earn a 
living wage - $15hr.


B. Our mission is to create original theater to support community conversation on critical issues - realized 
in this project by working with undocumented immigrants to create theater to support conversation on 
immigration


C. Motus is lauded for our work nationally in American Theater Magazine and NPR. We’re the only theater 
company to have our cast and director identified as “People of the Year” (Boulder Weekly, 2015). We receive 
the highest evaluations from our audiences (5 stars).
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Outcomes and evaluation strategy* 
Did your evaluation strategy work? Was the data you collected meaningful? What were you able to infer from this 
data? How successful was this project in benefiting the community? Describe at least one anecdote of how 
someone benefited in a meaningful way from one of the activities.  If you would like to include tables and charts to 
help us better understand the results of your project, you may provide a concise report in the attachments section 
instead of filling out this field. For reference, below is the response to the proposed outcomes and evaluation 
section of your application.


On average, audience members of live performances scored the performances a 5 (top mark) in “artistic 
excellence,” “benefit to the community”, “understanding the lives of immigrants,” and “recommending the 
performance”. The performers on MLK Day got individual standing ovations throughout the night and during 
the talkback people thanked the performers for helping them digest the urgency of taking action against the 
threats facing so many people in our immigrant community. The quantitative and qualitative data presented 
here and attached, show that the project greatly benefits the community and advanced conversations about 
the challenges undocumented immigrants face in Boulder and the Front Range. 


At the performance with tech leaders, former director of Tech Stars and organizer for Boulder StartUp 
Week, Julie Penner read Cristian's story. She spoke about never having thought about immigration from the 
viewpoint of an undocumented immigrant until then. She said,"This experience was very powerful, and I, for 
one, see it differently now."


Proposed outcomes and evaluation strategy 
Describe your evaluation strategy for this project and how you will collect data. Please also include your goals for 
this project and how the benefit to the community will be measured.


Motus weaves evaluation into all aspects: from project design through follow-up w/ audience, 
collaborators, and community leaders. Our Advisory Board, project sponsors and, most directly, our 
undocumented participants, shape our programs and the focus of talkbacks and calls to action. We’ll follow-
up with NCDU and monologue participants after the initial monologue phase and after the performance 
projects to find out if the arts performances and radio productions support the needs of undocumented 
community members.


 
Also, we directly engage our project goals with our audience - always asking them to fill out a survey that 


provides us qualitative and quantitative information. Some of the quantitative questions we ask referencing 
our goals include:


·      ‘Artistic excellence’,
·      ‘Community Benefit’
·      ‘Greater understanding of lives of undocumented immigrants,’
·      ‘Increased empathy toward undocumented immigrants’
·      ‘Actions they are inspired to take by performance.’
 
Because we’re hoping to reach a larger state and national audience, we’ll also review the success of our 


marketing and media strategy (podcasts/films) based on articles published, media viewed, and number of 
live streams of both film and radio.


Cultural equity and opportunity* 
Describe how your project did or did not fulfill one or several of the categories stated in your application. For 
reference, below are the responses to cultural equity and cultural offerings sections of your application.
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100% of the monologists in this project identify as Latino and undocumented. Participants in this project 
also include monologists who identify as LGBTQ and disabled.


Motus’ staff is 25% immigrants, and of these 50% undocumented. Our current board represents 
historically marginalized and underrepresented constituencies with 54% identifying as POC and 45% as first 
or second generation immigrants.


With the support of the BAC, Motus was able to pay our performers (who come from low income 
backgrounds) living wages for rehearsals and above average non-equity actor rates for the performances.


Motus’ preview performance of UndocuMonologues reached 107 people, 40% of whom identified as 
Latino. In total, the performances included in this grant reached 712 people. Because we reached a wider 
audience than what we anticipated in Boulder we had a lower percentage of Latino audience members than 
we anticipated (14%), which is slightly higher than the percentage of Latino’s in Boulder (13%). These 
performances also reached 19% POC and 26% immigrants.


When Motus starts presenting performances in Spanish, the number of audience members that identify as 
Latino will increase.


Cultural equity 
Among the goals of the Boulder Arts Commission is to encourage the equitable, fair, and just distribution of funds 
in support of the community.  This includes providing support to applicants whose organizational leadership or 
audience represent groups who are typically underrepresented, i.e. culturally diverse groups, organizations 
focused on age diversity, etc.)  Describe how your project does or does not fulfill one or several of these 
categories. When responding to this question, it is pertinent to review the Boulder Arts Commission and Americans 
for the Arts Statements on Cultural Equity.


References:
Boulder Arts Commission Statement on Cultural Equity
Americans for the Arts Statement on Cultural Equity


A large percent of Motus’ audience represents groups underserved by arts programming and funding 
models. We anticipate 30% Latino audience for this project.


 
A large percentage of our audience is low income – unusual for a theater organization. 
 
The leadership of our organization is majority Latino. Key staff: 1 White, 1 Portuguese, 1 Latina. Board is 


72% people of color (3 Latino; 1 African American, 1 Asian American, 2 Euro-American). Our board treasure 
is a gay rights leader. 100% of our actors from 2013-2017 are Latino. The majority of our actors pre-2013 
were people of color: 3 African American, 3 Latino, 3 Euro-American, 1 Japanese American. 


 
We anticipate ALL performing artists in this project will identify as Latino & undocumented. 


UndocuPerformers participating include gay/lesbian and disabled performers. 
 
Grant funding is essential to the viability of Motus projects. The vast majority of our performers comes 


from working class families or poverty. It’s essential they’re paid a living-wage for rehearsals as well as 
childcare support costs. Because our audience is lower income, our average donation is $5. Grant funding 
helps us remain competitive with theater companies serving a higher income audience and funders.



https://boulderarts.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Statement-on-Cultural-Equity.pdf?x64198

http://www.americansforthearts.org/about-americans-for-the-arts/statement-on-cultural-equity
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Cultural offerings 
In what way does your project fill a gap in the variety of cultural offerings in Boulder? What is exciting or new 
about your project?


Motus is the only BoCo theater teaching marginalized local leaders how to write and perform their own 
stories. 


Unlike other art projects where people of color are in the minority, 100% of our actors are people of color 
- the identified protagonists, and stars. 


It’s exciting to bring all Motus has learned creating theater on immigration into one project: 
1. Monologue format weaving acapella music & visual art to present an emotionally balanced aesthetic. 
2. Includes an unprecedented performance w/community leaders reading DREAMER stories, similar to 


our nationally lauded law enforcement performance, but with tech leaders challenging the myth that 
undocumented immigrants are an economic drain.


3. Brings diverse, new undocumented leaders to the stage while also answering the demand to hear from 
the 4 stars of “Do You Know Who I Am?” (Our original undocumented performers who became “People of the 
Year” in Boulder, 2015.)


4.Radio series UndocuAmerica, is unprecedented -- No other radio program hosted by undocumented 
immigrants in the NATION; and strategically critical -- there are 4 times as many negative media portrayals of 
immigrants in conservative media for every positive one in liberal media (Brookings Institute, 2008)


Takeaways* 
Provide details on any takeaways -- things learned, and/or breakthroughs you can share with the arts community 
in Boulder via the City of Boulder Arts Commission.


As we worked with our monologists and advisors on the podcast, and looking at the aggravated 
challenges facing undocumented immigrants, Motus decided to change the format of the podcast from 3 5-
min episodes to a 12, 30-min episode podcast series in which prominent Americans such as activist Gloria 
Steinem, journalists Jorge Ramos, Nicholas Kristoff, and Maria Hinojosa, Houston Police Chief Art Acevedo, 
evangelical leader Jo Anne Lyon, and actor, John Lithgow read the stories of undocumented presenters, to 
amplify their voices and bring in a wide audience of listeners. Each reading is followed by discussion between 
reader and monologist about the impact of the story. The episodes end with musical responses by award-
winning musicians such as Yo-Yo Ma and Arturo O’Farrill.


With this format we hope to bring to the immigration debate listeners who would otherwise be 
disconnected from the matte and inspire civic hospitality and radical empathy modeled by the reader.


Motus is also launching a companion podcast, in which audiences can listen to the undocumented 
presenters read their own story, followed by the musical response. In this way Motus keeps true to our 
commitment to authentic voices and leadership.


Attachments
ATTACHMENTS
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 Financial statement for the project. Please resubmit a copy of your original project budget from the grant 
proposal and add columns for and information detailing: "Actual income", "Actual expenses", "Variance" 
(or difference between the two).


 Evaluation materials. Include here a concise data report with a table or chart showing the results of your 
project (only if you did not fill in the proposed outcomes and evaluation strategy section).


 Collateral materials. Please provide proof that you’ve given credit to the Boulder Arts Commission for 
grant funding (proof could be a mention of grant support with the Commission’s official logo in 
advertising, schedules, news/media clippings, programs, etc.)


 Please submit at least three photos from your project. Media files (audio, video) are not requested as 
direct submissions. To provide access to video or audio files, please load them onto YouTube or similarly 
accessible social media sites and upload a document (word or pdf) with a list of website links.


Financial statement* 
Permitted file types: xl, xlsx, pdf.


BAC_Financial-Report_UnDocuAmericaRadioPerformance.xlsx.pdf


Collateral materials.* 
Permitted file types: pdf,jpg,png,tiff,doc,docx.


BAC_UndocuAmerica_Collateral Materials.jpg


Evaluation materials. 
Permitted file types: pdf,jpg,png,tiff,doc,docx


BAC_UndocuAmerica_Consolidated Performance and Testemonials.pdf


Supplementary materials* 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


BAC_UndocuAmerica_Videos.pdf


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


01_19_19 UndocuMonologues for MLK - Monologuist Victor Galvan.jpg


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


12_21_18_UndocuMonologues FFA - Credit Michael Ensminger.jpg
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Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


1_21_19 UndocuMonologues FFA - Singer Teresita Lozano.jpg


Certification* 
I certify our use of the Boulder Arts Commission credit line and/or logo in project advertising, signage and 
programs.


I certify


Agreement* 
I grant the City of Boulder Office of Arts and Culture, its representatives and employees the right to use these 
photographs / videos / audios with proper accreditation for any lawful purpose, including for publicity, illustration, 
advertising, newsletters, publications social media and Web.


I agree


Report certification and submission
I certify that the information contained in this grant budget report is true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge.*


I certify


Full name* 
Rita Valente-Quinn


Date* 
09/30/19
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   BAC_Financial-Report_UnDocuAmericaRadioPerformance.xlsx.pdf
•   BAC_UndocuAmerica_Collateral Materials.jpg
•   BAC_UndocuAmerica_Consolidated Performance and Testemonials.pdf
•   BAC_UndocuAmerica_Videos.pdf
•   01_19_19 UndocuMonologues for MLK - Monologuist Victor Galvan.jpg
•   12_21_18_UndocuMonologues FFA - Credit Michael Ensminger.jpg
•   1_21_19 UndocuMonologues FFA - Singer Teresita Lozano.jpg
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Boulder Arts Commission: UndocuAmerica Performance Project - Financial Report


Expenses Cash in-kind Total Actual 
Expense


Actual In-
kind Actual Total Variance Notes on Variance


Salaries & Honoraria
Item Description Amount


Artistic Direction
Project conception, workshop 
facilitation, monologue editing, 
performance direction, staging


$9,000.00 $0.00 $9,000.00 $12,000.00 $0.00 $12,000.00 $3,000.00


Artistic Director, Kirsten Wilson spent 
more time working on the podcast 
development, a new medium for 
Motus Theater.


Project Manager 
Radio/Theater Rita Valente $5,000.00 $0.00 $5,000.00 $7,000.00 $0.00 $7,000.00 $2,000.00


Producing Director, Rita Valente-
Quinn spent more time on podcast 
production, a new medium for Motus 
Theater


Administration Administrative Oversight $1,000.00 $0.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $0.00 $1,000.00 $0.00
Monologue/Podcast 
Outreach 
Coordinator to 
Undocumented 
Community


Victor Galvan $25x10hrs $250.00 $0.00 $250.00 $10,000.00 $0.00 $10,000.00 $9,750.00


To support the various layers of the 
UndocuAmerica Project, Motus 
Theater hired Laura Peniche as 
Project Manager and Outreach 
Coordinator.


Assistant Director $20x62 $1,240.00 $0.00 $1,240.00 $1,294.46 $0.00 $1,294.46 $54.46


Visual Artist Monologue Iconic representation $700.00 $0.00 $700.00 $0.00 $700.00 $700.00 -$700.00
The visual artist Julio Salgado 
donated his work as in-kind to the 
project.


Musician
Musical Accompainment to 
monologues: $300flat rate x 2 
performances


$600.00 $0.00 $600.00 $450.00 $0.00 $450.00 -$150.00 Musician's charged a lower fee than 
estimated.


Therapeutic Support
Naropa Team (Mental Health 
Support for performers) $75x12 In-
kind


$0.00 $900.00 $900.00 $0.00 $900.00 $900.00 $0.00


Dominant Culture 
Leaders/Readers


8 Ally readers x 1 performances x 
$250 honorarium in-kind $0.00 $2,000.00 $2,000.00 $0.00 $500.00 $500.00 -$1,500.00


For our performance "Tech Leaders 
Read UndocuMonologues", Motus 
partnered with Boulder Startup Week. 
Boulder Starup Week was 
responsible for recruiting the tech 
leaders for the performance and they 
could only recruit 2 leaders, instead 
of 8.


Writers/ Performers' 
stipends


Monologue Creation/Private 
Performance: $15 x 2h x 14 x 8 
participants,  + Public Performance 
of monologues: $100 flat 
fee/performer x 8 performers x 2 


$8,320.00 $8,320.00 $6,200.00 $0.00 $6,200.00 -$2,120.00


Motus rehearsed less with our 
performers so that we could dedicate 
more time to podcast recording. See 
expenses below.


Subtotal $26,110.00 $2,900.00 $29,010.00 $37,944.46 $2,100.00 $40,044.46 $11,034.46 See explanation for variances above.


Monologue 
Workshop 
Implementation 
Costs
Workshop space 
rental $50/h x 3hr x14 in-kind $0.00 $2,100.00 $2,100.00 $0.00 $3,600.00 $3,600.00 -$2,100.00 Workshop space was donated by 


CIRC.


Childcare Monologue Participants 2.5
hrsx18x15 $675.00 $0.00 $675.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 -$675.00 Childcare was not necessary


Meals for participants 
monologists and 
children


$7.5meal x 20 people x 14 sessions $2,100.00 $0.00 $2,100.00 $1,028.58 $436.00 $1,464.58 -$635.42


Motus had fewer monologue 
sessions/rehearsals than anticipated 
because we needed more time 
dedicated to radio and podcast 
recordings.


Monologue 
Workshop Supplies 8 notebooks, highlighters, $36.00 $0.00 $36.00 $15.49 $0.00 $15.49 -$20.51 Notebooks, highlighters


Subtotal $2,811.00 $2,100.00 $4,911.00 $1,044.07 $436.00 $5,080.07 $169.07 See explanation for variances above.


Radio Production


Audio 
Engineer/Editor


4hrsx6x$100 Radio and 
4hrsx3x$100 podcast (1/2 inkind) $1,800.00 $1,800.00 $3,600.00 $4,645.00 $0.00 $4,645.00 $1,045.00


Podcast is a new medium for Motus. 
As we worked to find the most 
impactful podcast format, we needed 
to spend more time with sound 
engineers and editors.


Radio/Podcast Host 3hrsx6x$25 (Victor Galvan) $450.00 $0.00 $450.00 $400.00 $0.00 $400.00 $0.00
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Radio Monologue 
Presentations 


Presentation of monologue for 
broadcasting: $25/presentation x 16 
participants ($800)


$400.00 $0.00 $400.00 $1,100.00 $0.00 $1,100.00 $700.00


So far Motus has recorded and 
presented 3 shows with KGNU, for 
which we paid $50/performer x 6 
performers; and we recorded three 
podcast episodes with undocumented 
leaders and prominent Americans, for 
which we paid each undocumented 
leader $200 and a perdiem. The 
podcast recording requires travelling 
outside the state and our performers 
need to take time off of their day jobs, 
so a higher perdiem is required.


Studio Hours
Radio & Podcast Production 
5hrsx6x$50 in-kind KGNu plus 
2hrsx6x$50


$300.00 $1,500.00 $1,800.00 $1,562.00 $500.00 $2,062.00 $262.00


Podcast is a new medium for Motus. 
As we worked to find the most 
impactful podcast format, we needed 
to spend more time recording in the 
studio.


Subtotal $2,950.00 $3,300.00 $6,250.00 $7,707.00 $500.00 $8,207.00 $1,957.00 See explanation for variances above.


Performance Production
Performance space 
rental


2 Gordon Theater Peformance at 
Dairy (see venue agreement) $1,675.00 $0.00 $1,675.00 $880.00 $0.00 $880.00 -$795.00 Theater rental was less than 


estimated.
Theater Supplies - 
scripts & props


Black presentation books, music 
stand, lights for stands, scripts $200.00 $0.00 $200.00 $150.00 $0.00 $150.00 -$50.00


Meals
$10/meal x 8 people x 2 
performances + $10/meal x8 Ally 
leaders x 1  performances


$240.00 $0.00 $240.00 $0.00 $300.00 $300.00 $60.00


Technical Direction - 
lights & sound (Included in Venue Rental above) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $150.00 $0.00 $150.00 $150.00 Overtime charged by Dairy Arts 


Center for MLK Day performances.


Spanish 
Interpretation 2 performances x$300 $600.00 $0.00 $600.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 -$600.00


Instead of presenting the MLK Day 
performance with Spanish 
interpretation, Motus is planning to 
present full Spanish performances in 
the future.


Printing - programs & 
evals


250 programs x 2performances x $.
80 $400.00 $0.00 $400.00 $300.00 $100.00 $400.00 $0.00


Subtotal $3,115.00 $0.00 $3,115.00 $1,480.00 $400.00 $1,880.00 -$1,235.00 See variance explanation above.


Marketing & Documentation 


Radio/PodCast  
Branding and 
website


Website/Logo/Branding $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $2,000.00 $4,432.33 $1,500.00 $5,932.33 $3,932.33


Motus hired the best social justice 
marketing company in Boulder, 
Vermilion to design our logo. 
Vermilion gave Motus a highly 
discounted rate because of the 
alignment between the work Motus is 
doing and the projects that Vermilion 
supports with their work. In addition, 
Motus hired a designer to create a 
brand new website for our podcast so 
that we can reach more audiences 
more effectively.


National Marketing 
Strategy for Ally 
peformance with 
supplemental 
pod/cast and films


McPherson Strategies Estimate (We 
may go with another company but 
we have had good experiences with 
them)


$6,000.00 $3,000.00 $9,000.00 $20,000.00 $0.00 $20,000.00 $11,000.00


Motus received a grant from an 
anonymous donor to support the 
podcast, under the condition that we 
hired, as our Strategic 
Communications firm, the Raben 
Group. The Raben Group is the most 
culturally competent and well versed 
strategic communications firm on 
issues of immigration and they are 
working with Motus to bring the 
podcast to new listeners in our 
community and across the nation. 
With the Raben Group, Motus' work 
and the cultural identity of the City of 
Boulder we'll be put in front of new 
audiences across the U.S. The 
Raben Group's honorarium is largely 
covered by the grant mentioned 
above.


Local Radio 
Marketing


$250 Ads on CPR plus 6 KGNU in-
kind $250.00 $350.00 $600.00 $200.00 $0.00 $200.00 -$400.00


Motus is investing in social media 
and media engagement work that is 
being set up by the Raben Group 
(see above).
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E-Marketing Immigrant Organization sponsors - 
in-kind marketing $300x5 $0.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $0.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $0.00


Photographer fee Flat fee per performance (2x$300) 
plus one preview shoot ($200) $800.00 $0.00 $800.00 $800.00 $0.00 $800.00 $0.00


Theater 
Videographer & 
editor fee


Flat fee for filming 2 performances, 
editing 2 highlight trailers, 8 
monologues, one Podcast Highlight 
video for marketing, 2 livestream 


$6,000.00 $3,000.00 $9,000.00 $4,910.00 $4,000.00 $8,910.00 -$90.00


Print Design fee Postcards/Posters $400.00 $0.00 $400.00 $400.00 $0.00 $400.00 $0.00
Musicial Theme UndocuAmerica Theme Song $400.00 $400.00 $800.00 $400.00 $400.00 $800.00 $0.00


Flyer service Boulder County $180.00 $0.00 $180.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 -$180.00


Motus invested in direct outreach by 
performers, board members, and 
immigrant righs organizations, as 
personal connections bring more 
people to the performance.


Subtotal $15,030.00 $9,250.00 $24,280.00 $31,142.33 $7,400.00 $38,542.33 $14,262.33 See variance explanations above.


Misc Expenses
Office Supplies $100.00 $0.00 $100.00 $100.00 $0.00 $100.00 $0.00
Mailing & Postage $25.00 $0.00 $25.00 $25.00 $0.00 $25.00 $0.00


Mileage & Parking $25.00 $0.00 $25.00 $7,200.00 $0.00 $7,200.00 $7,175.00


As Motus shifted the podcast format 
to a 12, 30-min episode podcast with 
prominent Americans reading the 
stories of undocumented leaders, our 
travel expenses increased 
exponentially as Motus Artistic 
Director and monologists have to 
travel to meet the reader at their 
location. In this line item we're 
including flights and ground 
transportation ($3500), 
accommodations ($3000) and 
parking ($700)


Subtotal $150.00 $0.00 $150.00 $7,325.00 $0.00 $7,325.00 $0.00


TOTAL 
EXPENSES $50,166.00 $17,550.00 $67,716.00 $86,642.86 $10,836.00 $97,478.86 $29,762.86 See variance explanations above.


Income Cash/Pending in-kind Total Actual 
Income


Actual in-
kind Actual Income Total Variance Notes


Grants
Boulder Arts Commission $10,000.00 $0.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $0.00 $10,000.00 $0.00
Boulder County Arts Alliance $3,000.00 $0.00 $3,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 -$3,000.00 Motus did not receive this grant.


Community Foundation Serving 
Boulder County $1,700.00 $0.00 $1,700.00 $10,000.00 $0.00 $10,000.00 $8,300.00


Motus received a larger grant than 
anticipated via the Millennium Trust 
Fund of the Community Foundation.


Colorado Pledge 1% $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $10,815.00 $0.00 $10,815.00 $10,815.00 New Grant
Boulder Human Relations 
Commission (MLK Jr. Day RFP) $1,000.00 $0.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $0.00 $1,000.00 $0.00


Boulder Human Relations 
Commission (HRF RFP) $2,260.00 $0.00 $2,260.00 $2,260.00 $0.00 $2,260.00 $0.00


Anonymous Donor Fund $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $23,556.86 $0.00 $23,556.86 $23,556.86 New grant
Art In Society $20,000.00 $0.00 $20,000.00 $20,000.00 $0.00 $20,000.00 $0.00 New grant


Ticket Sales
187 tickets x $20 x 2 performances 
+ 40 tickets x $10 X 2performances 
+ 23 tickets x $0 x 2performances


$8,280.00 $0.00 $8,280.00 $2,825.00 $0.00 $2,825.00 -$5,455.00


To make the UndocuMonologues 
performance more accessible to the 
public, Motus presented one free 
performance and one ticketed 
performance, instead of two ticketed 
performances.
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Individual 
Donations


5,686 (individual 
donations/sponsors) + 100x5x1 
(private family performances) 


$6,186.00 $0.00 $6,186.00 $6,186.00 $0.00 $6,186.00 $0.00


In-Kind 
Contributions $0.00 $17,550.00 $17,550.00 $0.00 $10,836.00 $10,836.00 -$6,714.00


Motus received less in-kind services 
and goods than anticipated, but we 
were able to apply successfully for 
more grants, which cover our costs.


TOTAL INCOME $52,426.00 $17,550.00 $69,976.00 $86,642.86 $10,836.00 $97,478.86 $27,502.86 See explanation on variance above.











 


 


Consolidated Performance Info and Testimonials  


UndocuAmerica Performance & Radio Project 


(5 pages) 


  
Consolidated Performance Info 


 
Two preview performances of UndocuMonologues for friends, family, 


and allies 
December 16th, 2018 


  
On a scale of 0 (not at all helpful/no) to 5 (very useful or enjoyable/yes), the 
average scores were: 
  
5 Quality of the performance 
4 Quality of the talkback  
5 Project a benefit to the community 
5 Teaches about the lives of immigrants 
5 Recommend this event to others 
45% Immigrants in Attendance  
107 People in attendance  
 
 


Total 
  


Latinos # 
  


Latinos %  Youth # 
  


Youth % YA # YA % 
  


107 43 40% 3 3% 20 19% 
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Boulder premiere of UndocuAmerica Performance & Radio Project 


with two unique performances of UndocuMonologues 
January 21st, 2019 


  
On a scale of 0 (not at all helpful/no) to 5 (very useful or enjoyable/yes), the 
average scores were: 
  
5 Quality of the performance 
5 Quality of the talkback  
5 Project a benefit to the community 
5 Teaches about the lives of immigrants 
5 Recommend this event to others 
63 People of Color 
27% Immigrants in Attendance  
500 People in attendance  
 
 


Total 
  


Latinos # 
  


Latinos %  Youth # 
  


Youth % YA # YA % 
  


500 53 10% 16 0.3% 13 0.2% 
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Tech Leaders read UndocuMonologues 
May 14th, 2019 


  
Partnered with Boulder Tech Week for this performance. To support 
Boulder Tech Week with outreach, Motus’ performance was featured as 
part of the Pledge 1% Nonprofit Pitch Competition program. Motus could 
not distribute evaluation forms at the event. 
 
 


Total 
  


Latinos # 
  


Latinos %  People of 
Color # 
  


POC % Young 
Adults # 


YA % 
  


105 7 7% 16 15% 10 10% 
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TESTIMONIALS 
 


From our Undocu-Monologists  
speaking about the autobiographical monologue workshop 


 
“[The UndocuMonologues workshop] transformed me, helped me feel more human. It 
helped me feel that I'm not alone in my trauma and suffering. It helped me feel stronger 
and more confident in my own skin. It helped me feel less apologetic towards the world 
and more connected to my own humanity in its purest form. I found through this process 
a new sense of self-confidence that came from the process of deconstructing the lies 
that I had internalized about how I should feel about myself.”  


- UndocuMonologues Presenter 
 
“The workshops created a safe space for us to look deeply into ourselves and to be able 
to share stories that were very personal. I felt a sense of connection and understanding 
between participants as well as from the facilitator. At each workshop, the lives and 
spirits of Native Americans were acknowledged in a very subtle way, which helped me 
personally feel safe and accepted, not only in that space but in the world. Finally, 
knowing that this process was going to be used to make an impact in my community 
and the world, was deeply inspiring and rewarding.”  


- UndocuMonologues Presenter 
 
“This monologue workshop helped me process some of my traumas in a productive 
fashion, which helps me be a better advocate for immigrant rights. Getting out the 
trauma using a positive medium has been great for my mental health as well as my 
general wellbeing. Now I have another tool to help me process the world around me.”   
- UndocuMonologues Presenter 
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From our Audience about the UndocuMonologues 
 


“[The most impactful part of UndocuMonologues was] the range of experiences and the 
intersection of immigration status with race, class, ability and religious beliefs; hearing 
from the performers about the process as an introduction to their monologues; the 
courage to be vulnerable about their fears and the resilience that keeps the performers 
fighting for their lives in the US”  


- Anonymous 
 
 
“Being able to relate to their powerful stories [was most impactful] as someone who is 
also undocumented. It really helped put into words feelings I have felt myself.”   
     - Anonymous 
 
“[The most impactful part of UndocuMonologues] was finding a piece of every story that 
resonated with my own life. Seeing so much power and emotion on the stage. Being 
invited to keep breathing. Grappling with the reality of an unjust world.”   


- Anonymous 
 
“Each story added a different aspect to the picture and counteracted stereotyping by 
showing that every other person's story would be different as well. We are all valuable 
individuals. If we only knew each other’s stories, we could celebrate the dignity of every 
person.”  


- Anonymous 
 


UndocuMonologues with Tech Leaders:  
 


For our UndocuMonologues performance with tech leaders, former director of Tech 
Stars and organizer for Boulder Startup Week, Julie Penner read Cristian 
Solano-Córdova's story. After the experience, she spoke about never having thought 
about immigration from the viewpoint of an undocumented immigrant until then. She 
said: "This experience was very powerful, and I, for one, see it differently now."  
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UndocuAmerica Video Links 


(2 pages) 
 


UndocuMonologues, 3 sample monologues  
 
Motus Theater’s undocumented monologists share autobiographical monologues 
about their lives, hopes, fears and dreams. Their performances interrupts the 
dehumanizing portrayals of immigrants by encouraging thoughtful engagement with 
the challenges facing the undocumented community and the assets immigrants bring 
to our country. 
 
These DACA-mented leaders courageously tell their stories, representing the pain, 
struggles, and resilience of so many undocumented Americans. Story themes 
include the threat of deportation; the injustice of being sent into exile from the country 
in which you were raised; border patrol; the current human and civil rights threats to 
immigrants; racial profiling. 
 
Motus Theater Artistic Director, Kirsten Wilson worked with 10 undocumented 
leaders to create the autobiographical monologues for this project. Below are 3 of the 
10 monologues created for this project: 
 
Monologue by Cristian Solano-Córdova: https://vimeo.com/351079091 
 
Monologue by Laura Peniche: https://vimeo.com/351080148 
 
Monologue by Alejandro Fuentes Mena: https://vimeo.com/351076323 
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https://vimeo.com/351079091

https://vimeo.com/351080148

https://vimeo.com/351076323





 


 


UndocuAmerica Video Links CONT. 


 
Shoebox Stories Podcast: UndocuAmerica Series 
 
Shoebox Stories is a story-holding project where you gather together and stand in 
another person’s shoes by reading aloud their story, saying their words, and holding, 
for a moment, the weight that they carry. In this ground-breaking podcast, Motus 
Theater invites prominent voices to stand in the shoes of a person who is 
marginalized, or often misrepresented, and read their autobiographical story aloud, to 
see the world through their eyes.  
 
In season 1, UndocuAmerica Series, a prominent voice reads aloud the stories of 
people on the frontlines of US immigration policy. Listen to Jorge Ramos, Gloria 
Steinem, Nicholas Kristof, Maria Hinojosa, Houston Police Chief Art Acevedo, 
evangelical leader Jo Anne Lyon, John Lithgow, José Andrés read these powerful 
stories from the frontlines of U.S. immigration policy. Grammy-award winning 
musicians such as Yo-Yo Ma and Arturo O’Farrill respond musically to each episode.  
 
3-minute podcast preview: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/157fpp_4VNDrT27DFjwWcDSsfffgy_434/view 
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Form Name: Grants Panel Application Form
Submission Time: October 18, 2018 1:53 pm
Browser: Chrome 69.0.3497.100 / Windows
IP Address: 73.217.95.29
Unique ID: 447605648
Location: 40.050701141357, -105.20369720459


Name Belgin Yucelen


Address 3271 Wright Ave
Boulder, CO 80301


Phone (303) 264-9122


Email byucelen@gmail.com


Personal Narrative. Please provide
information on your professional
expertise, artistic practice, and
approach to authentic diversity. 


I create sculptures, installations, movies and prints exploring memory, the
past and today's ethics intending to enhance our imaginations and
consciousness. I studied sculpture at the Florence Accademia D'Arte in
Florence, University of Colorado Boulder, Art Students League of Denver
and Scottsdale Art School.   My work is represented at national and
international galleries. I continuously participate in national and
international exhibitions at museums, universities and other art venues. 
My intent is to inspire awareness. I also aim to engage the community in
understanding how norms and values within the present landscape were
shaped by the past and how the future will form them. My past work
attempted to understand transitions in individuals and societies. 
I, as an artist, seek ways to contribute to creating conscious communities.
This can happen through understanding our purposes in life, fulfilling such
purposes, then focusing on others around us. The others include all
communities and backgrounds.


Disclosure of Organizational Affiliation. Belgin Yucelen Studios


If you have applied for and/or received
Boulder Arts Commission grants in the
past, please indicate the years,
programs, and project titles of the
grants. Also, please inform us of your
grant writing and panel experience.  


NA


In reading the Community Cultural Plan
sections on the Community Priorities,
Vision, and Support our Cultural
Organizations Strategy, please provide
your perspective on what principles and
focus most interests you in making
good decisions about awarding grants.
The Community Cultural Plan is
available on our website at
boulderarts.org.


Sophistication in a society is possible when space and time is dedicated to
art. I would support innovative and creative projects that will help build a
civilized and sophisticated community.  This could happen with funding for
more venues for art exhibitions and performances (municipal and private),
more art events, studios and living places supported by the city, maker
spaces, places where artist can gather and exchange ideas or collaborate,
more public art opportunities.







Supporting documents. Please upload
your current resume.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613
/447605648/68280613_belgin_yucelen_curriculum_vitae_2018.pdf


Supporting documents. Please compile
all letters of recommendation / support
into one document and attach either as
a Word document or pdf file. Letters of
recommendation are optional.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280743
/447605648/68280743_letters_of_recommendation_for_belgin_yucelen.pdf


Signature



https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/447605648/68280613_belgin_yucelen_curriculum_vitae_2018.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/447605648/68280613_belgin_yucelen_curriculum_vitae_2018.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280743/447605648/68280743_letters_of_recommendation_for_belgin_yucelen.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280743/447605648/68280743_letters_of_recommendation_for_belgin_yucelen.pdf
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CURRICULUM VITAE 


BELGIN YUCELEN 


 


Belgin Yucelen creates sculptures, installations, movies and prints drawing on the traditions of the past and today’s ethics. She 


studied sculpture at the Florence Accademia D'Arte in Florence, University of Colorado Boulder, Art Students League of Denver and 


Scottsdale Art School.   She is a recipient of grants including 2018 Moon and Stars Project Grant; 2018 and 2017 Fellow by CHF; 


2018 Kristal Martı award; 2017 Tending Space by Hemera Foundation, and National Sculpture Society.  Her work was publicized in 


Fort Morgan Times, Pittsburgh Articulate, Tribune Review, Les Femmes Folles, Daily Camera, Chicago Reader, Examiner and 


Reporter Herald.  


 


Selected Solo Exhibitions  


2020 Clothes from the Past at the Customs House Museum, Clarksville, TN, November 2019-January 2020 


2019 Shifts in Time at the BoxHeart Gallery, Pittsburgh, PA, May – June 


2018 Clothes from the Past at the Helena Davis Gallery, Artspace, Richmond, VA, July – August 


2017 Sole Purpose: The Shoe at the Arts/Harmony Hall, Fort Washington, MD, October - December 


7th Solo Art Series Art Competition at the Light Space & Time Online Art Gallery, October – November and Artsy.net 


Installation: For Children who will Never be Able to Fly a Kite, fundraiser for the famine in South Sudan, Somalia, Yemen 


and Nigeria, June, 2017 


Clothes from the Past: Installation at the Lakeside Legacy Foundation (LLF), Dole Mansion, IL, March 


 Ethereal Shoes: Installation at the LLF, Dole Mansion, IL, March 


Floating Children: Installation in collaboration with photojournalist Brian Rutter at the LLF, IL, March 


 Words: Installation and Audio Show at the Lakeside Legacy Foundation, Dole Mansion, IL, March 


2016 Journey of a Thousand Years at the Memorial Hall Galleries, Chadron, NE, February – March 


2015 Journey of a Thousand Years at the CACE Gallery of Fine Art, Fort Morgan, CO, October - November 


2014 A Journey in Bronze at the Smith Klein Gallery, Boulder, CO, March-April 


2012 Solo Show at the Consortium816 Gallery, Denver, CO, August 


2004 Denver Performance Arts Complex, Denver, CO 


  Swallow Hill Art Gallery, Denver, CO 


2002 Quiet Memories of Life at UC Denver, CO 


 


Selected Group Exhibitions 


2019 Association of Writers and Writing Programs Conference at Studio Northwest, Portland, OR, March  


2018 National Sculpture Society Elected Members Online Invitational, Sept - April 


Art of Data in the Canyon Gallery at Boulder Library, CO, Dec - Feb 


Identity Spectrum at Susquehanna Art Museum, Harrisburg, PA, May - August 


Edge of Excess II at Foundry Art Center, Saint Charles, MO, May - June 


Artivism at Pollak Gallery, Monmouth University, West Long Branch, NJ, April - May 


2017 INTERSTATE exhibition at the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery, Central Washington University, WA, November   


Metamorphosis Show by the Women’s Caucus for Art at the Core New Art Space, Denver, CO, October – November 


6th Annual Juried International Exhibition of Contemporary Islamic Art at the Irving Arts Center, TX, October - November 


Paradox Show at the Spark Gallery, Denver, CO, August - September 


BARED Exhibit at the Ground Floor Gallery, Nashville, TN, August 


Artful Fashion National Exhibition at the Allegany Arts Council, Cumberland, MD, May 


2016 83 Annual Awards Exhibition at Brookgreen Gardens, SC, August – October 
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Off the Wall at the Maryland Federation of Art Summer Annex, Annapolis, MD, June - July  


State of Unions at the Core Annex Gallery, Denver, CO, May - June 


Art 7/24 at Armaggan Galeries, Istanbul, Turkey, January - March 


2015 Through Her Eyes at the Lacuna Galleries, Santa Fe, NM, May  


8th Annual Human Form in Art Show at the Hilliard Gallery, Kansas City, MO, April - May 


Creativity Inside the Box at the Loveland Public Library Galleria, Loveland, CO, April - June 


The Crow Show at The Studio Door, San Diego, CA, February 


 The 14th Annual Art Inter/National at Box Heart Gallery, Pittsburgh, PA, January - March 


2014 Open Studios, Boulder, CO, October 


2013 American Art Today: Figures at the Bunzl Gallery, Highlands, NC, September - January 


Show at the Bell Studio Gallery, Denver, CO, January 


Sculpture in the Park Show, Loveland, CO 


2012 Sculpture in the Park Show, Loveland, CO, August 


Women’s Works at Woodstock, IL, March 


Expo 33 at the B.J. at the Spoke Gallery, New York, April  


Istanbul Breeze, Turkish Contemporary Art at the Hilton-Asmus Gallery, Chicago, IL, November - January 


Own an Original Art Competition at the Littleton Museum, CO, November - January 


Boulder Art Resource Exhibition at the Boulder Public Library, CO, January - February 


Topeka Competition, Topeka, KS, January 


 Body and Soul Exhibition at the Hilton-Asmus Gallery, Chicago, IL, December 


SOFA Chicago, Chicago, IL, November 


Show at the Elinoff Gallery, Telluride CO 


Sculpture in the Park Show, Loveland, CO  


2011 Sculpture in the Park Show, Loveland, CO 


Art at the River Market, Little Rock, AR 


Voices VI: Perspectives of the Artistic Soul at the Rembrandt Yard Gallery, Boulder, CO, January 


2010  Loveland Invitational Sculpture Show, Loveland, CO 


The Great Frame Up Artists Gallery, Longmont, CO 


Open Studios Fall Artist Tour, World Art Showcase, Boulder, CO  


Art at the River Market, Little Rock, AR 


2009 Colorado Artists Guild Juried Exhibition at the Event Gallery, Denver, CO  


Loveland Invitational Sculpture Show, Loveland, CO 


2008 Summer Art Market Sculpture Show, ASLD, Denver, CO 


2007 Summer Art Market Sculpture Show, ASLD, Denver, CO 


2006 Russian Art Gallery, Santa Fe, Group Exhibition, Denver, CO 


2005 Summer Art Market Sculpture Show, ASLD, Denver, CO 


2004 Power and Politics at the Art Students League of Denver, CO 


Art in Public Places at the Louisville Art Association, Louisville, CO 


2003 Downtown Boulder Art Fair, Boulder, CO 


Group Exhibition: Colorado Arts Festival Curated Show, Denver, CO 


Group Exhibition: Art Association of Harrisburg Galleries, PA 


Group Exhibition: 5th Annual Colorado Arts Festival, Denver, CO 


Annual Juried Show at the Spark Gallery, Denver, CO 


2002 Group Exhibition: Gallery Sovereign, Boulder, CO 
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Galleries 


 BoxHeart Gallery, Pittsburgh, PA 


 Selby Fleetwood Gallery, Santa Fe, NM 


 Smith-Klein Gallery, Boulder 


 Hilton-Asmus Contemporary, Chicago 


 Elinoff Gallery, Telluride 


 


Movies  


 Looking Back, an autobiographical short movie, 6 min, 2014 


 


Museums 


 Virtual Shoe Museum, The Hague, Netherlands 


 


Public Art 


2010 Art on the Street 2010 Gallery, Lafayette, CO                                                            


2010 Art Advocacy Project, Loveland, CO  


 


Awards 


 2018 Moon and Stars Project Grant by the American Turkish Society 


 2018 Executive Level Fellow by the Clark Hulings Fund for the Business Accelerator Program 


 "Floating Tales" print was featured as Silver Needle Press Visual-Art Contest winner. It will also be published in Silver 
Needle Press's Fall 2018 journal issue. 


 Elected as a Member of the National Sculpture Society (NSS) 


 2018 Kristal Balta award by KALID, Istanbul 


 2017 Fellow by the Clark Hulings Fund for the Business Accelerator Program  


 Tending Space Fellowship for Artists by Hemera Foundation, 2017 


 Winner of the Expo 33 Competition 2014, New York 


 Gallery Choice Award, Women’s Works 2014, Woodstock, IL 


 1
st


 Place Award for Sculpture, 2009, Colorado Artists Guild Juried Exhibition, Event Gallery, Denver 


 


Publications, Reviews and Lectures 


 Digital Waves by A Room of Her Own Foundation (AROHO). 


 ACS Magazine, September-Octobe,r 2018 


 Silver Press, Oct, 2018 


 Warhola Contemporary Art Magazine, Fall, 2018 


 RVA Magazine, September, 2018 


 Artist Talk at artspace, Richmond, VA, July, 2017 


 Spotlight on.. Belgin Yucelen, April 10, 2017 


 Arttour International, Spring Issue, 2017 


 Dole Mansion Presentation on Exhibition Inspirations, March, 2017 


 Arttour international, February 15, 2017 


 Amplified Art Network, February 14, 2017 


 Fort Morgan Times, October 19, 2015 


 Pittsburgh Articulate, January 27, 2015 


 The Tribune Review, January 25, 2015 


 Les Femmes Folles,  January 9, 2015 



https://www.silverneedlepress.com/contest-winners

https://youtu.be/20i_U3eSPXM

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/pittsburgh-articulate-january-27-2015/

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/the-tribune-review-january-25-2015/

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/les-femmes-folles-january-9-2015/





            BELGIN YUCELEN 
byucelen@gmail.com www.belginyucelen.com 303 264 9122 


 


 Daily Camera, March 20, 2014 


 Chicago Reader, October 31, 2012 


 The Examiner, December 4, 2012 


 Lecture and Presentation at SOFA Chicago Show, November 4, 2012 


 Turkish American Cultural Society of Colorado, August 4, 2012 


 Reporter-Herald, August 11, 2010 



http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/camera-march-2010/

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/chicago-reader-october-31-2012/

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/examiner-december-2012/

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/lecture-and-presentation-at-sofa-chicago-show-november-4-2012/

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/turkish-american-cultural-society-of-colorado-august-4-2012/

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/reporter-herald/





 
To Whom It May Concern 
 
 
     I was first introduced to Belgin's work a little over a year ago:   Her "Conversation" bronze spoke to 
me, immediately and insistently, from the window of the Pearl Street Art Gallery in Denver.    Since that  
purchase, I have acquired two more of her amazing creations--"Noah's Raven" and "Fly!" 
 
     The appeal for me, an artist myself, of Belgin's work lies in its deceiving simplicity of design--a 
simplicity that nevertheless uses thematic, age-old myths, interaction between the human and nature, 
and imbues each piece with a deep spirituality.   Her work evokes complex, juxtaposed ideas, eliciting 
strong emotions, unexpected connections and visceral reactions.   And there is an edginess and bravery 
to her work--stark essence portrayed in a warm and diverse way--always progressive, truthful and 
heartfelt. 
 
     Having come to know Belgin as a friend, I see that her personality and beliefs are incorporated, 
literally, into her art.     She exudes an honest interaction of life imitating art--or, art imitating life.   She  
is a most beautiful person; she is continuing to evolve and expand in exciting ways, with each new work 
containing yet other interpretations and dimensions. 
 
     Her work is brilliant! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jennifer van Westrum 
651 Go A Quah Rd                                                                                                                                                      
Golden, CO 80401-9511                                                                                                                                              
303-526-1379 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


 


To Whom It May Concern: 


I have had the pleasure and honor of representing sculptor Belgin Yucelen for the past two 


years. Her work is of the highest quality, both in craftsmanship and the thoughtfulness placed 


into each work. Belgin is a responsive and conscientious artist who consistently demonstrates 


incredible cooperation with our gallery staff. I do not hesitate to refer Belgin to my clients for 


their interest in sculptures of excellent worth. She has proven to be trustworthy and reliable in 


each situation. 


I encourage you to contact me to further discuss Belgin's qualifications. I can be reached by the 


above mailing address, phone number and email address. 


 Sincerely yours, 


Selby Fleetwood 


Selby Fleetwood Gallery                                                                                                                             


600 Canyon Road Santa Fe, 87501                                                                         


art@selbyfleetwoodgallery.com                                                                                                                    


505 992 8877 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 



mailto:art@selbyfleetwoodgallery.com





 


To Whom It May Concern: 


 
I have worked with Belgin Yucelen in my capacity as the editorial director of the 
nonprofit Clark Hulings Fund for Visual Artists (CHF), www.clarkhulingsfund.org. Belgin is 
one of only 20 visual artists nationwide who were selected to become Fellows in our 
rigorous 2017 Business Accelerator Program. 
 
Our Accelerator is a comprehensive business-education program that requires Fellows 
to attend and participate actively in four virtual monthly workshops and labs, submit 
several assignments per month, and respond to queries and surveys from CHF’s staff 
and faculty. The 20 Fellows are split into five groups of four, each with its own Personal 
Project Manager (PPM), and each must interface with their PPMs and offer support to 
the other artists on their team. And as part of our media training, we have required all 
Fellows to work directly with me on their messaging and promotional outreach. 
On all of these counts, Belgin has been extremely responsive and engaged in all facets of 
the program. To date, she has met all of her deadlines and fulfilled her responsibilities. 
Furthermore, her “homework” has always been very thoughtful and on point. 
Although CHF does not evaluate artists on the kind of art they produce—we are simply 
here to support their business-development efforts, regardless of media, genre, 
movement, etc.—Belgin’s artwork strikes me personally as evocative and of a very high 
caliber. I would not hesitate to recommend her for your grant. I’m certain she would put 
any funding she receives to excellent use. 
 
If you have any further questions, I can be reached via email or phone (info above). 
Thanks for your consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Sofia Perez 


Ms. Sofia Perez 
300 E. 54th Street, #19F 
New York, NY 10022 
sofia@clarkhulingsfund.org / 917-319-0059 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


 


 


 







Form Name: Grants Panel Application Form
Submission Time: October 8, 2019 8:45 pm
Browser: Firefox 64.0 / OS X
IP Address: 67.161.205.28
Unique ID: 544229981
Location: 40.048099517822, -105.3842010498


Name Cynthia Sliker


Address 4410 Broadway St
#103
Boulder, CO 80304


Phone (720) 238-5891


Email cynthia@ontosmedia.com


Personal Narrative. Please provide
information on your professional
expertise, artistic practice, and
approach to authentic diversity. 


I believe that the arts play a central role in creating and maintaining a
vibrant civic culture, and I have made a significant career investment in the
arts. My background as an arts nonprofit manager, musician, writer,
filmmaker and arts supporter inflects the way I understand the City's Arts +
Culture priorities, and offers an informed approach towards the equitable
and impactful distribution of public arts funding. As one of the fortunate few
who can claim Boulder as my hometown, I also feel that I bring a deep
commitment to this unique community that will benefit my work as a BAC
grants panelist. 


Over the past 10 years, I have worked as the Director of
Development/Director of Community Engagement for the Boulder
Philharmonic, Boulder Ballet, and Rocky Ridge Music Center. As a violinist,
I have performed with the Boulder Phil, Boulder Symphony, and Mahlerfest,
and I have a music degree from the CU Boulder College of Music. I am
also actively involved in local music education and opportunities for youth.


Though music is my primary discipline, I am equally active as a writer
working in literary nonfiction and poetry, and also have broad experience
working in documentary and experimental film. These activities translate
into a deep affinity for literary and film artistic disciplines as well. Coming
from such a multi-disciplinary background positions me to understand the
needs of disciplines outside my experience, and consider the needs of the
arts community as a whole.


Disclosure of Organizational Affiliation. Handmade Film Institute







If you have applied for and/or received
Boulder Arts Commission grants in the
past, please indicate the years,
programs, and project titles of the
grants. Also, please inform us of your
grant writing and panel experience.  


I am the recipient of two $1,000 Professional Development grants, awarded
in 2016 and 2018. These awards enabled me to attend the 2016 League of
American Orchestras conference on "The Richness of Difference" in
Baltimore, and the 2018 Alliance of Artist Communities conference on
"Generosity in Practice: Navigating 21st Century Challenges" in
Philadelphia, respectively.


I also have built an extensive track record of applying for and receiving
Boulder Arts Commission grants during my 8 years on staff at the Boulder
Philharmonic Orchestra. During that time, I prepared 25+ successful BAC
grant proposals, including applications for General Operating Support, Arts
Education Grants, Community Project Grants, and Rental Assistance
Grants. As a result of my efforts, the Boulder Phil received over $110,000
in funding from the Boulder Arts Commission, with additional one-time City
funding secured through the Convention and Visitors Bureau and the City
Manager's office. As part of that grants process, I attended many BAC
meetings in person to present proposals and participate in funding
allocations, and also attended Cultural Summits and other events
sponsored by the BAC and the Office of Arts + Culture. 


Through my ongoing involvement, I have become thoroughly familiar not
only with the grants and services overseen by the Boulder Arts
Commission, but also with the range of outstanding Boulder organizations
and individual artists who apply for funding each year. 







In reading the Community Cultural Plan
sections on the Community Priorities,
Vision, and Support our Cultural
Organizations Strategy, please provide
your perspective on what principles and
focus most interests you in making
good decisions about awarding grants.
The Community Cultural Plan is
available on our website at
boulderarts.org.


Boulder is an incredibly rich and artistically accomplished community. The
cultural composition of the City should be reflected in how public arts
funding is allocated and how granting objectives are defined. There are so
many promising small-scale groups who support and reflect the authentic
expression of these groups. Larger organizations are also working to
become more multicultural in their programming and community
engagement practices.


Awareness, participation and access to the arts can be driven by education
and civic dialogue. Embedding the arts as a necessary part of addressing
civic issues such as homelessness, physical and mental health, business
and economy, immigration and multiculturalism, and youth development
and opportunity would not only increase awareness and participation, but
create a model for cities everywhere facing the same challenges. 


Public art funding in Boulder is another unique opportunity to engage
residents outside the performance hall or gallery space and attain multiple
goals, including: promoting new and underrepresented voices; expanding
awareness of all art disciplines in their many forms and manifestations (not
just visual art, but also music, dance, theater, and literature); engaging
youth in ways that promote their independence, empower their creativity,
and contribute to forming healthy identities; and ensuring that every
neighborhood contains multiple waypoints that burst with artistic energy
and creative engagement with place.


Supporting documents. Please upload
your current resume.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613
/544229981/68280613_cynthia_sliker_resume_19.pdf


Signature



https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/544229981/68280613_cynthia_sliker_resume_19.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/544229981/68280613_cynthia_sliker_resume_19.pdf





Cynthia Sliker
1124 Ridge Road
Ward, CO 80481


720.238.5891
cynthia@ontosmedia.comFunctional Summary


Nonprofit management leader brings a substantial development and marketing track record, 
a focus on relationship fundraising, a creative approach to capacity building, and exceptional 
writing and communication skills. Achieves ongoing balance between vision and sustainability. 


Professional Experience


Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra  boulderphil.org                   August, 2010 to April, 2014
 ❖ Director of Development
  Directed all aspects of fund development for this professional Tier 5 regional orchestra, 
  including grant writing, events, annual fund and special campaigns, donor relationships,
  cultivation and board development. Raised $400,000+ in contributed revenue every year.
  
Ontos Media     ontosmedia.com        March, 2003 to August, 2010
 ❖ Owner/Producer
  Cofounder and owner of Colorado-based documentary film and new media company, 
  produced and edited media productions for local and international nonprofits, including
  the Boulder Symphony, Colorado Haiti Project, and International Pediatric Association.


CONET USA     conet.de                              April, 2001 to March, 2003
 ❖ Director of Marketing             
  Directed US marketing programs for the company’s enterprise web content management 
  software and services portfolio, controlled departmental planning and budgets, executed 
  successful corporate rebranding and product messaging campaign, handled trade events.


Rocky Ridge Music Center   rockyridge.org              March, 2014 to December, 2014       
 ❖ Director of Development       
  Created a comprehensive fundraising and development program for this historic summer 
  music program and mountain campus, doubling contributed revenue in a single season, 
  sourcing new grant funding, initiating a capital campaign, and driving a branding refresh.


Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra  boulderphil.org                 August, 2015 to March, 2019
 ❖ Director of Community Engagement
  Originated the orchestra’s education and community engagement (EDCE) role, increasing 
                        education program participation five-fold over four years and establishing new initiatives
             including in-school performances, sensory-friendly concerts, and community-based events.
  


Handmade Film Institute   handmadefilm.org                        June, 2014 to present
 ❖ Executive Director
  Co-founder and executive director of this small nonprofit dedicated to exploring, extending, 
  and supporting the use of analog motion picture film as an artistic medium through unique
  retreat-style filmmaking workshops, seminars, and artist residencies offered internationally.
  


Boulder Ballet    boulderballet.org           February, 2015 to August, 2015
 ❖ Director of Development and Marketing
  Led fundraising and marketing campaigns for both the professional company and ballet
  school, highlighting programmatic artistry and community impact to generate buzz, build
  audiences and student participation, increase contributed revenue, and expand capacity.    
  







Symbiotic Systems Corp.              February, 1998 to May, 2000
 ❖ Director, Sales and Marketing                       
  Drove marketing and sales development for the company’s Internet and back-office 
  software products.  Maintained 100% year-over-year sales growth, and participated in 
  strategic negotiations leading to acquisition by Hospitality Solutions International in 1999.  


Atwater Carey, Ltd.
 ❖ Senior Account Executive, Marketing Coordinator               June, 1992 to July, 1995
  Managed wholesale dealer relationships for high-end outdoor first aid kit product line, 
  and coordinated corporate marketing, advertising and charitable sponsorship activities. 


Relevant Skills and Experience


Education


Personal Interests


University of Colorado, Boulder
 ❖ Graduate Studies—History                      
  American Studies and History of the American West
 ❖ Bachelor of Arts—Music                                 
  Dual-Degree Program, Deans List Scholarship
  Violin Performance and Music Composition
 ❖ Bachelor of Arts—English                   
  Dual-Degree Program
  20th Century American, British, and Post-Colonial Literature


Fairview High School, Boulder CO
 ❖ Diploma, with Honors                                    


 ❖ Professional Development through the League of American Orchestras, the Alliance 
    of Artists Communities, and the National Guild for Community Arts Education


 ❖ Demonstrated leadership ability, proactive project and staff management skills


 ❖ Catalyzes organizations via networking, relationship-building and collaboration


 ❖ Excellent grant writing and content development ability, passion for storytelling


 ❖ Successful track record in fast-paced, high-energy small office environments


 ❖ Professional graphic design and video editing skills, attention to visual impact


 ❖ Strong digital and social media fluency, timely multi-channel communication 


 ❖ Technology: Google Apps and Analytics; Microsoft Office Suite; Wordpress; 
              QuickBooks; Choice CRM; Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, InDesign; FinalCut Pro


Writer (literary nonfiction and poetry), devoted mother, violinist, arts patron, outdoors 
enthusiast and Colorado native, community volunteer, mountain resident, global citizen 


Hospitality Solutions International                   May, 2000 to December, 2000       
 ❖ Director of Marketing, Advertising, and Public Relations       
  Directed marketing, public relations, events and advertising programs for a diverse
  technology products and services portfolio, including Point-of-Sale and Property Manage-
  ment software and ASP services. Managed marketing staff across three national offices.







Form Name: Grants Panel Application Form
Submission Time: October 9, 2019 1:12 am
Browser: Chrome 77.0.3865.105 / Chrome OS
IP Address: 67.166.24.7
Unique ID: 544275706
Location: 39.627601623535, -104.78330230713


Name Jasmine Baetz


Address 1910 Athens St
Apt E
Boulder, CO 80302


Phone (857) 540-8096


Email jasmine.baetz@colorado.edu


Personal Narrative. Please provide
information on your professional
expertise, artistic practice, and
approach to authentic diversity. 


As a mixed-race, light-skinned, cisgender woman, with a cisgender white
father who taught me to navigate institutions, and now with a cisgender
white male partner who can be deployed as mouthpiece or shield as
needed within those institutions, I am abundantly aware of how I have been
supported and sustained by the very power I critique in the institutional
spaces I have occupied for most of my adult life. My professional expertise,
artistic practice, and "approach to authentic diversity" all come of this
context and positionality. 


During my two years in Boulder, as a graduate student at CU Boulder
(please see my CV for relevant professional experience and service during
and before this time), I facilitated a community engaged public art project
that honors and celebrates Los Seis de Boulder, the six Chicanx student
activists who died while protesting CU Boulder's treatment of minority
students in 1974. This project builds upon the long established activism of
the Chicanx movement and community on this campus, and it contributes
to the ongoing but silenced work of holding up a mirror to CU Boulder, and
Boulder at large. This project is a challenging attempt to reckon with my
relative privilege and activate it in service of others, a continuous
movement of stepping up to do or take, and stepping back to make way. 


Disclosure of Organizational Affiliation. CU Boulder


If you have applied for and/or received
Boulder Arts Commission grants in the
past, please indicate the years,
programs, and project titles of the
grants. Also, please inform us of your
grant writing and panel experience.  


I received an "individual" Boulder Arts Commission Community Project
Grant in 2019 for the Marking Space for Los Seis de Boulder project. The
grant writing experience was positive. I felt that the questions and framing
of the grant application were designed to prioritize projects that centered
community and impact. The panel experience was, for me, straightforward -
the short time for response meant that I had to stick to a script that
addressed as many of the panel's questions and concerns as possible. 







In reading the Community Cultural Plan
sections on the Community Priorities,
Vision, and Support our Cultural
Organizations Strategy, please provide
your perspective on what principles and
focus most interests you in making
good decisions about awarding grants.
The Community Cultural Plan is
available on our website at
boulderarts.org.


Making responsible decisions about awarding grants involves taking a long
view to the history of how that system has operated, who it has
advantaged, and what it has missed, either willfully or by design. Points in
the Community Cultural Plan open up serious consideration of equity and
justice in how arts projects are prioritized.


The priority to center dialogue about how culture can positively contribute
to the economy, social offerings, the environment, and diversity, is of
interest to me because of the focus on dialogue. Such a dialogue could
consider the varieties of diversity: in experience, race, gender, class, ability,
and so on, and how valuing and investing in these diversities can impact art
and cultural production around us. 


Prioritizing art and culture in public space through public art (and all its
relatives) is a focus of mine. I believe that equitable representation in public
space is one of the most essential mandates for a city or institution to
commit to, if it claims to be invested in racial, economic, or gender justice.
This point ties into the "vision" section: "we will nurture the form of the city
to include thoughtfully designed public spaces[...]." This nurturing has the
potential to be radical and transformative, resisting ahistorical cultural
production, and promoting the construction of a public space which
encourages citizens to think deeply and perhaps even critically about their
surroundings. 


Supporting documents. Please upload
your current resume.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613
/544275706/68280613_baetz_cv.pdf


Signature



https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/544275706/68280613_baetz_cv.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/544275706/68280613_baetz_cv.pdf





Jasmine Baetz      jasmine.baetz@colorado.edu | (857) 540-8096 | jasminebaetz.com 


 Education 
2017 - 2020 
 


MFA, Ceramics 
Graduate Certificates: Women and Gender Studies, Future Faculty 
Development, and Certificate in College Teaching 
CU Boulder (Boulder, CO) 


2015 - 2017 BFA, 3D Fine Arts 
Massachusetts College of Art & Design (Boston, MA) 


2012 - 2014 Fine Arts Diploma 
Langara College (Vancouver, BC) 


2005 - 2009 BA, Religious Studies (specialist); Writing, Rhetoric and Critical 
Analysis (minor), Buddhism, Psychology and Mental Health (minor) 
University of Toronto (Toronto, ON) 


 


 Selected Exhibitions 
October 14 - December 
1, 2019  


Street Wise, group show, collaboration with The Aquetza Collective 
The Canyon Gallery (Boulder, CO); curated by Leah Brenner Clack 


March 24 - 30, 2019 Human Nature, group show 
Copeland Art Center (Minneapolis, MN); in conjunction with the National 
Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts Conference 


December 1, 2018 - 
January 4, 2019 


How to: Work With, group show 
Fault Line Projects (Salt Spring Island, BC); curated by Alwyn O’Brien  


March 29 - April 30, 
2018 


10 Things That Make Sense, solo show 
Chazan Family Gallery (Rhode Island College, RI); curated by Juan Jose 
Barboza-Gubo 


March 28 - April 7, 2018 29th Annual MassArt Auction, juried (catalogue)  
Bakalar & Paine Galleries (Boston, MA) 


April 4 - September 22, 
2017 


Maker’s Marks: Art, Craft and the Fiber of Change (catalogue)  
Nichols House Museum (Boston, MA); curated by Emma Welty, with 
concurrent lecture and panel, “Contemporary Art + Craft,” Nichols House 
Museum, Boston Athenæum, and WBUR 


March 30 - April 6, 2017 28th Annual MassArt Auction, juried (catalogue) 
Bakalar & Paine Galleries (Boston, MA) 


November 26, 2016 - 
January 21, 2017 


Perla/Pervize, two person show with Christian Vistan (catalogue) 
Artspeak Gallery (Vancouver, BC). Curated by Bopha Chayy 


July 11 - 31, 2015 Four Significant Landscapes, group show 
The Packing Plant (Nashville, TN) 


February 20 - March 6, 
2015 


Cactus Packing Project, two-person show with Christian Vistan  
WNDW gallery (Vancouver, BC); curated by Lexie Owen  


 







 Public Art Installations 
July 2019 - Present Los Seis de Boulder, community created sculpture 


CU Boulder campus - Temporary Building 1 (Boulder, CO) 


March 2012 - March 
2013 


Little Shadow, collaborative public art installation 
Transit BC’s Art Program at Langara - 49th (Vancouver, BC) 


 


 Service 
Fall 2018 - Spring 2019 Secretary, United Government of Graduate Students, CU Boulder 
 Diversity and Inclusion Committee Member, United Government of 


Graduate Students, CU Boulder 


 Art Practices Lead GPTI, Graduate Teacher Program, CU Boulder 


Spring 2018 -  
Spring 2019 


Art & Art Practices Representative, United Government of Graduate 
Students, CU Boulder 


Spring 2018 Ceramics Area Representative, Student Advisory Board, CU Boulder 


Spring 2017 3D Curriculum Committee Student Rep, MassArt, Boston, MA 


Spring 2016 -  
Spring 2017 


Ceramics Department Representative, Student Government 
Association, MassArt, Boston, MA 


Fall 2015 -  
Spring 2017 


Clay for Change student group member and volunteer, MassArt, 
Boston, MA  


 


 Residencies & Fellowships 
2019 - 2020 2019-20 Community Based Research Fellow & Cohort Organizer, 


CU Engage, CU Boulder 


2019 Archive Transformed: Artist/Scholar Residency, CU Boulder 
NEST Graduate Student Fellow, CU Boulder 


2018 - 2019 Engaged Arts and Humanities Scholar, Office for Outreach and 
Engagement, CU Boulder 


2017 Once Upon Water Residency, Pico Island, Portugal 
 


 Presentations, Panels, and Lectures 
March 2020 “Monumental: Preserving the Present” panelist, National Council on 


Education for the Ceramic Arts, Richmond, VA 


October 2019  “Sharing Stories Over Silence” workshop facilitator, Imagining 
America 20th Anniversary National Gathering, Albuquerque, NM 


September 2019 “Arts & Culture” Boulder Council Candidates Forum moderator, 
Boulder County Arts Alliance, The Dairy Arts Center, Boulder, CO 


May 2019 “Relevance of Clay” panelist, Boulder County Arts Alliance, 
Museum of Boulder, Boulder, CO 







 “Space, Place and Diversity in the Arts” panelist, Colorado Creative 
Industries Summit, Salida, CO 


November 2018 “Los Seis de Boulder public art project” presentation for Dr. Eileen 
Lagman’s  Race and the University  seminar, CU Boulder 


November 2018 “Incantation bowls and ‘bloodwork’” presentation for Penelope Van 
Grinsven’s  Ceramic Ritual and Performance  seminar, CU Boulder 


October 2018 “Space, Place and Diversity” panelist, CU Boulder Office for Outreach
and Engagement, Boulder County Arts Alliance, Boulder, CO 


March 2018 “Unpacking/ Reframing/ Engaging” Clay Discourse panelist, 
National Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts, Pittsburgh, PA 


 Visiting artist lecture & demos, Rhode Island College, Providence, RI 


May 2017 “Contemporary Art + Craft” lecture, Boston Athenæum, Boston, MA 


April 2017 Gallery talk, Nichols House Museum, Boston, MA 


November 2016 Gallery talk with Christian Vistan and demonstration with Robert 
Azevedo, Artspeak Gallery, Vancouver, BC 


 


 Teaching 
Summer 2019 Lecturer, CU Upward Bound Summer Academic Institute: Ceramics 
 Instructor, CU Science Discovery: Paint and Pixels 


 Instructor, Program for Excellence in Academics and Community, 
Miramontes Arts and Sciences Program: Ceramics Workshop 


Fall 2018, Spring 2019, 
and Summer 2019 


Graduate part-time teacher, CU Boulder: Ceramics for non-majors 


Summer 2018 Teacher, CU Upward Bound Summer Academic Institute: Ceramics 
Workshop 


Fall 2017 Teaching Assistant, CU Boulder: Jeanne Quinn, Wheel throwing  


Fall 2016 - Summer 2017 Ceramics Teacher, Brookline Arts Center, Brookline, MA 


 Ceramics Teacher, Maud Morgan Arts, Cambridge, MA 


Summer 2016 Teaching Assistant, MassArt: Ben Ryterband, Wheel working 


Fall 2015 - Summer 2017 Ceramics Teacher, Feet of Clay, Brookline, MA 


Fall 2015 Teaching Assistant, MassArt: Janna Longacre, Clay design 


2014-2016 Ceramics Teacher, weekly workshops in my studio, Vancouver, BC 


Fall 2009 - Spring 2011 Ceramics Teacher, DaNisha Sculpture, San Miguel de Allende, GTO 


 Aerial Arts Teacher, GravityWorks, San Miguel de Allende, GTO 


Spring 2000 - Summer 
2008  


Teaching Assistant, Dundas Valley School of Art, Dundas, ON 


 







 Other Relevant Employment 
Fall 2017 - Summer 2018 Graduate Assistant, CU Boulder: Kiln area management 


Fall 2014 Community Intern, Feet of Clay, Brookline, MA 


Spring 2014 Studio Assistant, Langara College, Vancouver, BC 


Spring 2011 - Spring 2014 Studio Assistant, Blue Horse Gallery, Salt Spring Island, BC 


Spring 2011 - Spring 2012 Studio Assistant, Art You Wear, Salt Spring Island, BC 


 Studio Assistant, Julie MacKinnon, Salt Spring Island, BC 


Fall 2009 - Spring 2011 Studio Assistant, DaNisha Sculpture, San Miguel de Allende, GTO 


 Aerial Arts Teacher, GravityWorks, San Miguel de Allende, GTO 


Spring 2000 - Summer 
2008  


Teaching Assistant, Dundas Valley School of Art, Dundas, ON 


 


 Honors & Awards 
2019 Community Project Grant, Boulder Arts Commission 


Arts in Society Award, RedLine Contemporary Art Center 
Dean’s Award, Beverly Sears Grant Program, CU Boulder 
Dorothy Martin Endowment Fund Award, Center for Inclusion and 
Social Change, CU Boulder 
Graduate Teaching Excellence Award, United Government of 
Graduate Students, CU Boulder 
King Exhibition Scholarship Award, CU Boulder 
Charles Francis Truscott Scholarship in Fine Arts, CU Boulder 
Micro Grant, Office for Outreach and Engagement, CU Boulder 


2018 
 


Best Should Teach Award, Graduate Teacher Program, CU Boulder 
Rose Ann Fritz Bershenyi Art and Art History Endowed Scholarship, 
CU Boulder 
Eaton Travel Grant, Center for Humanities and Arts, CU Boulder 
United Government of Graduate Students Travel Grant, CU Boulder 
Graduate School Domestic Travel Grant, CU Boulder 


2017 Helen Blair Sculpture Award, MassArt 
Ceramics Departmental Honors, MassArt 
Performing & Creative Arts Scholarship, FEZANA 


2016 American Craft Council Student Scholarship for 2016 conference 
3D Scholarship for Haystack Summer Conference, MassArt 
Russell Doucette Memorial Scholarship for ceramics, MassArt 
AKF Group Scholarship for engineering-based artwork, MassArt 
Rec Dinner Fund Scholarship, Anderson Ranch Arts Center 







Ceramics All School Show Award, MassArt 


2015 Lucy Morgan Scholarship, Penland School of Crafts 


2014 Avery Huyghe/Jack Diggle Award for Ceramics, Langara College 


2008 King Memorial Scholarship for Writing, University of Toronto 


2006 Residence Life Award for Student Leadership, Innis College 


2005 Kitchen Sink Award for Community Service, Innis College 


 







Form Name: Grants Panel Application Form
Submission Time: October 16, 2018 6:39 pm
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Name Katharine Reece


Address 1705 Marine Street, Apartment 6
Boulder, CO 80302


Phone (440) 666-7809


Email katharinereece@gmail.com


Personal Narrative. Please provide
information on your professional
expertise, artistic practice, and
approach to authentic diversity. 


I have worked as a professional writer since 2008. I write articles, news
stories, and interviews for magazines, websites, and private clients. I am
also currently co-writing a memoir with one of my former literature
professors about his survival of the Holocaust. I am deeply committed to
the art and craft of writing, and have been fortunate to teach writing at
various community colleges. Since 2014, I have also worked as a
professional photographer. I currently work full-time in development as a
grants manager, while writing and shooting in the evenings and on
weekends. 


My personal artistic practice includes both writing and visual arts, with
projects often based on the idea that overlooked, forgotten objects and
marginalized people can teach us the most. 


As a white cisgender heterosexual female who is committed to social
justice, I believe it is my duty to help create and hold space for those who
have been historically underrepresented in the arts, whether based on
race/ethnicity, age, disability, sexual orientation, gender/gender identity,
socioeconomic status, geography, citizenship status, or religion. Much like
the City of Boulder, I believe all individuals and groups should be
represented in the development of arts policy, have access to venues, and
participate in the fair distribution of resources. I seek to actively help create
and foster such representation both in my professional work life and as a
volunteer for organizations that are doing this work.


Disclosure of Organizational Affiliation. Grants Manager for "I Have A Dream" Foundation of Boulder County







If you have applied for and/or received
Boulder Arts Commission grants in the
past, please indicate the years,
programs, and project titles of the
grants. Also, please inform us of your
grant writing and panel experience.  


Affiliation: The "I Have A Dream" Foundation of Boulder County is an
educational agency and has not received funding from the Boulder Arts
Commission; being eligible for funding from the Commission in 2019 is
extremely unlikely. 


Experience: I served as a panelist on the Community Trust Grantmaking
Advisory Committee (Arts and Culture) for the Community Foundation
Serving Boulder County from July to September 2018. Given that I
relocated to Boulder so recently in July 2018, this work gave me the
opportunity to dive deep into Boulder's cultural landscape. I was also
fortunate to learn more about the funding challenges faced by many arts
organizations in Boulder. Prior to that experience, I served on numerous
decision-making panels, from admissions committees in college to
non-profit volunteer boards that had to make decisions about resource
distribution. Most recently, I served as a volunteer board member for the
New York Wellesley Club from June 2015 to June 2017. 


I have worked as a grant writer since 2016. I served as the Manager of
Institutional Giving for two years at Kaufman Music Center in New York City
from September 2016 to July 2018. The Center is a music education and
performance non-profit and offered me wide-ranging experience as a
professional in the non-profit arts and culture field. 


I would be deeply honored to bring my experience to the Boulder Arts
Commission in service of our community. 







In reading the Community Cultural Plan
sections on the Community Priorities,
Vision, and Support our Cultural
Organizations Strategy, please provide
your perspective on what principles and
focus most interests you in making
good decisions about awarding grants.
The Community Cultural Plan is
available on our website at
boulderarts.org.


I was thrilled to become familiar with the cultural plan's sections on
Community Priorities, Vision, and the strategy for Supporting Cultural
Organizations. I am most interested in the opportunity to partner with those
organizations that are already invested in the City of Boulder's vision of
including creativity as an essential ingredient for the well being, prosperity,
and joy of community members. So many arts and culture organization are
cash-strapped but have dozens of inspiring ideas that they could bring to
life with additional resources and funding, so I am also interested in the
innovation component of that support. It is encouraging to see the plan's
recommendation that the Office of Arts + Culture's annual grant funds
increase to $1 million by 2021, and I would be so excited to be part of the
team who makes recommendations about distributions, especially as we
work to "achieve a highly diverse and innovative mix of cultural, economic
and social activity that improves the life of every resident, worker, student,
and visitor."


Given my background and experience as both a professional working artist
and teacher and as a non-profit manager, I would bring useful
in-the-trenches insight and perspective to the Boulder Arts Commission. It
would be an honor to help execute the City of Boulder's plans to fill in the
gaps of current services and address issues of access and affordability,
while carrying out the city's community priorities and vision


Supporting documents. Please upload
your current resume.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613
/447101788/68280613_katharine_reece_resume_october_2018_-_bac.pdf


Supporting documents. Please compile
all letters of recommendation / support
into one document and attach either as
a Word document or pdf file. Letters of
recommendation are optional.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280743
/447101788/68280743_katharine_reece_letter_of_recommendation.pdf


Signature
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280743/447101788/68280743_katharine_reece_letter_of_recommendation.pdf





KATHARINE REECE 
1705 Marine Street, Apartment 6 katharinereece@gmail.com 
Boulder, CO 80302 Publications available at  
(440) 666-7809 www.katharinereece.com 


 
DEVELOPMENT AND WRITING EXPERIENCE 


“I Have A Dream” Foundation of Boulder County Boulder, CO 
  Grants Manager July 2018 to present 
Responsible for raising $1M+ annually through portfolio management of 100 renewal and prospective 
institutional donors (foundation, corporate, and government). Refresh grant proposals for existing funders 
and new funder outreach, with goal to increase funding that has decreased and demonstrating the value of 
our programs to current and prospective funders. Draft reports and maintain database of compelling stories 
and statistics demonstrating impact of funds received. Steward personal relationships with funders in 
interest of strengthening their connection to the institution via communications and site visits. Collaborate 
with and guide Director of Development and Chief Executive Officer on portfolio management and 
stewardship. Partner with Trustees and volunteer leaders on fundraising strategies and solicitations. 
Conduct rigorous research and outreach to steward existing relationships and identify prospects (or new 
approaches to existing, previously unsuccessful prospects). Write news items and press releases. Maintain 
all compliance paperwork, budgets, and database records in Salesforce. Draft budgets as needed. 
Administer surveys and support data collection efforts as needed. Support Development team on events 
and other projects.  
 
Kaufman Music Center New York, NY 
  Consultant July 2018 to October 2018 
  Manager of Institutional Giving September 2016 to July 2018 
Responsible for raising $950K+ annually through portfolio management of 60 renewal and prospective 
institutional donors (foundation, corporate, and government), in addition to $100K+ of funds from individuals 
and events and $1M+ in government capital allocations. Brought in 14 new institutional gifts in FY18. 
Significantly refreshed grant proposals for existing funders and new funder outreach, in the interest of 
increasing funding that has decreased and demonstrating the value of our programs to current and 
prospective funders. Stewarded personal relationships with funders in interest of strengthening their 
connection to the institution via communications and site visits. Conducted rigorous research to steward 
existing relationships and identify prospects (or new approaches to existing, previously unsuccessful 
prospects). Created aggressive prospective pipeline to meet revenue goals by making compelling cases for 
deepened partnership and recently bringing in numerous new partnerships with awards between $25,000 to 
$50,000 (while maintaining gifts of $300,000+). Wrote news items and fact sheets. Elevated standards for 
collecting and presenting consistent programmatic data across the institution, and collected new data 
proving impact and value of various programs, including: researching, writing, and administering surveys; 
collecting and analyzing data; and presenting results to key stakeholders. Maintained all compliance 
paperwork, budgets, and database records in Tessitura and Salesforce. Collaborated with and guided 
Director of Development and Executive Director on majority of fundraising projects. Partnered with Trustees 
and volunteer leaders on fundraising strategies and solicitations.  
 
Katharine Reece LLC Brooklyn, NY 
  Freelance Writer, Editor, and Photographer August 2014 to present 
Write articles, news stories, and interviews for magazines, websites, and private clients—including non-
profits, foundations, hospitals, and major corporations. Create and write fundraising and campaign materials 
for colleges and universities. Edit and co-write grants, job and graduate program applications, and papers for 
dozens of clients. Maintain strong relationships with clients and avidly cultivate new clients. Shoot photos for 
magazines, businesses, and private clients, such as Microsoft and various colleges. Manage all accounting, 
marketing, branding, and social media. Written work published by institutions such as Fashion Institute of 
Technology, Johns Hopkins University, Nike, Reebok, and Wellesley College. Co-writing a Holocaust memoir 
with a literature professor. Managing Editor for business blog, Inside the Affiliate.  
  







CrossFit South Brooklyn Brooklyn, NY 
  Managing Editor April 2014 to January 2016 
Created, organized, and executed annual Art Show from 2014 to 2017 showcasing work of local artists and 
community members, across all mediums from dance to photography to digital media, while managing all 
artists, set-up, and volunteers. Spearheaded crowd-sourced fundraising campaigns for a local small 
business, helping to raise $60K in 2014 and $27K in 2015 for the Brooklyn Community Foundation through 
my storytelling skills. Wrote daily posts to convey critical information to the business’s community and 
potential members. Promoted and organized dozens of annual events, and recruited volunteers. Managed 
and built network of freelance writers. Copy-edited all contributed stories and content. Amplified business’s 
message and supported programs by pitching, writing, and assigning weekly articles, profiles, and 
interviews. Shot, produced, and edited photos and videos. Worked with developer to enhance user 
experiences, and analyzed metrics. Averaged 800 daily unique visitors and 3-5K daily page views.  


 
Sarah Lawrence College Bronxville, NY 
  Assistant Editor, Sarah Lawrence magazine May 2011 to July 2014 
  Graduate Writer September 2010 to May 2011 
Wrote and edited feature articles, news stories, and profiles about the Sarah Lawrence College community 
for twice-yearly print magazine, distributed to 20K+ readers. Selected to create and write copy for multiple 
College fundraising campaigns, each dramatically exceeding set goals. In March 2014 campaign, attracted 
over 750 new donors, meeting Trustees’ $100K match challenge and helping us win 2014 recognition from 
CASE for overall performance in fundraising. Worked closely with Advancement associates to maintain 
existing donor relationships and cultivate new ones on a weekly basis. Used Raiser’s Edge to tailor my 
writing to further relationships with individuals and families. Trusted and selected by president to interview 
and write about high-level donors, including largest donor to date ($11M). Managed stable of freelancers, 
supervised team of student workers, built network of contributors. Fact-checked and copy-edited. Won 
2013 Gold Winner and 2012 Silver Winner, General Interest Magazine, CASE Circle of Excellence Awards, 
along with dozens of other awards. 
 
ClientTrack 


 
Salt Lake City, UT 


  Marketing Specialist and Copy Editor August 2008 to January 2009 
Wrote and edited content for company website and blogs in non-profit technology community. Authored case 
studies, white papers, and press releases. Began developing a grants program. Launched website, a project 
on hold for a year until I arrived. Wrote and managed company newsletter (sent to 15K+ clients and 
executives). Expanded marketing reach by introducing social media presence, with exponential growth in 
generation of sales leads.  
 


TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
Borough of Manhattan Community College  New York, NY 
  Adjunct English Instructor September to December 2016 


 
Flathead Valley Community College  Kalispell, MT 
  Adjunct Writing Instructor January to May 2016 
Managed all operational aspects of undergraduate writing courses (ENG101 and WRIT101, respectively).  
 
Katharine Reece LLC Brooklyn, NY 
  Freelance Writing Coach and Editor  August 2014 to December 2016 
Taught the craft of writing to individuals and groups, such as social workers at The Neighborhood Defender 
Service of Harlem. Select private client projects included a novel, a series of business op-eds, and various 
blogs. 
 
Wellesley College  Wellesley, MA 
  ELL Teaching Assistant and Writing Tutor January 2007 to May 2008 
Designed and executed college-credit course (WRIT199) for English-language learner. Worked one-on-one 
with students, tutoring 15 on regular basis spanning all academic disciplines. Certified by College Reading 
and Learning Association in 2007-08.  







LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE 
Community Foundation Boulder County  Boulder, CO 
  Community Trust Grantmaking Advisory Committee Member August 2018 to September 2018 
Served on Arts and Culture Committee, reviewing proposals and making award recommendations.  
 
New York Wellesley Club  New York, NY 
  Website Manager July 2015 to June 2017 
Served as volunteer board member, managing website and communications for club that is responsible for 
engagement activities for the 2,700 alumnae living in NYC, with weekly event posts and news items.  
 
Organizing for America  New York, NY 
  Staging Location Director September to November 2012 
  Phone Bank Coordinator June to September 2012 
Volunteered for GOTV efforts in Pennsylvania, co-managing teams of 15+ weekly phone bank volunteers in 
NY and 100+ GOTV canvassing volunteers in northwest PA. 
 
Ronald McDonald House New York New York, NY 
  Meal Coordinator June 2011 to October 2013 
Organized and supervised monthly dinners for families of cancer patients. Responsible for planning menu, 
supervising preparation, managing team of up to 10 members, and serving an average of 100 guests. 


 


EDUCATION 
Sarah Lawrence College Graduate Writing Program December 2012 
  M.F.A. in non-fiction writing. GPA 3.96/4.00.  Bronxville, NY 
Columbia University, Fellowship at Oral History Summer Institute Summer 2011 
  Presented oral history project and short film on domestic violence in Utica, NY. New York, NY   
Wellesley College May 2008 
  Honors B.A. cum laude in English. GPA 3.59/4.00. Wellesley, MA 


 


SKILLS 
Proficient with Microsoft Office Suite, Adobe Creative Suite, Google Suite, and all major social media 
platforms; newsletter platforms (Constant Contact, MailChimp); multiple website and blog platforms 
(Squarespace, WordPress, Wild Apricot); multiple databases (Tessitura, Raiser’s Edge, Salesforce), 
SurveyMonkey; and basic HTML and CSS. Strong emotional intelligence and people skills.  







In lieu of a traditional letter of recommendation, I am including an email that my supervisor, Brooke 
Bryant, sent to Kaufman Music Center’s staff to announce my departure earlier this year. Brooke also 
serves as one of my references, should you wish you to contact her for more information.  
 
From: Brooke Bryant 
Sent: Tuesday, June 19, 2018 3:33:15 PM 
To: All; Hayley Collins 
Subject: Development Team News 
  
Dear Colleagues, 
  
I am writing to share some Development Team news.   
  
Katharine Reece, our wonderful Institutional Giving Manager, will be moving in July. She and her 
husband Brandon (and dog Lilly) will be relocating to Boulder, Colorado. Kate’s last day in the office 
is Friday, July 13. 
  
While we are thrilled for Kate and Brandon as they begin this new adventure, we will truly miss having 
Kate on staff. Kate has been a phenomenal colleague and leader within the Development Office. 
Thanks to her efforts, the Center’s fundraising program has made incredible progress over the past 
two years. Kate is responsible for cultivating and stewarding the Center’s relationships with 
foundations, government agencies, and corporations that support our performance and education 
programs. In FY17, Kate helped the Center raise more than $1 million via foundation, government, 
and corporate income. In FY18, she has helped us raise more than $800,000 to date (and counting!). 
She also played a critical role in the success of our 2017 and 2018 Galas, pitching in to help us bring 
in new supporters and helping with all aspects of the event, beyond the direct scope of her role. 
  
One of Kate’s greatest strengths has been introducing new supporters to the Center’s work. This year 
alone, we have received 11 new grants – including our first-ever grant from the Howard Gilman 
Foundation (one of NYC’s most generous supporters of the performing arts).  She has also helped us 
secure several new grants for Face the Music. Kate approaches every project she undertakes with 
thoughtful, thorough care and utmost integrity – and she embodies our values of excellence, 
teamwork, and kindness every day. 
  
Although Kate will no longer be with us in a full-time capacity, we are very fortunate that she will 
continue to help us with writing projects remotely from Colorado. So she will continue to be part of the 
Kaufman team, long after her move in July! Please stay tuned for news of a formal send off, later in 
the summer. 
  
Best, 
Brooke 
  
Brooke A. Bryant 
Director of Development 
Kaufman Music Center 
129 W. 67th St. 
New York, NY 10023 
T: 212 501 3353 
E: bbryant@kaufmanmusiccenter.org 
 







Nathaniel Charles Rothenberg 


3300 Bridger Trail #202, Boulder, CO 80301  nathaniel.rothenberg@gmail.com  240-479-1875 


EDUCATION 


University of Colorado, Boulder, CO (Warner Imig College of Music, Leeds School of Business)         GPA: 3.49             May 2018 


B.M. in Brass & Percussion Performance; Minor in Business w/ focus in Management & Innovation; Certificate in Music Entrepreneurship 


 


HONORS & AWARDS  


 Dean’s List: Fall/Spring 2014; Undergraduate Development Award Spring 2016    


 


LEADERSHIP  


College of Music Student Government, Boulder, CO (Council Representative )            Fall 2014-2017                                                                


 Organized initiatives for funding (raised $10,000+) to send CU charter of ASTA to national conference. Conducted focus groups and 


surveys within student body for academic/institutional insight and feedback. Helped prepare annual budget.  


Center for Musical Arts, Boulder, CO (Faculty)                                                  May 2018-Present  


 Teaches private lessons for brass musicians. Focuses on technique, music theory, musicianship, and audition preparation.   


 


EXPERIENCE 


Colorado Music Festival & Center for Musical Arts, Lafayette, CO                  January 2019-Present 


Marketing and Development Coordinator            


 Coordinates and executes all digital marketing campaigns with the oversight of the Marketing Director. Responsible for management of 


email lists totaling over 10,000 subscribers. Implemented email marketing campaigns including the segmentation, design, and scheduling 


of all concert, blog, promotion, and school registration focused emails. Successfully grew email list from 8,000 to 10,000 over 1 year. 


 Manages both the Festival and the Center websites. Helped oversee the rebranding of both websites: from the creation of new logos, new 


webpages, and new toolbars, to the inception of a weekly blog feature and the integration of press and social media throughout both sites. 


Utilized Google Analytics to track and analyze website traffic. Successfully grew traffic from 1,500 to 4,000 visitors a week. 


 Manages various social media platforms to promote ticketed events, audience engagement, and community outreach. Utilized both organic 


approaches and paid Ad approaches (via AdTaxi) to grow social engagement and ultimately spike sales conversions.  


 Coordinates the production and distribution of all collateral. Major 2019 projects include a Calendar, Season Brochure, and Program Book.  


 Executes all sales/ticketing data analytics. Oversees the use of the Audience View software. Frequently builds Business Intelligence (BI) 


reports exploring YOY sales, marketing and ticketing KPIs, consumer demographic information, and various other sales metrics. 


 Processes all gifts in the Raiser’s Edge software. Earmarks gifts based on campaign, fund, and appeal. Writes all donor acknowledgements. 


 Assists in the planning and execution of fundraising events (gala, auctions, dinners, etc.). Helped the Development Director in the 


preparation and execution of the 2019 Gala, successfully raising over $250,000.00.  


 


Colorado Music Festival & Center for Musical Arts, Lafayette, CO                        October 2017-August 2018 


Marketing & Business Development Intern 


 Built and executed YOY BI reports to help create an eight-week marketing & advertising initiative. Executed initiative and quantified 


results by tracking increased sales and summarizing and presenting % annual increases to Board of Directors. 


 Conducted market/industry research to build ideal customer profiles (ICP’s) within new target markets to reach new audiences.   


 Responsible for client relations and the closing of all group sales. Responsible for social media management. 


 


University of Colorado - New Venture Challenge (NVC), Boulder, CO                                 Spring 2018 


Creative Industries Track Semi-Finalist              


 Was a founding partner for the start-up NetNotes – a fully digitalized sheet music library, with the mission to modernize the music buying 


process while still offering composers a high royalty. Drafted a comprehensive 30-page business plan that was pitched to an investor panel. 


 


Colorado Chautauqua Association, Boulder, CO                                    March 2016-December 2018 


Membership & Development Coordinator           


 Executed campaigns for the Annual Appeal and Colorado Gives Day totaling donations over $25,000. Responsible for the processing, 


tracking, and management of all memberships and donations. Assisted with the administering of the bi-annual BOD governance elections.  


 Drafted and mailed monthly member renewal letters and donor acknowledgements. Oversaw commemorative brick program. Sourced new 


vendors, processed all sales, managed client inscriptions, worked individually as a CSR with all brick patrons throughout the order-to-


installation process to facilitate a seamless and meaningful customer experience. 


 


Colorado Chautauqua Association, Boulder, CO             March 2016-August 2018 


Box Office Assistant Manager 


 Responsible for the daily reconciliation of all public event revenue. Submitted performance settlements to accounting/3rd party promoters. 


 Built contracted shows in AudienceView Ticketing Software (AV), and extracted sales data by building BI reports.  


 Managed a seasonal staff for summer public event sales. Trained staff in AV to process all sales. Trained staff to be efficient and effective 


CSR’s including over-the-phone and in person behavior/interaction. Drafted various Box Office SOPs.  


 


SKILLS  


 Website Building (WordPress, Squarespace); CRM Software (Raisers Edge, AudienceView, Colorado Box Office); Microsoft Office Suite 


(Excel, Outlook, Publisher, Word); Adobe Suite (Photoshop, Acrobat, InDesign); Project Management (Trello, Slack, Asana); Social Media 


Management (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube); Email Marketing (MailChimp); Content Management (DocuShare, Shares); Apple 


Suite (Final Cut Pro X, Logic Pro X); Google Suite (Google Analytics, Google Adwords) 


  


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  


 Musician/Teacher | New Venture Club & Bridge the Gap Club member at CU | Volunteer at Telluride Bluegrass Festival | CPR/AED cert. 







Form Name: Grants Panel Application Form
Submission Time: October 7, 2019 3:14 pm
Browser: Chrome 77.0.3865.90 / Windows 7
IP Address: 50.198.205.33
Unique ID: 543759457
Location: 39.489498138428, -104.76760101318


Name Nathaniel Rothenberg


Address 3300 Bridger Trl Apt #202
Boulder, CO 80301-1926


Phone (240) 479-1875


Email nathaniel.rothenberg@gmail.com


Personal Narrative. Please provide
information on your professional
expertise, artistic practice, and
approach to authentic diversity. 


My "personal narrative" - if you can call it that - is limited in tenure as a
result of my youth (yes, I am dating myself here). However, if the BAC is
willing to keep an open mind towards young professional applicants, I am
sincerely interested in volunteering on the 2020 grant panel. 


I earned a bachelor's in music performance, a certificate in music
entrepreneurship, and a minor in business with a focus on management
and innovation during my undergraduate at CU Boulder. I am currently
pursuing a graduate certificate in Arts Admin. My professional expertise
revolves around the marriage of my two passions: The Performing Arts and
Business Management. As a tubist and music faculty member, I have
performed and taught with dozens of academic and professional
orchestras, wind ensembles, quintets and as a soloist. As a young
"businessman" I have worked in varying capacities for some of Boulder's
leading arts organizations. I specialize in arts-related marketing and
development. From entrepreneurial audience development, leveraging
21st-century data-analytics, and helping run a nationally recognized music
festival to creative fundraising, venue level ticketing, and stage managing -
my background in the Boulder arts scene is diverse.


I come from the Washington DC area -- an area that prides itself on
prioritizing social, academic, political, and cultural diversity. In this day and
age, it is time to open doors for *everyone* and to embrace diversity in our
community.


Disclosure of Organizational Affiliation. Colorado Music Festival & Center for Musical Arts







If you have applied for and/or received
Boulder Arts Commission grants in the
past, please indicate the years,
programs, and project titles of the
grants. Also, please inform us of your
grant writing and panel experience.  


Hopefully, I am not a complete stranger to the commission, as I am a fairly
recent recipient of the 2019 Scholarship for the Graduate Certificate in Arts
Administration at CU Boulder (program ending in May of 2020). My panel
experience comes from being on the University of Colorado, Boulder
College of Music Student Government. As a council representative, (among
other items) I was one of many council members who held quarterly panels
to hear from student charters (of national organizations), local student
organizations, and clubs -- to ultimately vote on funding to select recipients
that advanced the college of music mission of student advancement and
excellence. I have experience in participating in the weekly process of
hearing from members of our community, deciding on organizational
priorities, working towards long term plans/goals, and delegating the
student government budget. As far as grant writing experience goes, I have
a few academic grants that I have written personally, but for the most part, I
have helped either edit or tweak grants that were already being written for
some of the organizations I have worked for. As stated previously, I am still
a young professional and I seek to gain more knowledge and practical
application of this process as I advance through my career. 


In reading the Community Cultural Plan
sections on the Community Priorities,
Vision, and Support our Cultural
Organizations Strategy, please provide
your perspective on what principles and
focus most interests you in making
good decisions about awarding grants.
The Community Cultural Plan is
available on our website at
boulderarts.org.


After reading the Community Culture Plan, I am impressed with the level of
detail, strategy, and commitment that the BAC has pledged to the city of
Boulder. I am not aware of many communities that successfully leverage
volunteer panels to implement such a vision, but I am proud that my city
has taken action. 


I would like to bring my unique perspective as an arts-engaged millennial to
the grant-awarding process. As a recent grant recipient to advance my arts
education, I know first hand the importance of investing in the next
generation of leaders in the community. I would like to contribute my young
(and hopefully fresh) ideas and perspectives to the panel. 


Regarding Community Priorities and Strategies: I am most attracted to
supporting the resiliency and sustainability of cultural organizations,
supporting artists and creative professionals, developing leaders, engaging
our youth and developing Boulder's creative identity to make it a cultural
destination. 


I will end with this: my two favorite words in the English language are
curiosity and creativity. It is my personal belief that if society can encourage
and instill curiosity and creativity into our youth - the rest is just gravy.
Meaning, it is of the utmost importance to encourage our youth (and adults)
to think, feel, create, and wonder. If our community upholds these values, I
frankly feel that the palette and potential for human achievement and
advancement - whether that's in the arts or not - is infinite.







Supporting documents. Please upload
your current resume.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613
/543759457/68280613_nathaniel_rothenberg_resume_for_grant_panel.pdf


Supporting documents. Please compile
all letters of recommendation / support
into one document and attach either as
a Word document or pdf file. Letters of
recommendation are optional.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280743
/543759457/68280743_recommendation_for_grant_panel.docx


Signature
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Unfortunately, I found out about this application the day before the deadline (October 7th), and as a 
result, I will not have sufficient time to get an appropriate recommendation to be on the grant panel. 
Instead, I will leave a recent recommendation for BAC funding I just received (for the Graduate 
Certificate in Arts Administration) below. If you find this recommendation irrelevant to the application, 
please disregard it! 


Dean Sher,  
 
I'm writing with a strong recommendation for Nate Rothenberg for consideration for 
admission to the CU College of Music Arts Administration Certificate Program. As 
you know, I am a College of Music alum (MME and PhD), and have been recently 
serving as Chair of the AMRC Advisory Board. My connection with the College of Music 
has been longstanding. I see the new Arts Administration Certificate Program as a 
welcome and needed service, especially for local arts leaders and professionals. 
 
I've known Nate for more than a year, having met him when I adjudicated for the 
Creative Industries Track of the 2018 New Ventures Challenge (at the invitation of Dr. 
Jeffery Nytch). Nate's team gave a very good presentation, and I spoke with him at the 
end of the Challenge, impressed with his enthusiasm and especially his openness to 
receiving feedback. Several months later, Nate arrived on staff at the Colorado Music 
Festival & Center for Musical Arts, assisting with marketing and development. Since 
beginning his work here, he has taken on more and more responsibility, supporting and 
filling in as needed with a very lean (but highly skilled) staff. Nate is fortunate to be 
surrounded by seasoned arts administrators here at CMF & CMA, especially the 
Executive, Marketing, and Development Directors. He has shown himself to be open to 
learning, working hard, and striving to fully understand the nonprofit arts culture. It is an 
exciting, challenging, and and excellent place to be for a recent College of Music 
graduate. Nate has often expressed his gratitude (and amazement) to have landed in 
this position as his first post-undergrad job, which we appreciate very much. 
 
In addition to the above, I have extended Nate the opportunity to teach individual low 
brass students at the Center for Musical Arts. He is working with middle and high school 
students who are quite enthusiastic about learning from him. I think it's important for any 
administrator working in the arts to keep their own art-making alive, and Nate is 
pursuing that. We are please to have him in the ranks of faculty here.  
 
I recommend Nate without reservation to the Arts Administration Certificate Program. 
I'm available (via this email address or phone number below) should you have any 
further questions or require additional information. Thank you for the opportunity to 
advocate for a promising student. 
 
Best regards,  
 
 
 
Kathryn M Kucsan, PhD 







CMA Co-Founder/Education Director 
Colorado Music Festival & Center for Musical Arts 
200 East Baseline Rd, Lafayette CO 80026 
303-665-0599 x 103 
kathyk@comusic.org 
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Mark Villarreal; Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); Devin Hughes; Erica Joos; Bruce Borowsky
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia
Subject: Re: Documents to review for Commission meeting 10/16/19
Date: Wednesday, October 9, 2019 12:10:21 PM
Attachments: Motus Theater 2018 Comm Project report.pdf

Sarah Braverman resume.pdf
Sarah Braverman panel application.pdf
2020 panel applications.pdf

Hello Commission,

We have one other last minute applicant for the 2020 panel - our 2019 panelist Sarah Braverman. 
Please find attached all of the documents including her application. 

Thank you for understanding! Lauren

Cheers, Lauren

----------
Lauren Click
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture

720-564-2355
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
www.boulderarts.org

Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.bouldercolorado.gov
---

Hello Commissioners,

There are several documents for you to review for the grant program before the meeting on
Wednesday, October 16, 2019.

ACTION: Grant Reports
2018 Community Project Report, Motus Theater, UndocuAmerica Performance & Radio
Project, $10,000

ACTION: 2020 Grants Panel Applications

The new applicants are:

Cynthia Sliker
Jasmine Baetz
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UndocuAmerica Performance & Radio Project
2018 Community Project Grant


 


Motus Theater
Ms. Kiara Chavez 
4519 8th Street, Unit C
Boulder, CO 80304


O: 303-440-3682


Ms. Kiara  Chavez  
4519 8th Street, Unit C
Boulder, CO 80304


info@motustheater.org
O: 720-240-8086
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FollowUp Form


Instructions and deadlines
Amount Awarded 


$10,000.00


Project title 
UndocuAmerica Performance & Radio Project


INSTRUCTIONS AND DEADLINES


Please complete the grant report form in its entirety. Reporting for all grants projects must be completed by the 
date submitted in the application, one month after completion of the project.


If a grant project cannot be completed on time, the named applicant in the grant proposal must submit a letter to 
the Boulder Arts Commission by email to culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org, requesting an extension. The letter 
must be submitted in advance of the report due date with these details:


1. explaining the reason for the delay;


2. when completion of the project is anticipated (provide a specific date);


3. when the project’s grant report will be filed (provide a specific date one month after project completion).


Staff will review grant reports and extension request letters and provide a response.


Failure to follow these procedures will jeopardize the eligibility to apply for future Boulder Arts Commission grant 
awards. If you have questions, contact Office of Arts and Culture staff. Reports which are not approved will result 
in a letter from the department specifying the revisions and/or further information required.


Applicant information
Mission statement 
If not applicable write N/A.


The mission of Motus Theater is to create original theater to facilitate dialogue on critical issues of our 
time. We aim to use the power of art to build alliances across diverse segments of our community.


Geographic area served 
If not applicable write N/A.



mailto:culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org

https://boulderarts.org/about-us/contact-us/
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The city of Boulder and Boulder County


For individuals: organizational affiliation 
Even if an organizational affiliation is stated, awards will be made to the individual whose account is associated 
with this application. If no organization affiliated, please state 'none'.


Motus Theater


Number of full time employees 
If not applicable write 0.


2


Number of part time employees 
If not applicable write 0.


2


Number of volunteers 
If not applicable write 0.


25


Project information
Community Priorities* 
Please speak to how successful you were in addressing the Community Priorities applicable to your project. How 
was success measured? For reference, below is your response to the Community Priorities section of your 
application.


Motus successfully addressed the following community priorities:


1. SUPPORTED THE RESILIENCY OF Motus and partner ORGANIZATIONS(KGNU), Northern Colorado 
Immigrants United(NCIU), Colorado Immigrant Rights Coalition(CIRC), and Boulder StartUp Week) by 
developing and presenting:


a) 1 monologue workshop with 10 undocumented leaders whose stories support NCIU and CIRC’s efforts 
to impact policy change for immigration reform. 


b) 3 radio shows on KGNU in honor of Immigrant Heritage Month, sharing stories of Front Range 
undocumented leaders with new audiences, providing a channel for issues underrepresented in the media.


c) 2 preview performances for Family & Friends, public performances in honor of MLK Jr. Day featuring 
the undocumented monologists and 1 performance with Boulder StartUp Week featuring tech leaders reading 
undocu-monologues.
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2. SUPPORTED ARTISTS hiring 10 monologists; 1 visual artist; 2 designers; 4 musicians; and 10 tech 
professionals for performances, radio shows, & podcast production.


3. The powerful stories featured prioritized CIVIC DIALOGUE about how CULTURE CONTRIBUTES TO 
AUTHENTIC EXPRESSIONS OF DIVERSITY via conversations about immigration. Our innovative project 
helped to advance BOULDER’S CREATIVE IDENTITY.


Community Priorities 
The City of Boulder’s Community Cultural Plan is a visioning and strategic document that describes how the people 
of Boulder will align efforts, with the support of the municipal government, to achieve our collective vision: 
Together, we will craft Boulder’s social, physical, and cultural environment to include creativity as an essential 
ingredient for the well-being, prosperity, and joy of everyone in the community. The Community Priorities are six 
points that summarize the community’s most common responses in answer to the question, “What is your vision 
for Boulder’s culture and creative economy?” Reference: Cultural Plan and Community Priorities. 


In what way will this project contribute to one or several of the Community Priorities described in the Community 
Cultural Plan? Does the project contribute to one priority thoroughly?


1. SUPPORTS RESILIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY OF CULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS such as KGNU and 
Motus who will bring their resources together with NCDU (and potentially Boulder Startup Week) to provide 
innovative, high quality, arts-based programming on immigration that will BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY by 
building empathetic alliances. Also, the films and podcasts will support Motus’ program SUSTAINABILITY by 
allowing greater community outreach so more community members BENEFIT per performance.


 
2. The unprecedented performance of tech leaders reading dreamer stories fosters a SUPPORTIVE 


ENVIRONMENT FOR theater, musical, and visual ARTISTS, in collaboration with tech PROFESSIONALS, to 
provide INNOVATIVE LEADERSHIP ON immigration.


 
3.  PRIORITIZES THE CIVIC DIALOGUE ABOUT THE ABILITY OF CULTURE – theater/music/visual art and 


radio -- TO CONTRIBUTE TO AUTHENTIC EXPRESSIONS OF DIVERSITY from undocumented, people of color, 
about the ABILITY OF ART TO CONTRIBUTE TO conversations on immigration.


 
4. Our law enforcement performance in 2017 developed BOULDER’S CREATIVE IDENTITY by bringing 


national exposure in American Theater Magazine, NPR, USA Today, FAST Company Magazine, and others. The 
performance with tech entrepreneurs has similar potential.


Full access* 
Describe what steps you took to be inclusive and provide greater accessibility. What aspects of access did your 
project address? How does it compare to what you expected in your grant application? How many people 
benefited from your project? Include a demographic breakdown if possible. For reference, below is the response 
to the full access section of your application.


The UndocuAmerica Project is an example of Motus’ leadership in DEI practices. 100% of our monologists 
identify as POC, Latino, and undocumented. They are all bilingual. Motus collaborated with undocu-queer 
visual artist Julio Salgado for our MLK Day performances, and with the acapella Latina singer Teresita Lozano, 
and with African American jazz great Robert Johnson.



https://boulderarts.org/about-us/community-cultural-plan/

https://boulderarts.org/about-us/community-cultural-plan/
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We made our MLK Day performance affordable by offering a performance that was free, open to the 
public, and family friendly. Our allied performance with tech leaders was also free. Performances were 
presented in wheelchair accessible facilities. Outside of this grant, in partnership with Boulder High School, 
Motus presented a bilingual performance in honor of Immigrant Heritage Month. Performers are always 
mic’d for hearing impaired.


The KGNU radio shows were broadcast across Boulder County and are currently available online at no 
cost. The podcast will be available online and at no cost on multiple podcast platforms.


Monologists lead the project by choosing the story they want to tell and brainstorming the best readers 
for allied performances and podcast. The performance was previewed by family, friends, and advisors 
representing diverse constituencies.


Full access 
Describe how your project will address affordability, availability, accessibility, accommodation, and acceptability to 
diverse groups? When responding to this question, it is pertinent to review the Boulder Arts Commission and 
Americans for the Arts Statements on Cultural Equity.


References:
Boulder Arts Commission Statement on Cultural Equity
Americans for the Arts Statement on Cultural Equity


Motus is a leader in cultural equity in the arts in Colorado.  Since our inception, the vast majority of our 
performers (90%) are people of color and native Spanish speakers. All but one of our original performances 
was produced in Spanish. We have a large low income and Latino audience (between 19%-37%).


 
Affordability: Regular performance tickets $18-$23. 25% off tickets distributed through collaborators in 


immigrant-serving organizations. Low-income tickets: $0-$10. Also, live-stream of performances will be 
available at no cost.


 
Availability: Performances at the Gordon Theater/Dairy Arts Center are all live-streamed and broadcast 


in entirety on KGNU. All UndocuAmerica episodes free through KGNU.
 
Accessibility: Wheelchair accessible. Performances w/ simultaneous interpretation in Spanish.
 
Accommodation: Performers mic’d for hearing impaired. Sign-language interpreter provided upon 


request.
 
Acceptability to diverse groups: Performance is an authentic expression of diversity. Undocumented 


performers choose monologues they perform and are part of the process of deciding what dominant cultural 
leader will later read their story. Motus performances are previewed by an advisory board representing 
diverse constituencies.


Artistic excellence* 
Describe to what extent artists were involved in your leadership process and the impact it had. How successful was 
your curatorial approach and did you achieve your artistic mission? What was the response of your audiences, 
peers or critics to your programming? Attach any reviews, letters or other information in the attachments section 



https://boulderarts.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Statement-on-Cultural-Equity.pdf?x64198

http://www.americansforthearts.org/about-americans-for-the-arts/statement-on-cultural-equity
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to support your conclusion. For reference, below is the response to the artistic excellence section of your 
application.


The UndocuAmerica Project advances Motus’ mission by involving artists in each step of the process. 
Motus award-winning Artistic Director Kirsten Wilson worked with 10 undocumented leaders, to develop the 
monologues that they read for public performances, radio show, and podcast. 


Motus collaborated with visual artist Julio Salgado, who provided imagery in responses to the 
monologues for our MLK Day performances, and with Teresita Lozano, Robert Johnson and Adam Bodine for 
the musical responses for performances.


Music plays a key component in the project. We weave music into each performance, to allow audiences 
to reflect on the courage, grief and experiences of the monologists, as well as their own personal reaction to 
the stories. On the podcast, stories have musical underscoring by violinist Anthony Salvo, and each episode 
ends with a musical response by award-winning musicians such as Yo-Yo Ma.


Responses from audience members have been overwhelmingly positive. As shown in the testimonials 
attached, Motus’ high-quality artistic work changes the hearts and minds of our audience as they become 
more aware of the challenges facing undocumented immigrants and more attuned to the need of change in 
immigration reform.


Artistic excellence 
Describe how your project commits to high standards for your field. Include information on how: a) artists are 
involved in leadership and the potential impact on artists and the artistic field (including direct payment); b) your 
curatorial approach or cultural mission is realized in the project; c) your audiences, peers, or critics respond to your 
programming; and/or d) other ways by which you measure the quality of your art and the results of those 
measures. 


Examples of how you might demonstrate artistic excellence are through professional resumes, news clippings, 
photos, videos, and survey responses. If you'd like to attach documentation you may do so in the attachments 
portion of the application.


A. Kirsten Wilson is a master teacher of autobiographical monologue writing and performance – teaching 
professionally since 1993. She has won numerous awards accentuating her artistic prowess and leadership in 
cultural equity including: “Artist & Activist”/NCDU, “Artistic Innovator” status/CU’s ATLAS (Alliance for 
Technology Learning and Society); “Multicultural Action Award”/Bo Co. Victor Galvan will write/perform and 
host the UndocuAmerica Radio/podcast. He’s the Director of Community Engagement for Colorado 
Immigrant Rights Coalition and one of Motus’ lauded performers.  He won "Multicultural Artist” award/BoCo. 
Motus will work with a professional singer, visual artist, videographers. Even our lowest paid performs earn a 
living wage - $15hr.


B. Our mission is to create original theater to support community conversation on critical issues - realized 
in this project by working with undocumented immigrants to create theater to support conversation on 
immigration


C. Motus is lauded for our work nationally in American Theater Magazine and NPR. We’re the only theater 
company to have our cast and director identified as “People of the Year” (Boulder Weekly, 2015). We receive 
the highest evaluations from our audiences (5 stars).
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Outcomes and evaluation strategy* 
Did your evaluation strategy work? Was the data you collected meaningful? What were you able to infer from this 
data? How successful was this project in benefiting the community? Describe at least one anecdote of how 
someone benefited in a meaningful way from one of the activities.  If you would like to include tables and charts to 
help us better understand the results of your project, you may provide a concise report in the attachments section 
instead of filling out this field. For reference, below is the response to the proposed outcomes and evaluation 
section of your application.


On average, audience members of live performances scored the performances a 5 (top mark) in “artistic 
excellence,” “benefit to the community”, “understanding the lives of immigrants,” and “recommending the 
performance”. The performers on MLK Day got individual standing ovations throughout the night and during 
the talkback people thanked the performers for helping them digest the urgency of taking action against the 
threats facing so many people in our immigrant community. The quantitative and qualitative data presented 
here and attached, show that the project greatly benefits the community and advanced conversations about 
the challenges undocumented immigrants face in Boulder and the Front Range. 


At the performance with tech leaders, former director of Tech Stars and organizer for Boulder StartUp 
Week, Julie Penner read Cristian's story. She spoke about never having thought about immigration from the 
viewpoint of an undocumented immigrant until then. She said,"This experience was very powerful, and I, for 
one, see it differently now."


Proposed outcomes and evaluation strategy 
Describe your evaluation strategy for this project and how you will collect data. Please also include your goals for 
this project and how the benefit to the community will be measured.


Motus weaves evaluation into all aspects: from project design through follow-up w/ audience, 
collaborators, and community leaders. Our Advisory Board, project sponsors and, most directly, our 
undocumented participants, shape our programs and the focus of talkbacks and calls to action. We’ll follow-
up with NCDU and monologue participants after the initial monologue phase and after the performance 
projects to find out if the arts performances and radio productions support the needs of undocumented 
community members.


 
Also, we directly engage our project goals with our audience - always asking them to fill out a survey that 


provides us qualitative and quantitative information. Some of the quantitative questions we ask referencing 
our goals include:


·      ‘Artistic excellence’,
·      ‘Community Benefit’
·      ‘Greater understanding of lives of undocumented immigrants,’
·      ‘Increased empathy toward undocumented immigrants’
·      ‘Actions they are inspired to take by performance.’
 
Because we’re hoping to reach a larger state and national audience, we’ll also review the success of our 


marketing and media strategy (podcasts/films) based on articles published, media viewed, and number of 
live streams of both film and radio.


Cultural equity and opportunity* 
Describe how your project did or did not fulfill one or several of the categories stated in your application. For 
reference, below are the responses to cultural equity and cultural offerings sections of your application.
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100% of the monologists in this project identify as Latino and undocumented. Participants in this project 
also include monologists who identify as LGBTQ and disabled.


Motus’ staff is 25% immigrants, and of these 50% undocumented. Our current board represents 
historically marginalized and underrepresented constituencies with 54% identifying as POC and 45% as first 
or second generation immigrants.


With the support of the BAC, Motus was able to pay our performers (who come from low income 
backgrounds) living wages for rehearsals and above average non-equity actor rates for the performances.


Motus’ preview performance of UndocuMonologues reached 107 people, 40% of whom identified as 
Latino. In total, the performances included in this grant reached 712 people. Because we reached a wider 
audience than what we anticipated in Boulder we had a lower percentage of Latino audience members than 
we anticipated (14%), which is slightly higher than the percentage of Latino’s in Boulder (13%). These 
performances also reached 19% POC and 26% immigrants.


When Motus starts presenting performances in Spanish, the number of audience members that identify as 
Latino will increase.


Cultural equity 
Among the goals of the Boulder Arts Commission is to encourage the equitable, fair, and just distribution of funds 
in support of the community.  This includes providing support to applicants whose organizational leadership or 
audience represent groups who are typically underrepresented, i.e. culturally diverse groups, organizations 
focused on age diversity, etc.)  Describe how your project does or does not fulfill one or several of these 
categories. When responding to this question, it is pertinent to review the Boulder Arts Commission and Americans 
for the Arts Statements on Cultural Equity.


References:
Boulder Arts Commission Statement on Cultural Equity
Americans for the Arts Statement on Cultural Equity


A large percent of Motus’ audience represents groups underserved by arts programming and funding 
models. We anticipate 30% Latino audience for this project.


 
A large percentage of our audience is low income – unusual for a theater organization. 
 
The leadership of our organization is majority Latino. Key staff: 1 White, 1 Portuguese, 1 Latina. Board is 


72% people of color (3 Latino; 1 African American, 1 Asian American, 2 Euro-American). Our board treasure 
is a gay rights leader. 100% of our actors from 2013-2017 are Latino. The majority of our actors pre-2013 
were people of color: 3 African American, 3 Latino, 3 Euro-American, 1 Japanese American. 


 
We anticipate ALL performing artists in this project will identify as Latino & undocumented. 


UndocuPerformers participating include gay/lesbian and disabled performers. 
 
Grant funding is essential to the viability of Motus projects. The vast majority of our performers comes 


from working class families or poverty. It’s essential they’re paid a living-wage for rehearsals as well as 
childcare support costs. Because our audience is lower income, our average donation is $5. Grant funding 
helps us remain competitive with theater companies serving a higher income audience and funders.



https://boulderarts.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Statement-on-Cultural-Equity.pdf?x64198

http://www.americansforthearts.org/about-americans-for-the-arts/statement-on-cultural-equity
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Cultural offerings 
In what way does your project fill a gap in the variety of cultural offerings in Boulder? What is exciting or new 
about your project?


Motus is the only BoCo theater teaching marginalized local leaders how to write and perform their own 
stories. 


Unlike other art projects where people of color are in the minority, 100% of our actors are people of color 
- the identified protagonists, and stars. 


It’s exciting to bring all Motus has learned creating theater on immigration into one project: 
1. Monologue format weaving acapella music & visual art to present an emotionally balanced aesthetic. 
2. Includes an unprecedented performance w/community leaders reading DREAMER stories, similar to 


our nationally lauded law enforcement performance, but with tech leaders challenging the myth that 
undocumented immigrants are an economic drain.


3. Brings diverse, new undocumented leaders to the stage while also answering the demand to hear from 
the 4 stars of “Do You Know Who I Am?” (Our original undocumented performers who became “People of the 
Year” in Boulder, 2015.)


4.Radio series UndocuAmerica, is unprecedented -- No other radio program hosted by undocumented 
immigrants in the NATION; and strategically critical -- there are 4 times as many negative media portrayals of 
immigrants in conservative media for every positive one in liberal media (Brookings Institute, 2008)


Takeaways* 
Provide details on any takeaways -- things learned, and/or breakthroughs you can share with the arts community 
in Boulder via the City of Boulder Arts Commission.


As we worked with our monologists and advisors on the podcast, and looking at the aggravated 
challenges facing undocumented immigrants, Motus decided to change the format of the podcast from 3 5-
min episodes to a 12, 30-min episode podcast series in which prominent Americans such as activist Gloria 
Steinem, journalists Jorge Ramos, Nicholas Kristoff, and Maria Hinojosa, Houston Police Chief Art Acevedo, 
evangelical leader Jo Anne Lyon, and actor, John Lithgow read the stories of undocumented presenters, to 
amplify their voices and bring in a wide audience of listeners. Each reading is followed by discussion between 
reader and monologist about the impact of the story. The episodes end with musical responses by award-
winning musicians such as Yo-Yo Ma and Arturo O’Farrill.


With this format we hope to bring to the immigration debate listeners who would otherwise be 
disconnected from the matte and inspire civic hospitality and radical empathy modeled by the reader.


Motus is also launching a companion podcast, in which audiences can listen to the undocumented 
presenters read their own story, followed by the musical response. In this way Motus keeps true to our 
commitment to authentic voices and leadership.


Attachments
ATTACHMENTS
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 Financial statement for the project. Please resubmit a copy of your original project budget from the grant 
proposal and add columns for and information detailing: "Actual income", "Actual expenses", "Variance" 
(or difference between the two).


 Evaluation materials. Include here a concise data report with a table or chart showing the results of your 
project (only if you did not fill in the proposed outcomes and evaluation strategy section).


 Collateral materials. Please provide proof that you’ve given credit to the Boulder Arts Commission for 
grant funding (proof could be a mention of grant support with the Commission’s official logo in 
advertising, schedules, news/media clippings, programs, etc.)


 Please submit at least three photos from your project. Media files (audio, video) are not requested as 
direct submissions. To provide access to video or audio files, please load them onto YouTube or similarly 
accessible social media sites and upload a document (word or pdf) with a list of website links.


Financial statement* 
Permitted file types: xl, xlsx, pdf.


BAC_Financial-Report_UnDocuAmericaRadioPerformance.xlsx.pdf


Collateral materials.* 
Permitted file types: pdf,jpg,png,tiff,doc,docx.


BAC_UndocuAmerica_Collateral Materials.jpg


Evaluation materials. 
Permitted file types: pdf,jpg,png,tiff,doc,docx


BAC_UndocuAmerica_Consolidated Performance and Testemonials.pdf


Supplementary materials* 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


BAC_UndocuAmerica_Videos.pdf


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


01_19_19 UndocuMonologues for MLK - Monologuist Victor Galvan.jpg


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


12_21_18_UndocuMonologues FFA - Credit Michael Ensminger.jpg
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Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


1_21_19 UndocuMonologues FFA - Singer Teresita Lozano.jpg


Certification* 
I certify our use of the Boulder Arts Commission credit line and/or logo in project advertising, signage and 
programs.


I certify


Agreement* 
I grant the City of Boulder Office of Arts and Culture, its representatives and employees the right to use these 
photographs / videos / audios with proper accreditation for any lawful purpose, including for publicity, illustration, 
advertising, newsletters, publications social media and Web.


I agree


Report certification and submission
I certify that the information contained in this grant budget report is true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge.*


I certify


Full name* 
Rita Valente-Quinn


Date* 
09/30/19
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   BAC_Financial-Report_UnDocuAmericaRadioPerformance.xlsx.pdf
•   BAC_UndocuAmerica_Collateral Materials.jpg
•   BAC_UndocuAmerica_Consolidated Performance and Testemonials.pdf
•   BAC_UndocuAmerica_Videos.pdf
•   01_19_19 UndocuMonologues for MLK - Monologuist Victor Galvan.jpg
•   12_21_18_UndocuMonologues FFA - Credit Michael Ensminger.jpg
•   1_21_19 UndocuMonologues FFA - Singer Teresita Lozano.jpg
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Boulder Arts Commission: UndocuAmerica Performance Project - Financial Report


Expenses Cash in-kind Total Actual 
Expense


Actual In-
kind Actual Total Variance Notes on Variance


Salaries & Honoraria
Item Description Amount


Artistic Direction
Project conception, workshop 
facilitation, monologue editing, 
performance direction, staging


$9,000.00 $0.00 $9,000.00 $12,000.00 $0.00 $12,000.00 $3,000.00


Artistic Director, Kirsten Wilson spent 
more time working on the podcast 
development, a new medium for 
Motus Theater.


Project Manager 
Radio/Theater Rita Valente $5,000.00 $0.00 $5,000.00 $7,000.00 $0.00 $7,000.00 $2,000.00


Producing Director, Rita Valente-
Quinn spent more time on podcast 
production, a new medium for Motus 
Theater


Administration Administrative Oversight $1,000.00 $0.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $0.00 $1,000.00 $0.00
Monologue/Podcast 
Outreach 
Coordinator to 
Undocumented 
Community


Victor Galvan $25x10hrs $250.00 $0.00 $250.00 $10,000.00 $0.00 $10,000.00 $9,750.00


To support the various layers of the 
UndocuAmerica Project, Motus 
Theater hired Laura Peniche as 
Project Manager and Outreach 
Coordinator.


Assistant Director $20x62 $1,240.00 $0.00 $1,240.00 $1,294.46 $0.00 $1,294.46 $54.46


Visual Artist Monologue Iconic representation $700.00 $0.00 $700.00 $0.00 $700.00 $700.00 -$700.00
The visual artist Julio Salgado 
donated his work as in-kind to the 
project.


Musician
Musical Accompainment to 
monologues: $300flat rate x 2 
performances


$600.00 $0.00 $600.00 $450.00 $0.00 $450.00 -$150.00 Musician's charged a lower fee than 
estimated.


Therapeutic Support
Naropa Team (Mental Health 
Support for performers) $75x12 In-
kind


$0.00 $900.00 $900.00 $0.00 $900.00 $900.00 $0.00


Dominant Culture 
Leaders/Readers


8 Ally readers x 1 performances x 
$250 honorarium in-kind $0.00 $2,000.00 $2,000.00 $0.00 $500.00 $500.00 -$1,500.00


For our performance "Tech Leaders 
Read UndocuMonologues", Motus 
partnered with Boulder Startup Week. 
Boulder Starup Week was 
responsible for recruiting the tech 
leaders for the performance and they 
could only recruit 2 leaders, instead 
of 8.


Writers/ Performers' 
stipends


Monologue Creation/Private 
Performance: $15 x 2h x 14 x 8 
participants,  + Public Performance 
of monologues: $100 flat 
fee/performer x 8 performers x 2 


$8,320.00 $8,320.00 $6,200.00 $0.00 $6,200.00 -$2,120.00


Motus rehearsed less with our 
performers so that we could dedicate 
more time to podcast recording. See 
expenses below.


Subtotal $26,110.00 $2,900.00 $29,010.00 $37,944.46 $2,100.00 $40,044.46 $11,034.46 See explanation for variances above.


Monologue 
Workshop 
Implementation 
Costs
Workshop space 
rental $50/h x 3hr x14 in-kind $0.00 $2,100.00 $2,100.00 $0.00 $3,600.00 $3,600.00 -$2,100.00 Workshop space was donated by 


CIRC.


Childcare Monologue Participants 2.5
hrsx18x15 $675.00 $0.00 $675.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 -$675.00 Childcare was not necessary


Meals for participants 
monologists and 
children


$7.5meal x 20 people x 14 sessions $2,100.00 $0.00 $2,100.00 $1,028.58 $436.00 $1,464.58 -$635.42


Motus had fewer monologue 
sessions/rehearsals than anticipated 
because we needed more time 
dedicated to radio and podcast 
recordings.


Monologue 
Workshop Supplies 8 notebooks, highlighters, $36.00 $0.00 $36.00 $15.49 $0.00 $15.49 -$20.51 Notebooks, highlighters


Subtotal $2,811.00 $2,100.00 $4,911.00 $1,044.07 $436.00 $5,080.07 $169.07 See explanation for variances above.


Radio Production


Audio 
Engineer/Editor


4hrsx6x$100 Radio and 
4hrsx3x$100 podcast (1/2 inkind) $1,800.00 $1,800.00 $3,600.00 $4,645.00 $0.00 $4,645.00 $1,045.00


Podcast is a new medium for Motus. 
As we worked to find the most 
impactful podcast format, we needed 
to spend more time with sound 
engineers and editors.


Radio/Podcast Host 3hrsx6x$25 (Victor Galvan) $450.00 $0.00 $450.00 $400.00 $0.00 $400.00 $0.00
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Radio Monologue 
Presentations 


Presentation of monologue for 
broadcasting: $25/presentation x 16 
participants ($800)


$400.00 $0.00 $400.00 $1,100.00 $0.00 $1,100.00 $700.00


So far Motus has recorded and 
presented 3 shows with KGNU, for 
which we paid $50/performer x 6 
performers; and we recorded three 
podcast episodes with undocumented 
leaders and prominent Americans, for 
which we paid each undocumented 
leader $200 and a perdiem. The 
podcast recording requires travelling 
outside the state and our performers 
need to take time off of their day jobs, 
so a higher perdiem is required.


Studio Hours
Radio & Podcast Production 
5hrsx6x$50 in-kind KGNu plus 
2hrsx6x$50


$300.00 $1,500.00 $1,800.00 $1,562.00 $500.00 $2,062.00 $262.00


Podcast is a new medium for Motus. 
As we worked to find the most 
impactful podcast format, we needed 
to spend more time recording in the 
studio.


Subtotal $2,950.00 $3,300.00 $6,250.00 $7,707.00 $500.00 $8,207.00 $1,957.00 See explanation for variances above.


Performance Production
Performance space 
rental


2 Gordon Theater Peformance at 
Dairy (see venue agreement) $1,675.00 $0.00 $1,675.00 $880.00 $0.00 $880.00 -$795.00 Theater rental was less than 


estimated.
Theater Supplies - 
scripts & props


Black presentation books, music 
stand, lights for stands, scripts $200.00 $0.00 $200.00 $150.00 $0.00 $150.00 -$50.00


Meals
$10/meal x 8 people x 2 
performances + $10/meal x8 Ally 
leaders x 1  performances


$240.00 $0.00 $240.00 $0.00 $300.00 $300.00 $60.00


Technical Direction - 
lights & sound (Included in Venue Rental above) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $150.00 $0.00 $150.00 $150.00 Overtime charged by Dairy Arts 


Center for MLK Day performances.


Spanish 
Interpretation 2 performances x$300 $600.00 $0.00 $600.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 -$600.00


Instead of presenting the MLK Day 
performance with Spanish 
interpretation, Motus is planning to 
present full Spanish performances in 
the future.


Printing - programs & 
evals


250 programs x 2performances x $.
80 $400.00 $0.00 $400.00 $300.00 $100.00 $400.00 $0.00


Subtotal $3,115.00 $0.00 $3,115.00 $1,480.00 $400.00 $1,880.00 -$1,235.00 See variance explanation above.


Marketing & Documentation 


Radio/PodCast  
Branding and 
website


Website/Logo/Branding $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $2,000.00 $4,432.33 $1,500.00 $5,932.33 $3,932.33


Motus hired the best social justice 
marketing company in Boulder, 
Vermilion to design our logo. 
Vermilion gave Motus a highly 
discounted rate because of the 
alignment between the work Motus is 
doing and the projects that Vermilion 
supports with their work. In addition, 
Motus hired a designer to create a 
brand new website for our podcast so 
that we can reach more audiences 
more effectively.


National Marketing 
Strategy for Ally 
peformance with 
supplemental 
pod/cast and films


McPherson Strategies Estimate (We 
may go with another company but 
we have had good experiences with 
them)


$6,000.00 $3,000.00 $9,000.00 $20,000.00 $0.00 $20,000.00 $11,000.00


Motus received a grant from an 
anonymous donor to support the 
podcast, under the condition that we 
hired, as our Strategic 
Communications firm, the Raben 
Group. The Raben Group is the most 
culturally competent and well versed 
strategic communications firm on 
issues of immigration and they are 
working with Motus to bring the 
podcast to new listeners in our 
community and across the nation. 
With the Raben Group, Motus' work 
and the cultural identity of the City of 
Boulder we'll be put in front of new 
audiences across the U.S. The 
Raben Group's honorarium is largely 
covered by the grant mentioned 
above.


Local Radio 
Marketing


$250 Ads on CPR plus 6 KGNU in-
kind $250.00 $350.00 $600.00 $200.00 $0.00 $200.00 -$400.00


Motus is investing in social media 
and media engagement work that is 
being set up by the Raben Group 
(see above).
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E-Marketing Immigrant Organization sponsors - 
in-kind marketing $300x5 $0.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $0.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $0.00


Photographer fee Flat fee per performance (2x$300) 
plus one preview shoot ($200) $800.00 $0.00 $800.00 $800.00 $0.00 $800.00 $0.00


Theater 
Videographer & 
editor fee


Flat fee for filming 2 performances, 
editing 2 highlight trailers, 8 
monologues, one Podcast Highlight 
video for marketing, 2 livestream 


$6,000.00 $3,000.00 $9,000.00 $4,910.00 $4,000.00 $8,910.00 -$90.00


Print Design fee Postcards/Posters $400.00 $0.00 $400.00 $400.00 $0.00 $400.00 $0.00
Musicial Theme UndocuAmerica Theme Song $400.00 $400.00 $800.00 $400.00 $400.00 $800.00 $0.00


Flyer service Boulder County $180.00 $0.00 $180.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 -$180.00


Motus invested in direct outreach by 
performers, board members, and 
immigrant righs organizations, as 
personal connections bring more 
people to the performance.


Subtotal $15,030.00 $9,250.00 $24,280.00 $31,142.33 $7,400.00 $38,542.33 $14,262.33 See variance explanations above.


Misc Expenses
Office Supplies $100.00 $0.00 $100.00 $100.00 $0.00 $100.00 $0.00
Mailing & Postage $25.00 $0.00 $25.00 $25.00 $0.00 $25.00 $0.00


Mileage & Parking $25.00 $0.00 $25.00 $7,200.00 $0.00 $7,200.00 $7,175.00


As Motus shifted the podcast format 
to a 12, 30-min episode podcast with 
prominent Americans reading the 
stories of undocumented leaders, our 
travel expenses increased 
exponentially as Motus Artistic 
Director and monologists have to 
travel to meet the reader at their 
location. In this line item we're 
including flights and ground 
transportation ($3500), 
accommodations ($3000) and 
parking ($700)


Subtotal $150.00 $0.00 $150.00 $7,325.00 $0.00 $7,325.00 $0.00


TOTAL 
EXPENSES $50,166.00 $17,550.00 $67,716.00 $86,642.86 $10,836.00 $97,478.86 $29,762.86 See variance explanations above.


Income Cash/Pending in-kind Total Actual 
Income


Actual in-
kind Actual Income Total Variance Notes


Grants
Boulder Arts Commission $10,000.00 $0.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $0.00 $10,000.00 $0.00
Boulder County Arts Alliance $3,000.00 $0.00 $3,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 -$3,000.00 Motus did not receive this grant.


Community Foundation Serving 
Boulder County $1,700.00 $0.00 $1,700.00 $10,000.00 $0.00 $10,000.00 $8,300.00


Motus received a larger grant than 
anticipated via the Millennium Trust 
Fund of the Community Foundation.


Colorado Pledge 1% $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $10,815.00 $0.00 $10,815.00 $10,815.00 New Grant
Boulder Human Relations 
Commission (MLK Jr. Day RFP) $1,000.00 $0.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $0.00 $1,000.00 $0.00


Boulder Human Relations 
Commission (HRF RFP) $2,260.00 $0.00 $2,260.00 $2,260.00 $0.00 $2,260.00 $0.00


Anonymous Donor Fund $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $23,556.86 $0.00 $23,556.86 $23,556.86 New grant
Art In Society $20,000.00 $0.00 $20,000.00 $20,000.00 $0.00 $20,000.00 $0.00 New grant


Ticket Sales
187 tickets x $20 x 2 performances 
+ 40 tickets x $10 X 2performances 
+ 23 tickets x $0 x 2performances


$8,280.00 $0.00 $8,280.00 $2,825.00 $0.00 $2,825.00 -$5,455.00


To make the UndocuMonologues 
performance more accessible to the 
public, Motus presented one free 
performance and one ticketed 
performance, instead of two ticketed 
performances.
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Individual 
Donations


5,686 (individual 
donations/sponsors) + 100x5x1 
(private family performances) 


$6,186.00 $0.00 $6,186.00 $6,186.00 $0.00 $6,186.00 $0.00


In-Kind 
Contributions $0.00 $17,550.00 $17,550.00 $0.00 $10,836.00 $10,836.00 -$6,714.00


Motus received less in-kind services 
and goods than anticipated, but we 
were able to apply successfully for 
more grants, which cover our costs.


TOTAL INCOME $52,426.00 $17,550.00 $69,976.00 $86,642.86 $10,836.00 $97,478.86 $27,502.86 See explanation on variance above.











 


 


Consolidated Performance Info and Testimonials  


UndocuAmerica Performance & Radio Project 


(5 pages) 


  
Consolidated Performance Info 


 
Two preview performances of UndocuMonologues for friends, family, 


and allies 
December 16th, 2018 


  
On a scale of 0 (not at all helpful/no) to 5 (very useful or enjoyable/yes), the 
average scores were: 
  
5 Quality of the performance 
4 Quality of the talkback  
5 Project a benefit to the community 
5 Teaches about the lives of immigrants 
5 Recommend this event to others 
45% Immigrants in Attendance  
107 People in attendance  
 
 


Total 
  


Latinos # 
  


Latinos %  Youth # 
  


Youth % YA # YA % 
  


107 43 40% 3 3% 20 19% 
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Boulder premiere of UndocuAmerica Performance & Radio Project 


with two unique performances of UndocuMonologues 
January 21st, 2019 


  
On a scale of 0 (not at all helpful/no) to 5 (very useful or enjoyable/yes), the 
average scores were: 
  
5 Quality of the performance 
5 Quality of the talkback  
5 Project a benefit to the community 
5 Teaches about the lives of immigrants 
5 Recommend this event to others 
63 People of Color 
27% Immigrants in Attendance  
500 People in attendance  
 
 


Total 
  


Latinos # 
  


Latinos %  Youth # 
  


Youth % YA # YA % 
  


500 53 10% 16 0.3% 13 0.2% 
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Tech Leaders read UndocuMonologues 
May 14th, 2019 


  
Partnered with Boulder Tech Week for this performance. To support 
Boulder Tech Week with outreach, Motus’ performance was featured as 
part of the Pledge 1% Nonprofit Pitch Competition program. Motus could 
not distribute evaluation forms at the event. 
 
 


Total 
  


Latinos # 
  


Latinos %  People of 
Color # 
  


POC % Young 
Adults # 


YA % 
  


105 7 7% 16 15% 10 10% 
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TESTIMONIALS 
 


From our Undocu-Monologists  
speaking about the autobiographical monologue workshop 


 
“[The UndocuMonologues workshop] transformed me, helped me feel more human. It 
helped me feel that I'm not alone in my trauma and suffering. It helped me feel stronger 
and more confident in my own skin. It helped me feel less apologetic towards the world 
and more connected to my own humanity in its purest form. I found through this process 
a new sense of self-confidence that came from the process of deconstructing the lies 
that I had internalized about how I should feel about myself.”  


- UndocuMonologues Presenter 
 
“The workshops created a safe space for us to look deeply into ourselves and to be able 
to share stories that were very personal. I felt a sense of connection and understanding 
between participants as well as from the facilitator. At each workshop, the lives and 
spirits of Native Americans were acknowledged in a very subtle way, which helped me 
personally feel safe and accepted, not only in that space but in the world. Finally, 
knowing that this process was going to be used to make an impact in my community 
and the world, was deeply inspiring and rewarding.”  


- UndocuMonologues Presenter 
 
“This monologue workshop helped me process some of my traumas in a productive 
fashion, which helps me be a better advocate for immigrant rights. Getting out the 
trauma using a positive medium has been great for my mental health as well as my 
general wellbeing. Now I have another tool to help me process the world around me.”   
- UndocuMonologues Presenter 
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From our Audience about the UndocuMonologues 
 


“[The most impactful part of UndocuMonologues was] the range of experiences and the 
intersection of immigration status with race, class, ability and religious beliefs; hearing 
from the performers about the process as an introduction to their monologues; the 
courage to be vulnerable about their fears and the resilience that keeps the performers 
fighting for their lives in the US”  


- Anonymous 
 
 
“Being able to relate to their powerful stories [was most impactful] as someone who is 
also undocumented. It really helped put into words feelings I have felt myself.”   
     - Anonymous 
 
“[The most impactful part of UndocuMonologues] was finding a piece of every story that 
resonated with my own life. Seeing so much power and emotion on the stage. Being 
invited to keep breathing. Grappling with the reality of an unjust world.”   


- Anonymous 
 
“Each story added a different aspect to the picture and counteracted stereotyping by 
showing that every other person's story would be different as well. We are all valuable 
individuals. If we only knew each other’s stories, we could celebrate the dignity of every 
person.”  


- Anonymous 
 


UndocuMonologues with Tech Leaders:  
 


For our UndocuMonologues performance with tech leaders, former director of Tech 
Stars and organizer for Boulder Startup Week, Julie Penner read Cristian 
Solano-Córdova's story. After the experience, she spoke about never having thought 
about immigration from the viewpoint of an undocumented immigrant until then. She 
said: "This experience was very powerful, and I, for one, see it differently now."  
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UndocuAmerica Video Links 


(2 pages) 
 


UndocuMonologues, 3 sample monologues  
 
Motus Theater’s undocumented monologists share autobiographical monologues 
about their lives, hopes, fears and dreams. Their performances interrupts the 
dehumanizing portrayals of immigrants by encouraging thoughtful engagement with 
the challenges facing the undocumented community and the assets immigrants bring 
to our country. 
 
These DACA-mented leaders courageously tell their stories, representing the pain, 
struggles, and resilience of so many undocumented Americans. Story themes 
include the threat of deportation; the injustice of being sent into exile from the country 
in which you were raised; border patrol; the current human and civil rights threats to 
immigrants; racial profiling. 
 
Motus Theater Artistic Director, Kirsten Wilson worked with 10 undocumented 
leaders to create the autobiographical monologues for this project. Below are 3 of the 
10 monologues created for this project: 
 
Monologue by Cristian Solano-Córdova: https://vimeo.com/351079091 
 
Monologue by Laura Peniche: https://vimeo.com/351080148 
 
Monologue by Alejandro Fuentes Mena: https://vimeo.com/351076323 
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https://vimeo.com/351079091

https://vimeo.com/351080148

https://vimeo.com/351076323





 


 


UndocuAmerica Video Links CONT. 


 
Shoebox Stories Podcast: UndocuAmerica Series 
 
Shoebox Stories is a story-holding project where you gather together and stand in 
another person’s shoes by reading aloud their story, saying their words, and holding, 
for a moment, the weight that they carry. In this ground-breaking podcast, Motus 
Theater invites prominent voices to stand in the shoes of a person who is 
marginalized, or often misrepresented, and read their autobiographical story aloud, to 
see the world through their eyes.  
 
In season 1, UndocuAmerica Series, a prominent voice reads aloud the stories of 
people on the frontlines of US immigration policy. Listen to Jorge Ramos, Gloria 
Steinem, Nicholas Kristof, Maria Hinojosa, Houston Police Chief Art Acevedo, 
evangelical leader Jo Anne Lyon, John Lithgow, José Andrés read these powerful 
stories from the frontlines of U.S. immigration policy. Grammy-award winning 
musicians such as Yo-Yo Ma and Arturo O’Farrill respond musically to each episode.  
 
3-minute podcast preview: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/157fpp_4VNDrT27DFjwWcDSsfffgy_434/view 
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Sarah Braverman 
525 S. 40th  Street • Boulder, CO 80305 


(973) 978-8181 • sarahbraves@gmail.com 
 
 
 
Professional Experience 


 


 
Development & Marketing Associate, Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art (August 2018 – Present) 


• Working closely with the Deputy Director and Executive Director to manage grant writing/reporting, individual 
giving, fundraising events, and membership program 


• Initiate email and print marketing campaigns across multiple platforms and serve as press contact  
• Support other departments as needed in collaborative work environment 


 
Host/Creator, brave space: a gathering of makers, podcast (January 2018 – Present) 


• With an interview-style podcast as a platform, I seek to elevate the voices of artists, makers, and creatives to 
advance the conversation about their work, perceptions of their craft, what inspires them, and other topics relevant 
to discussion 


 
Manager, Short Stories Bookshop & Community Hub, Madison, NJ (September 2017 – June 2018) 


• Managed a retail space that has a dual purpose of an independent bookstore and arts/culture venue 
• Spearheaded efforts for strategic thinking, acting, and learning, incorporating owner/advisor as needed 


o Reviewed and evaluated past practices to determine areas for improvement and growth 
o Implemented new efforts and policies for monetizing rental space 
o Rekindled marketing efforts through social media and e-newsletter 


• Appointed “Honorary Ambassador of Optimism” by the Borough of Madison’s Mayor for 
collaboration on Paint the Town Yellow initiative 


 
Graduate Assistant, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA (September 2016 – June 2017) 


• Collaborated with the faculty and staff of the Arts Administration program at the Westphal College of Media Arts & 
Design on recruitment efforts, alumni relations, special events, and fundraising 


• Cultivated relationships with prospective students through phone and email communications 
• Wrote and edited the program’s newsletter, ArtsLine; interviewed alumni, students, and artists 
• Served as Treasurer of Arts Administration Graduate Association 


o Planned and executed annual Arts Auction alumni and networking fundraiser 
o Coordinated student trip to Arts Advocacy Day in Washington, D.C. 
o Functioned as point of contact for donors, faculty, and constituents 


 
Development Associate, The Shakespeare Theatre of New Jersey, Madison, NJ (June 2014 – August 2016) 


• Served as interim department head during time of staff transition 
• Researched and wrote proposals and reports for all foundation, corporate, and government grants 
• Managed Opening Night receptions, annual gala, and other special events 
• Worked on annual appeal campaigns and managed data for individual donors 
• Served as liaison to Board President and Treasurer 
• Supervised interns, trained staff, and coordinated volunteers 
• Participated in annual meetings and conferences for New Jersey State Council on the Arts, ArtPride New Jersey, and 


New Jersey Theatre Alliance 
 


Patron Services Associate, The Shakespeare Theatre of New Jersey, Madison, NJ (May 2015 – August 2016) 
• Provided customer service at the Main and Outdoor Stage box offices for a critically acclaimed classic theatre 


with audiences over 80,000 patrons each season
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Arts Management Intern, FringeArts, Philadelphia, PA (January 2014 – May 2014) 
• Supported various departments including finance, marketing, and development, in FringeArts’ first season of 


year-round programming after acquiring a permanent facility 
 


Tutor, University Writing Center at University of Delaware, Newark, DE (February 2013 – May 2014) 
• Tutored graduate and undergraduate students; worked with various forms of written, visual, and spoken 


communication, teaching writing as a process versus a product 
 


Box Office Assistant, Resident Ensemble Players, Newark, DE (September 2012 – May 2014) 
• Sold and prepared single tickets and subscriptions for professional theatre and music ensemble 


performances; provided customer service to patrons in person, over the phone, and via email 
 


Pharmacy Assistant, Pink’s Pharmacy, Randolph, NJ (June 2006 – January 2012) 
• Managed cash registers and inventory, including prescription medications and over-the-counter products, 


while providing technical support to pharmacist on duty 
•     Trained and mentored new employees of this local “mom & pop” pharmacy with extremely low 


turnover 
 
 
Education 


 


Drexel University 
MS in Arts Administration 
Coursework: Revenue Development, Marketing, Management, Creative Placemaking, and Accounting 


 
University of Delaware 
BA in English, Concentration in Professional Writing 
Minors in Journalism & Dance 
Professional Associations: National Honor Society for Dance Arts (Board Secretary), National Dance 


Education Organization, Sigma Tau Delta (English honor society), and The Review newspaper 
 
 
Skills 
Management & Work Ethic 


•     Experience with project and database management, working collaboratively and independently, 
training and mentoring colleagues, providing excellent customer service, event planning, and 
satisfying deadlines while maintaining keen attention to detail 


 
Technology 


•    Proficient in Microsoft Office, Google Apps, MailChimp, Skype, Basil, and Theatre Manager 
•     Working knowledge of Photoshop, InDesign, QuickBooks, Tessitura, Salesforce, Blackbaud/Altru, Constant 
Contact, Audacity, and ProVenue 


 
 
Interests 


     Travel, knitting, music, and dance; supporting small businesses, public radio, and independent artists 
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Name Sarah Braverman


Address 525 S. 40th Street
Boulder, CO 80305


Phone (973) 978-8181


Email sarahbraves@gmail.com


Personal Narrative. Please provide
information on your professional
expertise, artistic practice, and
approach to authentic diversity. 


I've engaged in a variety of arts mediums throughout my life, and am proud
to be working in arts administration. I have worked for various nonprofit arts
organizations of different sizes and scopes, as well as small businesses
specializing in handmade goods and raw materials for makers. My current
artistic practice is more one of craft - I am an avid knitter with experience
designing original patterns and seek to be actively engaged in in the maker
community. Past artistic practices include dance (modern/contemporary
focused, ages 4-24), violin (ages 10-20), musical theater (ages 12-20),
color guard (ages 14-20), and smaller engagements with visual art
(ceramics, photography, and painting, ages 14-18). 


For me, authentic diversity means you're not just filling a quota; you're
researching the needs of a community or demographic by asking the
people you seek to serve what they want and need, and how you can best
support them. I wrote my graduate thesis on creative placemaking in
Morristown, NJ (by Morris Arts, local arts council) and interviewed the
program director of a project in a historically immigrant-dominant
community and community activists. Both talked about "reverse
engagement," where instead of hosting public meetings and hoping the
people they wanted to reach would come, they went into the community,
knocked on doors, and had intimate conversations. I still have much to
learn about authentic diversity and practices, but I am eager to continue the
discussion.


Disclosure of Organizational Affiliation. BMoCA employee


If you have applied for and/or received
Boulder Arts Commission grants in the
past, please indicate the years,
programs, and project titles of the
grants. Also, please inform us of your
grant writing and panel experience.  


I have not personally applied for BAC grants for myself nor my organization
(yet). I have 2+ years grant writing experience for The Shakespeare
Theatre of New Jersey, have taken a graduate level course on fund
development, and have attended various professional development events
and workshops where grant funding was discussed, such as the SCFD Tier
III Summit this fall and BCAA's recent grant writing workshop. I have never
served on a grant panel.







In reading the Community Cultural Plan
sections on the Community Priorities,
Vision, and Support our Cultural
Organizations Strategy, please provide
your perspective on what principles and
focus most interests you in making
good decisions about awarding grants.
The Community Cultural Plan is
available on our website at
boulderarts.org.


I'm intrigued by the concept of a "creative identity" for the City of Boulder
and how that relates to grant funding, as it is public money that is
distributed through grants. The BAC has leverage to "cultivate the
conditions" for this identity, thus working toward creating the "vibrant
environment" also outlined in the Vision statement. I sense that the
Community Cultural Plan seeks to be as inclusive and community-centric
as possible, which I admire, but it makes me think of where the concept of
"place-keeping" may come into play. I myself am a Boulder transplant and
am sensitive to how I may be contributing to the rapid changes and growth
of the City. This is the perspective I bring to making decisions about
awarding grants - who are we serving and what are the ripple effects of
these decisions? It's a challenging dynamic because I also care deeply
about all facets of arts and culture and believe there is a time and place for
them all, but this work doesn't happen in a silo. We need to be conscious
and informed of our greater community and environment.


Supporting documents. Please upload
your current resume.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613
/447026231/68280613_sarah_braverman_resume.pdf


Signature



https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/447026231/68280613_sarah_braverman_resume.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/447026231/68280613_sarah_braverman_resume.pdf






Form Name: Grants Panel Application Form
Submission Time: October 18, 2018 1:53 pm
Browser: Chrome 69.0.3497.100 / Windows
IP Address: 73.217.95.29
Unique ID: 447605648
Location: 40.050701141357, -105.20369720459


Name Belgin Yucelen


Address 3271 Wright Ave
Boulder, CO 80301


Phone (303) 264-9122


Email byucelen@gmail.com


Personal Narrative. Please provide
information on your professional
expertise, artistic practice, and
approach to authentic diversity. 


I create sculptures, installations, movies and prints exploring memory, the
past and today's ethics intending to enhance our imaginations and
consciousness. I studied sculpture at the Florence Accademia D'Arte in
Florence, University of Colorado Boulder, Art Students League of Denver
and Scottsdale Art School.   My work is represented at national and
international galleries. I continuously participate in national and
international exhibitions at museums, universities and other art venues. 
My intent is to inspire awareness. I also aim to engage the community in
understanding how norms and values within the present landscape were
shaped by the past and how the future will form them. My past work
attempted to understand transitions in individuals and societies. 
I, as an artist, seek ways to contribute to creating conscious communities.
This can happen through understanding our purposes in life, fulfilling such
purposes, then focusing on others around us. The others include all
communities and backgrounds.


Disclosure of Organizational Affiliation. Belgin Yucelen Studios


If you have applied for and/or received
Boulder Arts Commission grants in the
past, please indicate the years,
programs, and project titles of the
grants. Also, please inform us of your
grant writing and panel experience.  


NA


In reading the Community Cultural Plan
sections on the Community Priorities,
Vision, and Support our Cultural
Organizations Strategy, please provide
your perspective on what principles and
focus most interests you in making
good decisions about awarding grants.
The Community Cultural Plan is
available on our website at
boulderarts.org.


Sophistication in a society is possible when space and time is dedicated to
art. I would support innovative and creative projects that will help build a
civilized and sophisticated community.  This could happen with funding for
more venues for art exhibitions and performances (municipal and private),
more art events, studios and living places supported by the city, maker
spaces, places where artist can gather and exchange ideas or collaborate,
more public art opportunities.







Supporting documents. Please upload
your current resume.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613
/447605648/68280613_belgin_yucelen_curriculum_vitae_2018.pdf


Supporting documents. Please compile
all letters of recommendation / support
into one document and attach either as
a Word document or pdf file. Letters of
recommendation are optional.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280743
/447605648/68280743_letters_of_recommendation_for_belgin_yucelen.pdf


Signature



https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/447605648/68280613_belgin_yucelen_curriculum_vitae_2018.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/447605648/68280613_belgin_yucelen_curriculum_vitae_2018.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280743/447605648/68280743_letters_of_recommendation_for_belgin_yucelen.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280743/447605648/68280743_letters_of_recommendation_for_belgin_yucelen.pdf
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CURRICULUM VITAE 


BELGIN YUCELEN 


 


Belgin Yucelen creates sculptures, installations, movies and prints drawing on the traditions of the past and today’s ethics. She 


studied sculpture at the Florence Accademia D'Arte in Florence, University of Colorado Boulder, Art Students League of Denver and 


Scottsdale Art School.   She is a recipient of grants including 2018 Moon and Stars Project Grant; 2018 and 2017 Fellow by CHF; 


2018 Kristal Martı award; 2017 Tending Space by Hemera Foundation, and National Sculpture Society.  Her work was publicized in 


Fort Morgan Times, Pittsburgh Articulate, Tribune Review, Les Femmes Folles, Daily Camera, Chicago Reader, Examiner and 


Reporter Herald.  


 


Selected Solo Exhibitions  


2020 Clothes from the Past at the Customs House Museum, Clarksville, TN, November 2019-January 2020 


2019 Shifts in Time at the BoxHeart Gallery, Pittsburgh, PA, May – June 


2018 Clothes from the Past at the Helena Davis Gallery, Artspace, Richmond, VA, July – August 


2017 Sole Purpose: The Shoe at the Arts/Harmony Hall, Fort Washington, MD, October - December 


7th Solo Art Series Art Competition at the Light Space & Time Online Art Gallery, October – November and Artsy.net 


Installation: For Children who will Never be Able to Fly a Kite, fundraiser for the famine in South Sudan, Somalia, Yemen 


and Nigeria, June, 2017 


Clothes from the Past: Installation at the Lakeside Legacy Foundation (LLF), Dole Mansion, IL, March 


 Ethereal Shoes: Installation at the LLF, Dole Mansion, IL, March 


Floating Children: Installation in collaboration with photojournalist Brian Rutter at the LLF, IL, March 


 Words: Installation and Audio Show at the Lakeside Legacy Foundation, Dole Mansion, IL, March 


2016 Journey of a Thousand Years at the Memorial Hall Galleries, Chadron, NE, February – March 


2015 Journey of a Thousand Years at the CACE Gallery of Fine Art, Fort Morgan, CO, October - November 


2014 A Journey in Bronze at the Smith Klein Gallery, Boulder, CO, March-April 


2012 Solo Show at the Consortium816 Gallery, Denver, CO, August 


2004 Denver Performance Arts Complex, Denver, CO 


  Swallow Hill Art Gallery, Denver, CO 


2002 Quiet Memories of Life at UC Denver, CO 


 


Selected Group Exhibitions 


2019 Association of Writers and Writing Programs Conference at Studio Northwest, Portland, OR, March  


2018 National Sculpture Society Elected Members Online Invitational, Sept - April 


Art of Data in the Canyon Gallery at Boulder Library, CO, Dec - Feb 


Identity Spectrum at Susquehanna Art Museum, Harrisburg, PA, May - August 


Edge of Excess II at Foundry Art Center, Saint Charles, MO, May - June 


Artivism at Pollak Gallery, Monmouth University, West Long Branch, NJ, April - May 


2017 INTERSTATE exhibition at the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery, Central Washington University, WA, November   


Metamorphosis Show by the Women’s Caucus for Art at the Core New Art Space, Denver, CO, October – November 


6th Annual Juried International Exhibition of Contemporary Islamic Art at the Irving Arts Center, TX, October - November 


Paradox Show at the Spark Gallery, Denver, CO, August - September 


BARED Exhibit at the Ground Floor Gallery, Nashville, TN, August 


Artful Fashion National Exhibition at the Allegany Arts Council, Cumberland, MD, May 


2016 83 Annual Awards Exhibition at Brookgreen Gardens, SC, August – October 
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Off the Wall at the Maryland Federation of Art Summer Annex, Annapolis, MD, June - July  


State of Unions at the Core Annex Gallery, Denver, CO, May - June 


Art 7/24 at Armaggan Galeries, Istanbul, Turkey, January - March 


2015 Through Her Eyes at the Lacuna Galleries, Santa Fe, NM, May  


8th Annual Human Form in Art Show at the Hilliard Gallery, Kansas City, MO, April - May 


Creativity Inside the Box at the Loveland Public Library Galleria, Loveland, CO, April - June 


The Crow Show at The Studio Door, San Diego, CA, February 


 The 14th Annual Art Inter/National at Box Heart Gallery, Pittsburgh, PA, January - March 


2014 Open Studios, Boulder, CO, October 


2013 American Art Today: Figures at the Bunzl Gallery, Highlands, NC, September - January 


Show at the Bell Studio Gallery, Denver, CO, January 


Sculpture in the Park Show, Loveland, CO 


2012 Sculpture in the Park Show, Loveland, CO, August 


Women’s Works at Woodstock, IL, March 


Expo 33 at the B.J. at the Spoke Gallery, New York, April  


Istanbul Breeze, Turkish Contemporary Art at the Hilton-Asmus Gallery, Chicago, IL, November - January 


Own an Original Art Competition at the Littleton Museum, CO, November - January 


Boulder Art Resource Exhibition at the Boulder Public Library, CO, January - February 


Topeka Competition, Topeka, KS, January 


 Body and Soul Exhibition at the Hilton-Asmus Gallery, Chicago, IL, December 


SOFA Chicago, Chicago, IL, November 


Show at the Elinoff Gallery, Telluride CO 


Sculpture in the Park Show, Loveland, CO  


2011 Sculpture in the Park Show, Loveland, CO 


Art at the River Market, Little Rock, AR 


Voices VI: Perspectives of the Artistic Soul at the Rembrandt Yard Gallery, Boulder, CO, January 


2010  Loveland Invitational Sculpture Show, Loveland, CO 


The Great Frame Up Artists Gallery, Longmont, CO 


Open Studios Fall Artist Tour, World Art Showcase, Boulder, CO  


Art at the River Market, Little Rock, AR 


2009 Colorado Artists Guild Juried Exhibition at the Event Gallery, Denver, CO  


Loveland Invitational Sculpture Show, Loveland, CO 


2008 Summer Art Market Sculpture Show, ASLD, Denver, CO 


2007 Summer Art Market Sculpture Show, ASLD, Denver, CO 


2006 Russian Art Gallery, Santa Fe, Group Exhibition, Denver, CO 


2005 Summer Art Market Sculpture Show, ASLD, Denver, CO 


2004 Power and Politics at the Art Students League of Denver, CO 


Art in Public Places at the Louisville Art Association, Louisville, CO 


2003 Downtown Boulder Art Fair, Boulder, CO 


Group Exhibition: Colorado Arts Festival Curated Show, Denver, CO 


Group Exhibition: Art Association of Harrisburg Galleries, PA 


Group Exhibition: 5th Annual Colorado Arts Festival, Denver, CO 


Annual Juried Show at the Spark Gallery, Denver, CO 


2002 Group Exhibition: Gallery Sovereign, Boulder, CO 
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Galleries 


 BoxHeart Gallery, Pittsburgh, PA 


 Selby Fleetwood Gallery, Santa Fe, NM 


 Smith-Klein Gallery, Boulder 


 Hilton-Asmus Contemporary, Chicago 


 Elinoff Gallery, Telluride 


 


Movies  


 Looking Back, an autobiographical short movie, 6 min, 2014 


 


Museums 


 Virtual Shoe Museum, The Hague, Netherlands 


 


Public Art 


2010 Art on the Street 2010 Gallery, Lafayette, CO                                                            


2010 Art Advocacy Project, Loveland, CO  


 


Awards 


 2018 Moon and Stars Project Grant by the American Turkish Society 


 2018 Executive Level Fellow by the Clark Hulings Fund for the Business Accelerator Program 


 "Floating Tales" print was featured as Silver Needle Press Visual-Art Contest winner. It will also be published in Silver 
Needle Press's Fall 2018 journal issue. 


 Elected as a Member of the National Sculpture Society (NSS) 


 2018 Kristal Balta award by KALID, Istanbul 


 2017 Fellow by the Clark Hulings Fund for the Business Accelerator Program  


 Tending Space Fellowship for Artists by Hemera Foundation, 2017 


 Winner of the Expo 33 Competition 2014, New York 


 Gallery Choice Award, Women’s Works 2014, Woodstock, IL 


 1
st


 Place Award for Sculpture, 2009, Colorado Artists Guild Juried Exhibition, Event Gallery, Denver 


 


Publications, Reviews and Lectures 


 Digital Waves by A Room of Her Own Foundation (AROHO). 


 ACS Magazine, September-Octobe,r 2018 


 Silver Press, Oct, 2018 


 Warhola Contemporary Art Magazine, Fall, 2018 


 RVA Magazine, September, 2018 


 Artist Talk at artspace, Richmond, VA, July, 2017 


 Spotlight on.. Belgin Yucelen, April 10, 2017 


 Arttour International, Spring Issue, 2017 


 Dole Mansion Presentation on Exhibition Inspirations, March, 2017 


 Arttour international, February 15, 2017 


 Amplified Art Network, February 14, 2017 


 Fort Morgan Times, October 19, 2015 


 Pittsburgh Articulate, January 27, 2015 


 The Tribune Review, January 25, 2015 


 Les Femmes Folles,  January 9, 2015 



https://www.silverneedlepress.com/contest-winners

https://youtu.be/20i_U3eSPXM

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/pittsburgh-articulate-january-27-2015/

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/the-tribune-review-january-25-2015/

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/les-femmes-folles-january-9-2015/
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 Daily Camera, March 20, 2014 


 Chicago Reader, October 31, 2012 


 The Examiner, December 4, 2012 


 Lecture and Presentation at SOFA Chicago Show, November 4, 2012 


 Turkish American Cultural Society of Colorado, August 4, 2012 


 Reporter-Herald, August 11, 2010 



http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/camera-march-2010/

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/chicago-reader-october-31-2012/

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/examiner-december-2012/

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/lecture-and-presentation-at-sofa-chicago-show-november-4-2012/

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/turkish-american-cultural-society-of-colorado-august-4-2012/

http://www.belginyucelen.com/artist-statement/articles-on-sculptures/reporter-herald/





 
To Whom It May Concern 
 
 
     I was first introduced to Belgin's work a little over a year ago:   Her "Conversation" bronze spoke to 
me, immediately and insistently, from the window of the Pearl Street Art Gallery in Denver.    Since that  
purchase, I have acquired two more of her amazing creations--"Noah's Raven" and "Fly!" 
 
     The appeal for me, an artist myself, of Belgin's work lies in its deceiving simplicity of design--a 
simplicity that nevertheless uses thematic, age-old myths, interaction between the human and nature, 
and imbues each piece with a deep spirituality.   Her work evokes complex, juxtaposed ideas, eliciting 
strong emotions, unexpected connections and visceral reactions.   And there is an edginess and bravery 
to her work--stark essence portrayed in a warm and diverse way--always progressive, truthful and 
heartfelt. 
 
     Having come to know Belgin as a friend, I see that her personality and beliefs are incorporated, 
literally, into her art.     She exudes an honest interaction of life imitating art--or, art imitating life.   She  
is a most beautiful person; she is continuing to evolve and expand in exciting ways, with each new work 
containing yet other interpretations and dimensions. 
 
     Her work is brilliant! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jennifer van Westrum 
651 Go A Quah Rd                                                                                                                                                      
Golden, CO 80401-9511                                                                                                                                              
303-526-1379 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


 


To Whom It May Concern: 


I have had the pleasure and honor of representing sculptor Belgin Yucelen for the past two 


years. Her work is of the highest quality, both in craftsmanship and the thoughtfulness placed 


into each work. Belgin is a responsive and conscientious artist who consistently demonstrates 


incredible cooperation with our gallery staff. I do not hesitate to refer Belgin to my clients for 


their interest in sculptures of excellent worth. She has proven to be trustworthy and reliable in 


each situation. 


I encourage you to contact me to further discuss Belgin's qualifications. I can be reached by the 


above mailing address, phone number and email address. 


 Sincerely yours, 


Selby Fleetwood 


Selby Fleetwood Gallery                                                                                                                             


600 Canyon Road Santa Fe, 87501                                                                         


art@selbyfleetwoodgallery.com                                                                                                                    


505 992 8877 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 



mailto:art@selbyfleetwoodgallery.com





 


To Whom It May Concern: 


 
I have worked with Belgin Yucelen in my capacity as the editorial director of the 
nonprofit Clark Hulings Fund for Visual Artists (CHF), www.clarkhulingsfund.org. Belgin is 
one of only 20 visual artists nationwide who were selected to become Fellows in our 
rigorous 2017 Business Accelerator Program. 
 
Our Accelerator is a comprehensive business-education program that requires Fellows 
to attend and participate actively in four virtual monthly workshops and labs, submit 
several assignments per month, and respond to queries and surveys from CHF’s staff 
and faculty. The 20 Fellows are split into five groups of four, each with its own Personal 
Project Manager (PPM), and each must interface with their PPMs and offer support to 
the other artists on their team. And as part of our media training, we have required all 
Fellows to work directly with me on their messaging and promotional outreach. 
On all of these counts, Belgin has been extremely responsive and engaged in all facets of 
the program. To date, she has met all of her deadlines and fulfilled her responsibilities. 
Furthermore, her “homework” has always been very thoughtful and on point. 
Although CHF does not evaluate artists on the kind of art they produce—we are simply 
here to support their business-development efforts, regardless of media, genre, 
movement, etc.—Belgin’s artwork strikes me personally as evocative and of a very high 
caliber. I would not hesitate to recommend her for your grant. I’m certain she would put 
any funding she receives to excellent use. 
 
If you have any further questions, I can be reached via email or phone (info above). 
Thanks for your consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Sofia Perez 


Ms. Sofia Perez 
300 E. 54th Street, #19F 
New York, NY 10022 
sofia@clarkhulingsfund.org / 917-319-0059 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


 


 


 







Form Name: Grants Panel Application Form
Submission Time: October 8, 2019 8:45 pm
Browser: Firefox 64.0 / OS X
IP Address: 67.161.205.28
Unique ID: 544229981
Location: 40.048099517822, -105.3842010498


Name Cynthia Sliker


Address 4410 Broadway St
#103
Boulder, CO 80304


Phone (720) 238-5891


Email cynthia@ontosmedia.com


Personal Narrative. Please provide
information on your professional
expertise, artistic practice, and
approach to authentic diversity. 


I believe that the arts play a central role in creating and maintaining a
vibrant civic culture, and I have made a significant career investment in the
arts. My background as an arts nonprofit manager, musician, writer,
filmmaker and arts supporter inflects the way I understand the City's Arts +
Culture priorities, and offers an informed approach towards the equitable
and impactful distribution of public arts funding. As one of the fortunate few
who can claim Boulder as my hometown, I also feel that I bring a deep
commitment to this unique community that will benefit my work as a BAC
grants panelist. 


Over the past 10 years, I have worked as the Director of
Development/Director of Community Engagement for the Boulder
Philharmonic, Boulder Ballet, and Rocky Ridge Music Center. As a violinist,
I have performed with the Boulder Phil, Boulder Symphony, and Mahlerfest,
and I have a music degree from the CU Boulder College of Music. I am
also actively involved in local music education and opportunities for youth.


Though music is my primary discipline, I am equally active as a writer
working in literary nonfiction and poetry, and also have broad experience
working in documentary and experimental film. These activities translate
into a deep affinity for literary and film artistic disciplines as well. Coming
from such a multi-disciplinary background positions me to understand the
needs of disciplines outside my experience, and consider the needs of the
arts community as a whole.


Disclosure of Organizational Affiliation. Handmade Film Institute







If you have applied for and/or received
Boulder Arts Commission grants in the
past, please indicate the years,
programs, and project titles of the
grants. Also, please inform us of your
grant writing and panel experience.  


I am the recipient of two $1,000 Professional Development grants, awarded
in 2016 and 2018. These awards enabled me to attend the 2016 League of
American Orchestras conference on "The Richness of Difference" in
Baltimore, and the 2018 Alliance of Artist Communities conference on
"Generosity in Practice: Navigating 21st Century Challenges" in
Philadelphia, respectively.


I also have built an extensive track record of applying for and receiving
Boulder Arts Commission grants during my 8 years on staff at the Boulder
Philharmonic Orchestra. During that time, I prepared 25+ successful BAC
grant proposals, including applications for General Operating Support, Arts
Education Grants, Community Project Grants, and Rental Assistance
Grants. As a result of my efforts, the Boulder Phil received over $110,000
in funding from the Boulder Arts Commission, with additional one-time City
funding secured through the Convention and Visitors Bureau and the City
Manager's office. As part of that grants process, I attended many BAC
meetings in person to present proposals and participate in funding
allocations, and also attended Cultural Summits and other events
sponsored by the BAC and the Office of Arts + Culture. 


Through my ongoing involvement, I have become thoroughly familiar not
only with the grants and services overseen by the Boulder Arts
Commission, but also with the range of outstanding Boulder organizations
and individual artists who apply for funding each year. 







In reading the Community Cultural Plan
sections on the Community Priorities,
Vision, and Support our Cultural
Organizations Strategy, please provide
your perspective on what principles and
focus most interests you in making
good decisions about awarding grants.
The Community Cultural Plan is
available on our website at
boulderarts.org.


Boulder is an incredibly rich and artistically accomplished community. The
cultural composition of the City should be reflected in how public arts
funding is allocated and how granting objectives are defined. There are so
many promising small-scale groups who support and reflect the authentic
expression of these groups. Larger organizations are also working to
become more multicultural in their programming and community
engagement practices.


Awareness, participation and access to the arts can be driven by education
and civic dialogue. Embedding the arts as a necessary part of addressing
civic issues such as homelessness, physical and mental health, business
and economy, immigration and multiculturalism, and youth development
and opportunity would not only increase awareness and participation, but
create a model for cities everywhere facing the same challenges. 


Public art funding in Boulder is another unique opportunity to engage
residents outside the performance hall or gallery space and attain multiple
goals, including: promoting new and underrepresented voices; expanding
awareness of all art disciplines in their many forms and manifestations (not
just visual art, but also music, dance, theater, and literature); engaging
youth in ways that promote their independence, empower their creativity,
and contribute to forming healthy identities; and ensuring that every
neighborhood contains multiple waypoints that burst with artistic energy
and creative engagement with place.


Supporting documents. Please upload
your current resume.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613
/544229981/68280613_cynthia_sliker_resume_19.pdf


Signature



https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/544229981/68280613_cynthia_sliker_resume_19.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/544229981/68280613_cynthia_sliker_resume_19.pdf





Cynthia Sliker
1124 Ridge Road
Ward, CO 80481


720.238.5891
cynthia@ontosmedia.comFunctional Summary


Nonprofit management leader brings a substantial development and marketing track record, 
a focus on relationship fundraising, a creative approach to capacity building, and exceptional 
writing and communication skills. Achieves ongoing balance between vision and sustainability. 


Professional Experience


Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra  boulderphil.org                   August, 2010 to April, 2014
 ❖ Director of Development
  Directed all aspects of fund development for this professional Tier 5 regional orchestra, 
  including grant writing, events, annual fund and special campaigns, donor relationships,
  cultivation and board development. Raised $400,000+ in contributed revenue every year.
  
Ontos Media     ontosmedia.com        March, 2003 to August, 2010
 ❖ Owner/Producer
  Cofounder and owner of Colorado-based documentary film and new media company, 
  produced and edited media productions for local and international nonprofits, including
  the Boulder Symphony, Colorado Haiti Project, and International Pediatric Association.


CONET USA     conet.de                              April, 2001 to March, 2003
 ❖ Director of Marketing             
  Directed US marketing programs for the company’s enterprise web content management 
  software and services portfolio, controlled departmental planning and budgets, executed 
  successful corporate rebranding and product messaging campaign, handled trade events.


Rocky Ridge Music Center   rockyridge.org              March, 2014 to December, 2014       
 ❖ Director of Development       
  Created a comprehensive fundraising and development program for this historic summer 
  music program and mountain campus, doubling contributed revenue in a single season, 
  sourcing new grant funding, initiating a capital campaign, and driving a branding refresh.


Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra  boulderphil.org                 August, 2015 to March, 2019
 ❖ Director of Community Engagement
  Originated the orchestra’s education and community engagement (EDCE) role, increasing 
                        education program participation five-fold over four years and establishing new initiatives
             including in-school performances, sensory-friendly concerts, and community-based events.
  


Handmade Film Institute   handmadefilm.org                        June, 2014 to present
 ❖ Executive Director
  Co-founder and executive director of this small nonprofit dedicated to exploring, extending, 
  and supporting the use of analog motion picture film as an artistic medium through unique
  retreat-style filmmaking workshops, seminars, and artist residencies offered internationally.
  


Boulder Ballet    boulderballet.org           February, 2015 to August, 2015
 ❖ Director of Development and Marketing
  Led fundraising and marketing campaigns for both the professional company and ballet
  school, highlighting programmatic artistry and community impact to generate buzz, build
  audiences and student participation, increase contributed revenue, and expand capacity.    
  







Symbiotic Systems Corp.              February, 1998 to May, 2000
 ❖ Director, Sales and Marketing                       
  Drove marketing and sales development for the company’s Internet and back-office 
  software products.  Maintained 100% year-over-year sales growth, and participated in 
  strategic negotiations leading to acquisition by Hospitality Solutions International in 1999.  


Atwater Carey, Ltd.
 ❖ Senior Account Executive, Marketing Coordinator               June, 1992 to July, 1995
  Managed wholesale dealer relationships for high-end outdoor first aid kit product line, 
  and coordinated corporate marketing, advertising and charitable sponsorship activities. 


Relevant Skills and Experience


Education


Personal Interests


University of Colorado, Boulder
 ❖ Graduate Studies—History                      
  American Studies and History of the American West
 ❖ Bachelor of Arts—Music                                 
  Dual-Degree Program, Deans List Scholarship
  Violin Performance and Music Composition
 ❖ Bachelor of Arts—English                   
  Dual-Degree Program
  20th Century American, British, and Post-Colonial Literature


Fairview High School, Boulder CO
 ❖ Diploma, with Honors                                    


 ❖ Professional Development through the League of American Orchestras, the Alliance 
    of Artists Communities, and the National Guild for Community Arts Education


 ❖ Demonstrated leadership ability, proactive project and staff management skills


 ❖ Catalyzes organizations via networking, relationship-building and collaboration


 ❖ Excellent grant writing and content development ability, passion for storytelling


 ❖ Successful track record in fast-paced, high-energy small office environments


 ❖ Professional graphic design and video editing skills, attention to visual impact


 ❖ Strong digital and social media fluency, timely multi-channel communication 


 ❖ Technology: Google Apps and Analytics; Microsoft Office Suite; Wordpress; 
              QuickBooks; Choice CRM; Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, InDesign; FinalCut Pro


Writer (literary nonfiction and poetry), devoted mother, violinist, arts patron, outdoors 
enthusiast and Colorado native, community volunteer, mountain resident, global citizen 


Hospitality Solutions International                   May, 2000 to December, 2000       
 ❖ Director of Marketing, Advertising, and Public Relations       
  Directed marketing, public relations, events and advertising programs for a diverse
  technology products and services portfolio, including Point-of-Sale and Property Manage-
  ment software and ASP services. Managed marketing staff across three national offices.
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Name Jasmine Baetz


Address 1910 Athens St
Apt E
Boulder, CO 80302


Phone (857) 540-8096


Email jasmine.baetz@colorado.edu


Personal Narrative. Please provide
information on your professional
expertise, artistic practice, and
approach to authentic diversity. 


As a mixed-race, light-skinned, cisgender woman, with a cisgender white
father who taught me to navigate institutions, and now with a cisgender
white male partner who can be deployed as mouthpiece or shield as
needed within those institutions, I am abundantly aware of how I have been
supported and sustained by the very power I critique in the institutional
spaces I have occupied for most of my adult life. My professional expertise,
artistic practice, and "approach to authentic diversity" all come of this
context and positionality. 


During my two years in Boulder, as a graduate student at CU Boulder
(please see my CV for relevant professional experience and service during
and before this time), I facilitated a community engaged public art project
that honors and celebrates Los Seis de Boulder, the six Chicanx student
activists who died while protesting CU Boulder's treatment of minority
students in 1974. This project builds upon the long established activism of
the Chicanx movement and community on this campus, and it contributes
to the ongoing but silenced work of holding up a mirror to CU Boulder, and
Boulder at large. This project is a challenging attempt to reckon with my
relative privilege and activate it in service of others, a continuous
movement of stepping up to do or take, and stepping back to make way. 


Disclosure of Organizational Affiliation. CU Boulder


If you have applied for and/or received
Boulder Arts Commission grants in the
past, please indicate the years,
programs, and project titles of the
grants. Also, please inform us of your
grant writing and panel experience.  


I received an "individual" Boulder Arts Commission Community Project
Grant in 2019 for the Marking Space for Los Seis de Boulder project. The
grant writing experience was positive. I felt that the questions and framing
of the grant application were designed to prioritize projects that centered
community and impact. The panel experience was, for me, straightforward -
the short time for response meant that I had to stick to a script that
addressed as many of the panel's questions and concerns as possible. 







In reading the Community Cultural Plan
sections on the Community Priorities,
Vision, and Support our Cultural
Organizations Strategy, please provide
your perspective on what principles and
focus most interests you in making
good decisions about awarding grants.
The Community Cultural Plan is
available on our website at
boulderarts.org.


Making responsible decisions about awarding grants involves taking a long
view to the history of how that system has operated, who it has
advantaged, and what it has missed, either willfully or by design. Points in
the Community Cultural Plan open up serious consideration of equity and
justice in how arts projects are prioritized.


The priority to center dialogue about how culture can positively contribute
to the economy, social offerings, the environment, and diversity, is of
interest to me because of the focus on dialogue. Such a dialogue could
consider the varieties of diversity: in experience, race, gender, class, ability,
and so on, and how valuing and investing in these diversities can impact art
and cultural production around us. 


Prioritizing art and culture in public space through public art (and all its
relatives) is a focus of mine. I believe that equitable representation in public
space is one of the most essential mandates for a city or institution to
commit to, if it claims to be invested in racial, economic, or gender justice.
This point ties into the "vision" section: "we will nurture the form of the city
to include thoughtfully designed public spaces[...]." This nurturing has the
potential to be radical and transformative, resisting ahistorical cultural
production, and promoting the construction of a public space which
encourages citizens to think deeply and perhaps even critically about their
surroundings. 


Supporting documents. Please upload
your current resume.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613
/544275706/68280613_baetz_cv.pdf


Signature



https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/544275706/68280613_baetz_cv.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/544275706/68280613_baetz_cv.pdf





Jasmine Baetz      jasmine.baetz@colorado.edu | (857) 540-8096 | jasminebaetz.com 


 Education 
2017 - 2020 
 


MFA, Ceramics 
Graduate Certificates: Women and Gender Studies, Future Faculty 
Development, and Certificate in College Teaching 
CU Boulder (Boulder, CO) 


2015 - 2017 BFA, 3D Fine Arts 
Massachusetts College of Art & Design (Boston, MA) 


2012 - 2014 Fine Arts Diploma 
Langara College (Vancouver, BC) 


2005 - 2009 BA, Religious Studies (specialist); Writing, Rhetoric and Critical 
Analysis (minor), Buddhism, Psychology and Mental Health (minor) 
University of Toronto (Toronto, ON) 


 


 Selected Exhibitions 
October 14 - December 
1, 2019  


Street Wise, group show, collaboration with The Aquetza Collective 
The Canyon Gallery (Boulder, CO); curated by Leah Brenner Clack 


March 24 - 30, 2019 Human Nature, group show 
Copeland Art Center (Minneapolis, MN); in conjunction with the National 
Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts Conference 


December 1, 2018 - 
January 4, 2019 


How to: Work With, group show 
Fault Line Projects (Salt Spring Island, BC); curated by Alwyn O’Brien  


March 29 - April 30, 
2018 


10 Things That Make Sense, solo show 
Chazan Family Gallery (Rhode Island College, RI); curated by Juan Jose 
Barboza-Gubo 


March 28 - April 7, 2018 29th Annual MassArt Auction, juried (catalogue)  
Bakalar & Paine Galleries (Boston, MA) 


April 4 - September 22, 
2017 


Maker’s Marks: Art, Craft and the Fiber of Change (catalogue)  
Nichols House Museum (Boston, MA); curated by Emma Welty, with 
concurrent lecture and panel, “Contemporary Art + Craft,” Nichols House 
Museum, Boston Athenæum, and WBUR 


March 30 - April 6, 2017 28th Annual MassArt Auction, juried (catalogue) 
Bakalar & Paine Galleries (Boston, MA) 


November 26, 2016 - 
January 21, 2017 


Perla/Pervize, two person show with Christian Vistan (catalogue) 
Artspeak Gallery (Vancouver, BC). Curated by Bopha Chayy 


July 11 - 31, 2015 Four Significant Landscapes, group show 
The Packing Plant (Nashville, TN) 


February 20 - March 6, 
2015 


Cactus Packing Project, two-person show with Christian Vistan  
WNDW gallery (Vancouver, BC); curated by Lexie Owen  


 







 Public Art Installations 
July 2019 - Present Los Seis de Boulder, community created sculpture 


CU Boulder campus - Temporary Building 1 (Boulder, CO) 


March 2012 - March 
2013 


Little Shadow, collaborative public art installation 
Transit BC’s Art Program at Langara - 49th (Vancouver, BC) 


 


 Service 
Fall 2018 - Spring 2019 Secretary, United Government of Graduate Students, CU Boulder 
 Diversity and Inclusion Committee Member, United Government of 


Graduate Students, CU Boulder 


 Art Practices Lead GPTI, Graduate Teacher Program, CU Boulder 


Spring 2018 -  
Spring 2019 


Art & Art Practices Representative, United Government of Graduate 
Students, CU Boulder 


Spring 2018 Ceramics Area Representative, Student Advisory Board, CU Boulder 


Spring 2017 3D Curriculum Committee Student Rep, MassArt, Boston, MA 


Spring 2016 -  
Spring 2017 


Ceramics Department Representative, Student Government 
Association, MassArt, Boston, MA 


Fall 2015 -  
Spring 2017 


Clay for Change student group member and volunteer, MassArt, 
Boston, MA  


 


 Residencies & Fellowships 
2019 - 2020 2019-20 Community Based Research Fellow & Cohort Organizer, 


CU Engage, CU Boulder 


2019 Archive Transformed: Artist/Scholar Residency, CU Boulder 
NEST Graduate Student Fellow, CU Boulder 


2018 - 2019 Engaged Arts and Humanities Scholar, Office for Outreach and 
Engagement, CU Boulder 


2017 Once Upon Water Residency, Pico Island, Portugal 
 


 Presentations, Panels, and Lectures 
March 2020 “Monumental: Preserving the Present” panelist, National Council on 


Education for the Ceramic Arts, Richmond, VA 


October 2019  “Sharing Stories Over Silence” workshop facilitator, Imagining 
America 20th Anniversary National Gathering, Albuquerque, NM 


September 2019 “Arts & Culture” Boulder Council Candidates Forum moderator, 
Boulder County Arts Alliance, The Dairy Arts Center, Boulder, CO 


May 2019 “Relevance of Clay” panelist, Boulder County Arts Alliance, 
Museum of Boulder, Boulder, CO 







 “Space, Place and Diversity in the Arts” panelist, Colorado Creative 
Industries Summit, Salida, CO 


November 2018 “Los Seis de Boulder public art project” presentation for Dr. Eileen 
Lagman’s  Race and the University  seminar, CU Boulder 


November 2018 “Incantation bowls and ‘bloodwork’” presentation for Penelope Van 
Grinsven’s  Ceramic Ritual and Performance  seminar, CU Boulder 


October 2018 “Space, Place and Diversity” panelist, CU Boulder Office for Outreach
and Engagement, Boulder County Arts Alliance, Boulder, CO 


March 2018 “Unpacking/ Reframing/ Engaging” Clay Discourse panelist, 
National Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts, Pittsburgh, PA 


 Visiting artist lecture & demos, Rhode Island College, Providence, RI 


May 2017 “Contemporary Art + Craft” lecture, Boston Athenæum, Boston, MA 


April 2017 Gallery talk, Nichols House Museum, Boston, MA 


November 2016 Gallery talk with Christian Vistan and demonstration with Robert 
Azevedo, Artspeak Gallery, Vancouver, BC 


 


 Teaching 
Summer 2019 Lecturer, CU Upward Bound Summer Academic Institute: Ceramics 
 Instructor, CU Science Discovery: Paint and Pixels 


 Instructor, Program for Excellence in Academics and Community, 
Miramontes Arts and Sciences Program: Ceramics Workshop 


Fall 2018, Spring 2019, 
and Summer 2019 


Graduate part-time teacher, CU Boulder: Ceramics for non-majors 


Summer 2018 Teacher, CU Upward Bound Summer Academic Institute: Ceramics 
Workshop 


Fall 2017 Teaching Assistant, CU Boulder: Jeanne Quinn, Wheel throwing  


Fall 2016 - Summer 2017 Ceramics Teacher, Brookline Arts Center, Brookline, MA 


 Ceramics Teacher, Maud Morgan Arts, Cambridge, MA 


Summer 2016 Teaching Assistant, MassArt: Ben Ryterband, Wheel working 


Fall 2015 - Summer 2017 Ceramics Teacher, Feet of Clay, Brookline, MA 


Fall 2015 Teaching Assistant, MassArt: Janna Longacre, Clay design 


2014-2016 Ceramics Teacher, weekly workshops in my studio, Vancouver, BC 


Fall 2009 - Spring 2011 Ceramics Teacher, DaNisha Sculpture, San Miguel de Allende, GTO 


 Aerial Arts Teacher, GravityWorks, San Miguel de Allende, GTO 


Spring 2000 - Summer 
2008  


Teaching Assistant, Dundas Valley School of Art, Dundas, ON 


 







 Other Relevant Employment 
Fall 2017 - Summer 2018 Graduate Assistant, CU Boulder: Kiln area management 


Fall 2014 Community Intern, Feet of Clay, Brookline, MA 


Spring 2014 Studio Assistant, Langara College, Vancouver, BC 


Spring 2011 - Spring 2014 Studio Assistant, Blue Horse Gallery, Salt Spring Island, BC 


Spring 2011 - Spring 2012 Studio Assistant, Art You Wear, Salt Spring Island, BC 


 Studio Assistant, Julie MacKinnon, Salt Spring Island, BC 


Fall 2009 - Spring 2011 Studio Assistant, DaNisha Sculpture, San Miguel de Allende, GTO 


 Aerial Arts Teacher, GravityWorks, San Miguel de Allende, GTO 


Spring 2000 - Summer 
2008  


Teaching Assistant, Dundas Valley School of Art, Dundas, ON 


 


 Honors & Awards 
2019 Community Project Grant, Boulder Arts Commission 


Arts in Society Award, RedLine Contemporary Art Center 
Dean’s Award, Beverly Sears Grant Program, CU Boulder 
Dorothy Martin Endowment Fund Award, Center for Inclusion and 
Social Change, CU Boulder 
Graduate Teaching Excellence Award, United Government of 
Graduate Students, CU Boulder 
King Exhibition Scholarship Award, CU Boulder 
Charles Francis Truscott Scholarship in Fine Arts, CU Boulder 
Micro Grant, Office for Outreach and Engagement, CU Boulder 


2018 
 


Best Should Teach Award, Graduate Teacher Program, CU Boulder 
Rose Ann Fritz Bershenyi Art and Art History Endowed Scholarship, 
CU Boulder 
Eaton Travel Grant, Center for Humanities and Arts, CU Boulder 
United Government of Graduate Students Travel Grant, CU Boulder 
Graduate School Domestic Travel Grant, CU Boulder 


2017 Helen Blair Sculpture Award, MassArt 
Ceramics Departmental Honors, MassArt 
Performing & Creative Arts Scholarship, FEZANA 


2016 American Craft Council Student Scholarship for 2016 conference 
3D Scholarship for Haystack Summer Conference, MassArt 
Russell Doucette Memorial Scholarship for ceramics, MassArt 
AKF Group Scholarship for engineering-based artwork, MassArt 
Rec Dinner Fund Scholarship, Anderson Ranch Arts Center 







Ceramics All School Show Award, MassArt 


2015 Lucy Morgan Scholarship, Penland School of Crafts 


2014 Avery Huyghe/Jack Diggle Award for Ceramics, Langara College 


2008 King Memorial Scholarship for Writing, University of Toronto 


2006 Residence Life Award for Student Leadership, Innis College 


2005 Kitchen Sink Award for Community Service, Innis College 
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Name Katharine Reece


Address 1705 Marine Street, Apartment 6
Boulder, CO 80302


Phone (440) 666-7809


Email katharinereece@gmail.com


Personal Narrative. Please provide
information on your professional
expertise, artistic practice, and
approach to authentic diversity. 


I have worked as a professional writer since 2008. I write articles, news
stories, and interviews for magazines, websites, and private clients. I am
also currently co-writing a memoir with one of my former literature
professors about his survival of the Holocaust. I am deeply committed to
the art and craft of writing, and have been fortunate to teach writing at
various community colleges. Since 2014, I have also worked as a
professional photographer. I currently work full-time in development as a
grants manager, while writing and shooting in the evenings and on
weekends. 


My personal artistic practice includes both writing and visual arts, with
projects often based on the idea that overlooked, forgotten objects and
marginalized people can teach us the most. 


As a white cisgender heterosexual female who is committed to social
justice, I believe it is my duty to help create and hold space for those who
have been historically underrepresented in the arts, whether based on
race/ethnicity, age, disability, sexual orientation, gender/gender identity,
socioeconomic status, geography, citizenship status, or religion. Much like
the City of Boulder, I believe all individuals and groups should be
represented in the development of arts policy, have access to venues, and
participate in the fair distribution of resources. I seek to actively help create
and foster such representation both in my professional work life and as a
volunteer for organizations that are doing this work.


Disclosure of Organizational Affiliation. Grants Manager for "I Have A Dream" Foundation of Boulder County







If you have applied for and/or received
Boulder Arts Commission grants in the
past, please indicate the years,
programs, and project titles of the
grants. Also, please inform us of your
grant writing and panel experience.  


Affiliation: The "I Have A Dream" Foundation of Boulder County is an
educational agency and has not received funding from the Boulder Arts
Commission; being eligible for funding from the Commission in 2019 is
extremely unlikely. 


Experience: I served as a panelist on the Community Trust Grantmaking
Advisory Committee (Arts and Culture) for the Community Foundation
Serving Boulder County from July to September 2018. Given that I
relocated to Boulder so recently in July 2018, this work gave me the
opportunity to dive deep into Boulder's cultural landscape. I was also
fortunate to learn more about the funding challenges faced by many arts
organizations in Boulder. Prior to that experience, I served on numerous
decision-making panels, from admissions committees in college to
non-profit volunteer boards that had to make decisions about resource
distribution. Most recently, I served as a volunteer board member for the
New York Wellesley Club from June 2015 to June 2017. 


I have worked as a grant writer since 2016. I served as the Manager of
Institutional Giving for two years at Kaufman Music Center in New York City
from September 2016 to July 2018. The Center is a music education and
performance non-profit and offered me wide-ranging experience as a
professional in the non-profit arts and culture field. 


I would be deeply honored to bring my experience to the Boulder Arts
Commission in service of our community. 







In reading the Community Cultural Plan
sections on the Community Priorities,
Vision, and Support our Cultural
Organizations Strategy, please provide
your perspective on what principles and
focus most interests you in making
good decisions about awarding grants.
The Community Cultural Plan is
available on our website at
boulderarts.org.


I was thrilled to become familiar with the cultural plan's sections on
Community Priorities, Vision, and the strategy for Supporting Cultural
Organizations. I am most interested in the opportunity to partner with those
organizations that are already invested in the City of Boulder's vision of
including creativity as an essential ingredient for the well being, prosperity,
and joy of community members. So many arts and culture organization are
cash-strapped but have dozens of inspiring ideas that they could bring to
life with additional resources and funding, so I am also interested in the
innovation component of that support. It is encouraging to see the plan's
recommendation that the Office of Arts + Culture's annual grant funds
increase to $1 million by 2021, and I would be so excited to be part of the
team who makes recommendations about distributions, especially as we
work to "achieve a highly diverse and innovative mix of cultural, economic
and social activity that improves the life of every resident, worker, student,
and visitor."


Given my background and experience as both a professional working artist
and teacher and as a non-profit manager, I would bring useful
in-the-trenches insight and perspective to the Boulder Arts Commission. It
would be an honor to help execute the City of Boulder's plans to fill in the
gaps of current services and address issues of access and affordability,
while carrying out the city's community priorities and vision


Supporting documents. Please upload
your current resume.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613
/447101788/68280613_katharine_reece_resume_october_2018_-_bac.pdf


Supporting documents. Please compile
all letters of recommendation / support
into one document and attach either as
a Word document or pdf file. Letters of
recommendation are optional.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280743
/447101788/68280743_katharine_reece_letter_of_recommendation.pdf


Signature
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KATHARINE REECE 
1705 Marine Street, Apartment 6 katharinereece@gmail.com 
Boulder, CO 80302 Publications available at  
(440) 666-7809 www.katharinereece.com 


 
DEVELOPMENT AND WRITING EXPERIENCE 


“I Have A Dream” Foundation of Boulder County Boulder, CO 
  Grants Manager July 2018 to present 
Responsible for raising $1M+ annually through portfolio management of 100 renewal and prospective 
institutional donors (foundation, corporate, and government). Refresh grant proposals for existing funders 
and new funder outreach, with goal to increase funding that has decreased and demonstrating the value of 
our programs to current and prospective funders. Draft reports and maintain database of compelling stories 
and statistics demonstrating impact of funds received. Steward personal relationships with funders in 
interest of strengthening their connection to the institution via communications and site visits. Collaborate 
with and guide Director of Development and Chief Executive Officer on portfolio management and 
stewardship. Partner with Trustees and volunteer leaders on fundraising strategies and solicitations. 
Conduct rigorous research and outreach to steward existing relationships and identify prospects (or new 
approaches to existing, previously unsuccessful prospects). Write news items and press releases. Maintain 
all compliance paperwork, budgets, and database records in Salesforce. Draft budgets as needed. 
Administer surveys and support data collection efforts as needed. Support Development team on events 
and other projects.  
 
Kaufman Music Center New York, NY 
  Consultant July 2018 to October 2018 
  Manager of Institutional Giving September 2016 to July 2018 
Responsible for raising $950K+ annually through portfolio management of 60 renewal and prospective 
institutional donors (foundation, corporate, and government), in addition to $100K+ of funds from individuals 
and events and $1M+ in government capital allocations. Brought in 14 new institutional gifts in FY18. 
Significantly refreshed grant proposals for existing funders and new funder outreach, in the interest of 
increasing funding that has decreased and demonstrating the value of our programs to current and 
prospective funders. Stewarded personal relationships with funders in interest of strengthening their 
connection to the institution via communications and site visits. Conducted rigorous research to steward 
existing relationships and identify prospects (or new approaches to existing, previously unsuccessful 
prospects). Created aggressive prospective pipeline to meet revenue goals by making compelling cases for 
deepened partnership and recently bringing in numerous new partnerships with awards between $25,000 to 
$50,000 (while maintaining gifts of $300,000+). Wrote news items and fact sheets. Elevated standards for 
collecting and presenting consistent programmatic data across the institution, and collected new data 
proving impact and value of various programs, including: researching, writing, and administering surveys; 
collecting and analyzing data; and presenting results to key stakeholders. Maintained all compliance 
paperwork, budgets, and database records in Tessitura and Salesforce. Collaborated with and guided 
Director of Development and Executive Director on majority of fundraising projects. Partnered with Trustees 
and volunteer leaders on fundraising strategies and solicitations.  
 
Katharine Reece LLC Brooklyn, NY 
  Freelance Writer, Editor, and Photographer August 2014 to present 
Write articles, news stories, and interviews for magazines, websites, and private clients—including non-
profits, foundations, hospitals, and major corporations. Create and write fundraising and campaign materials 
for colleges and universities. Edit and co-write grants, job and graduate program applications, and papers for 
dozens of clients. Maintain strong relationships with clients and avidly cultivate new clients. Shoot photos for 
magazines, businesses, and private clients, such as Microsoft and various colleges. Manage all accounting, 
marketing, branding, and social media. Written work published by institutions such as Fashion Institute of 
Technology, Johns Hopkins University, Nike, Reebok, and Wellesley College. Co-writing a Holocaust memoir 
with a literature professor. Managing Editor for business blog, Inside the Affiliate.  
  







CrossFit South Brooklyn Brooklyn, NY 
  Managing Editor April 2014 to January 2016 
Created, organized, and executed annual Art Show from 2014 to 2017 showcasing work of local artists and 
community members, across all mediums from dance to photography to digital media, while managing all 
artists, set-up, and volunteers. Spearheaded crowd-sourced fundraising campaigns for a local small 
business, helping to raise $60K in 2014 and $27K in 2015 for the Brooklyn Community Foundation through 
my storytelling skills. Wrote daily posts to convey critical information to the business’s community and 
potential members. Promoted and organized dozens of annual events, and recruited volunteers. Managed 
and built network of freelance writers. Copy-edited all contributed stories and content. Amplified business’s 
message and supported programs by pitching, writing, and assigning weekly articles, profiles, and 
interviews. Shot, produced, and edited photos and videos. Worked with developer to enhance user 
experiences, and analyzed metrics. Averaged 800 daily unique visitors and 3-5K daily page views.  


 
Sarah Lawrence College Bronxville, NY 
  Assistant Editor, Sarah Lawrence magazine May 2011 to July 2014 
  Graduate Writer September 2010 to May 2011 
Wrote and edited feature articles, news stories, and profiles about the Sarah Lawrence College community 
for twice-yearly print magazine, distributed to 20K+ readers. Selected to create and write copy for multiple 
College fundraising campaigns, each dramatically exceeding set goals. In March 2014 campaign, attracted 
over 750 new donors, meeting Trustees’ $100K match challenge and helping us win 2014 recognition from 
CASE for overall performance in fundraising. Worked closely with Advancement associates to maintain 
existing donor relationships and cultivate new ones on a weekly basis. Used Raiser’s Edge to tailor my 
writing to further relationships with individuals and families. Trusted and selected by president to interview 
and write about high-level donors, including largest donor to date ($11M). Managed stable of freelancers, 
supervised team of student workers, built network of contributors. Fact-checked and copy-edited. Won 
2013 Gold Winner and 2012 Silver Winner, General Interest Magazine, CASE Circle of Excellence Awards, 
along with dozens of other awards. 
 
ClientTrack 


 
Salt Lake City, UT 


  Marketing Specialist and Copy Editor August 2008 to January 2009 
Wrote and edited content for company website and blogs in non-profit technology community. Authored case 
studies, white papers, and press releases. Began developing a grants program. Launched website, a project 
on hold for a year until I arrived. Wrote and managed company newsletter (sent to 15K+ clients and 
executives). Expanded marketing reach by introducing social media presence, with exponential growth in 
generation of sales leads.  
 


TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
Borough of Manhattan Community College  New York, NY 
  Adjunct English Instructor September to December 2016 


 
Flathead Valley Community College  Kalispell, MT 
  Adjunct Writing Instructor January to May 2016 
Managed all operational aspects of undergraduate writing courses (ENG101 and WRIT101, respectively).  
 
Katharine Reece LLC Brooklyn, NY 
  Freelance Writing Coach and Editor  August 2014 to December 2016 
Taught the craft of writing to individuals and groups, such as social workers at The Neighborhood Defender 
Service of Harlem. Select private client projects included a novel, a series of business op-eds, and various 
blogs. 
 
Wellesley College  Wellesley, MA 
  ELL Teaching Assistant and Writing Tutor January 2007 to May 2008 
Designed and executed college-credit course (WRIT199) for English-language learner. Worked one-on-one 
with students, tutoring 15 on regular basis spanning all academic disciplines. Certified by College Reading 
and Learning Association in 2007-08.  







LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE 
Community Foundation Boulder County  Boulder, CO 
  Community Trust Grantmaking Advisory Committee Member August 2018 to September 2018 
Served on Arts and Culture Committee, reviewing proposals and making award recommendations.  
 
New York Wellesley Club  New York, NY 
  Website Manager July 2015 to June 2017 
Served as volunteer board member, managing website and communications for club that is responsible for 
engagement activities for the 2,700 alumnae living in NYC, with weekly event posts and news items.  
 
Organizing for America  New York, NY 
  Staging Location Director September to November 2012 
  Phone Bank Coordinator June to September 2012 
Volunteered for GOTV efforts in Pennsylvania, co-managing teams of 15+ weekly phone bank volunteers in 
NY and 100+ GOTV canvassing volunteers in northwest PA. 
 
Ronald McDonald House New York New York, NY 
  Meal Coordinator June 2011 to October 2013 
Organized and supervised monthly dinners for families of cancer patients. Responsible for planning menu, 
supervising preparation, managing team of up to 10 members, and serving an average of 100 guests. 


 


EDUCATION 
Sarah Lawrence College Graduate Writing Program December 2012 
  M.F.A. in non-fiction writing. GPA 3.96/4.00.  Bronxville, NY 
Columbia University, Fellowship at Oral History Summer Institute Summer 2011 
  Presented oral history project and short film on domestic violence in Utica, NY. New York, NY   
Wellesley College May 2008 
  Honors B.A. cum laude in English. GPA 3.59/4.00. Wellesley, MA 


 


SKILLS 
Proficient with Microsoft Office Suite, Adobe Creative Suite, Google Suite, and all major social media 
platforms; newsletter platforms (Constant Contact, MailChimp); multiple website and blog platforms 
(Squarespace, WordPress, Wild Apricot); multiple databases (Tessitura, Raiser’s Edge, Salesforce), 
SurveyMonkey; and basic HTML and CSS. Strong emotional intelligence and people skills.  







In lieu of a traditional letter of recommendation, I am including an email that my supervisor, Brooke 
Bryant, sent to Kaufman Music Center’s staff to announce my departure earlier this year. Brooke also 
serves as one of my references, should you wish you to contact her for more information.  
 
From: Brooke Bryant 
Sent: Tuesday, June 19, 2018 3:33:15 PM 
To: All; Hayley Collins 
Subject: Development Team News 
  
Dear Colleagues, 
  
I am writing to share some Development Team news.   
  
Katharine Reece, our wonderful Institutional Giving Manager, will be moving in July. She and her 
husband Brandon (and dog Lilly) will be relocating to Boulder, Colorado. Kate’s last day in the office 
is Friday, July 13. 
  
While we are thrilled for Kate and Brandon as they begin this new adventure, we will truly miss having 
Kate on staff. Kate has been a phenomenal colleague and leader within the Development Office. 
Thanks to her efforts, the Center’s fundraising program has made incredible progress over the past 
two years. Kate is responsible for cultivating and stewarding the Center’s relationships with 
foundations, government agencies, and corporations that support our performance and education 
programs. In FY17, Kate helped the Center raise more than $1 million via foundation, government, 
and corporate income. In FY18, she has helped us raise more than $800,000 to date (and counting!). 
She also played a critical role in the success of our 2017 and 2018 Galas, pitching in to help us bring 
in new supporters and helping with all aspects of the event, beyond the direct scope of her role. 
  
One of Kate’s greatest strengths has been introducing new supporters to the Center’s work. This year 
alone, we have received 11 new grants – including our first-ever grant from the Howard Gilman 
Foundation (one of NYC’s most generous supporters of the performing arts).  She has also helped us 
secure several new grants for Face the Music. Kate approaches every project she undertakes with 
thoughtful, thorough care and utmost integrity – and she embodies our values of excellence, 
teamwork, and kindness every day. 
  
Although Kate will no longer be with us in a full-time capacity, we are very fortunate that she will 
continue to help us with writing projects remotely from Colorado. So she will continue to be part of the 
Kaufman team, long after her move in July! Please stay tuned for news of a formal send off, later in 
the summer. 
  
Best, 
Brooke 
  
Brooke A. Bryant 
Director of Development 
Kaufman Music Center 
129 W. 67th St. 
New York, NY 10023 
T: 212 501 3353 
E: bbryant@kaufmanmusiccenter.org 
 







Nathaniel Charles Rothenberg 


3300 Bridger Trail #202, Boulder, CO 80301  nathaniel.rothenberg@gmail.com  240-479-1875 


EDUCATION 


University of Colorado, Boulder, CO (Warner Imig College of Music, Leeds School of Business)         GPA: 3.49             May 2018 


B.M. in Brass & Percussion Performance; Minor in Business w/ focus in Management & Innovation; Certificate in Music Entrepreneurship 


 


HONORS & AWARDS  


 Dean’s List: Fall/Spring 2014; Undergraduate Development Award Spring 2016    


 


LEADERSHIP  


College of Music Student Government, Boulder, CO (Council Representative )            Fall 2014-2017                                                                


 Organized initiatives for funding (raised $10,000+) to send CU charter of ASTA to national conference. Conducted focus groups and 


surveys within student body for academic/institutional insight and feedback. Helped prepare annual budget.  


Center for Musical Arts, Boulder, CO (Faculty)                                                  May 2018-Present  


 Teaches private lessons for brass musicians. Focuses on technique, music theory, musicianship, and audition preparation.   


 


EXPERIENCE 


Colorado Music Festival & Center for Musical Arts, Lafayette, CO                  January 2019-Present 


Marketing and Development Coordinator            


 Coordinates and executes all digital marketing campaigns with the oversight of the Marketing Director. Responsible for management of 


email lists totaling over 10,000 subscribers. Implemented email marketing campaigns including the segmentation, design, and scheduling 


of all concert, blog, promotion, and school registration focused emails. Successfully grew email list from 8,000 to 10,000 over 1 year. 


 Manages both the Festival and the Center websites. Helped oversee the rebranding of both websites: from the creation of new logos, new 


webpages, and new toolbars, to the inception of a weekly blog feature and the integration of press and social media throughout both sites. 


Utilized Google Analytics to track and analyze website traffic. Successfully grew traffic from 1,500 to 4,000 visitors a week. 


 Manages various social media platforms to promote ticketed events, audience engagement, and community outreach. Utilized both organic 


approaches and paid Ad approaches (via AdTaxi) to grow social engagement and ultimately spike sales conversions.  


 Coordinates the production and distribution of all collateral. Major 2019 projects include a Calendar, Season Brochure, and Program Book.  


 Executes all sales/ticketing data analytics. Oversees the use of the Audience View software. Frequently builds Business Intelligence (BI) 


reports exploring YOY sales, marketing and ticketing KPIs, consumer demographic information, and various other sales metrics. 


 Processes all gifts in the Raiser’s Edge software. Earmarks gifts based on campaign, fund, and appeal. Writes all donor acknowledgements. 


 Assists in the planning and execution of fundraising events (gala, auctions, dinners, etc.). Helped the Development Director in the 


preparation and execution of the 2019 Gala, successfully raising over $250,000.00.  


 


Colorado Music Festival & Center for Musical Arts, Lafayette, CO                        October 2017-August 2018 


Marketing & Business Development Intern 


 Built and executed YOY BI reports to help create an eight-week marketing & advertising initiative. Executed initiative and quantified 


results by tracking increased sales and summarizing and presenting % annual increases to Board of Directors. 


 Conducted market/industry research to build ideal customer profiles (ICP’s) within new target markets to reach new audiences.   


 Responsible for client relations and the closing of all group sales. Responsible for social media management. 


 


University of Colorado - New Venture Challenge (NVC), Boulder, CO                                 Spring 2018 


Creative Industries Track Semi-Finalist              


 Was a founding partner for the start-up NetNotes – a fully digitalized sheet music library, with the mission to modernize the music buying 


process while still offering composers a high royalty. Drafted a comprehensive 30-page business plan that was pitched to an investor panel. 


 


Colorado Chautauqua Association, Boulder, CO                                    March 2016-December 2018 


Membership & Development Coordinator           


 Executed campaigns for the Annual Appeal and Colorado Gives Day totaling donations over $25,000. Responsible for the processing, 


tracking, and management of all memberships and donations. Assisted with the administering of the bi-annual BOD governance elections.  


 Drafted and mailed monthly member renewal letters and donor acknowledgements. Oversaw commemorative brick program. Sourced new 


vendors, processed all sales, managed client inscriptions, worked individually as a CSR with all brick patrons throughout the order-to-


installation process to facilitate a seamless and meaningful customer experience. 


 


Colorado Chautauqua Association, Boulder, CO             March 2016-August 2018 


Box Office Assistant Manager 


 Responsible for the daily reconciliation of all public event revenue. Submitted performance settlements to accounting/3rd party promoters. 


 Built contracted shows in AudienceView Ticketing Software (AV), and extracted sales data by building BI reports.  


 Managed a seasonal staff for summer public event sales. Trained staff in AV to process all sales. Trained staff to be efficient and effective 


CSR’s including over-the-phone and in person behavior/interaction. Drafted various Box Office SOPs.  


 


SKILLS  


 Website Building (WordPress, Squarespace); CRM Software (Raisers Edge, AudienceView, Colorado Box Office); Microsoft Office Suite 


(Excel, Outlook, Publisher, Word); Adobe Suite (Photoshop, Acrobat, InDesign); Project Management (Trello, Slack, Asana); Social Media 


Management (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube); Email Marketing (MailChimp); Content Management (DocuShare, Shares); Apple 


Suite (Final Cut Pro X, Logic Pro X); Google Suite (Google Analytics, Google Adwords) 


  


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  


 Musician/Teacher | New Venture Club & Bridge the Gap Club member at CU | Volunteer at Telluride Bluegrass Festival | CPR/AED cert. 







Form Name: Grants Panel Application Form
Submission Time: October 7, 2019 3:14 pm
Browser: Chrome 77.0.3865.90 / Windows 7
IP Address: 50.198.205.33
Unique ID: 543759457
Location: 39.489498138428, -104.76760101318


Name Nathaniel Rothenberg


Address 3300 Bridger Trl Apt #202
Boulder, CO 80301-1926


Phone (240) 479-1875


Email nathaniel.rothenberg@gmail.com


Personal Narrative. Please provide
information on your professional
expertise, artistic practice, and
approach to authentic diversity. 


My "personal narrative" - if you can call it that - is limited in tenure as a
result of my youth (yes, I am dating myself here). However, if the BAC is
willing to keep an open mind towards young professional applicants, I am
sincerely interested in volunteering on the 2020 grant panel. 


I earned a bachelor's in music performance, a certificate in music
entrepreneurship, and a minor in business with a focus on management
and innovation during my undergraduate at CU Boulder. I am currently
pursuing a graduate certificate in Arts Admin. My professional expertise
revolves around the marriage of my two passions: The Performing Arts and
Business Management. As a tubist and music faculty member, I have
performed and taught with dozens of academic and professional
orchestras, wind ensembles, quintets and as a soloist. As a young
"businessman" I have worked in varying capacities for some of Boulder's
leading arts organizations. I specialize in arts-related marketing and
development. From entrepreneurial audience development, leveraging
21st-century data-analytics, and helping run a nationally recognized music
festival to creative fundraising, venue level ticketing, and stage managing -
my background in the Boulder arts scene is diverse.


I come from the Washington DC area -- an area that prides itself on
prioritizing social, academic, political, and cultural diversity. In this day and
age, it is time to open doors for *everyone* and to embrace diversity in our
community.


Disclosure of Organizational Affiliation. Colorado Music Festival & Center for Musical Arts







If you have applied for and/or received
Boulder Arts Commission grants in the
past, please indicate the years,
programs, and project titles of the
grants. Also, please inform us of your
grant writing and panel experience.  


Hopefully, I am not a complete stranger to the commission, as I am a fairly
recent recipient of the 2019 Scholarship for the Graduate Certificate in Arts
Administration at CU Boulder (program ending in May of 2020). My panel
experience comes from being on the University of Colorado, Boulder
College of Music Student Government. As a council representative, (among
other items) I was one of many council members who held quarterly panels
to hear from student charters (of national organizations), local student
organizations, and clubs -- to ultimately vote on funding to select recipients
that advanced the college of music mission of student advancement and
excellence. I have experience in participating in the weekly process of
hearing from members of our community, deciding on organizational
priorities, working towards long term plans/goals, and delegating the
student government budget. As far as grant writing experience goes, I have
a few academic grants that I have written personally, but for the most part, I
have helped either edit or tweak grants that were already being written for
some of the organizations I have worked for. As stated previously, I am still
a young professional and I seek to gain more knowledge and practical
application of this process as I advance through my career. 


In reading the Community Cultural Plan
sections on the Community Priorities,
Vision, and Support our Cultural
Organizations Strategy, please provide
your perspective on what principles and
focus most interests you in making
good decisions about awarding grants.
The Community Cultural Plan is
available on our website at
boulderarts.org.


After reading the Community Culture Plan, I am impressed with the level of
detail, strategy, and commitment that the BAC has pledged to the city of
Boulder. I am not aware of many communities that successfully leverage
volunteer panels to implement such a vision, but I am proud that my city
has taken action. 


I would like to bring my unique perspective as an arts-engaged millennial to
the grant-awarding process. As a recent grant recipient to advance my arts
education, I know first hand the importance of investing in the next
generation of leaders in the community. I would like to contribute my young
(and hopefully fresh) ideas and perspectives to the panel. 


Regarding Community Priorities and Strategies: I am most attracted to
supporting the resiliency and sustainability of cultural organizations,
supporting artists and creative professionals, developing leaders, engaging
our youth and developing Boulder's creative identity to make it a cultural
destination. 


I will end with this: my two favorite words in the English language are
curiosity and creativity. It is my personal belief that if society can encourage
and instill curiosity and creativity into our youth - the rest is just gravy.
Meaning, it is of the utmost importance to encourage our youth (and adults)
to think, feel, create, and wonder. If our community upholds these values, I
frankly feel that the palette and potential for human achievement and
advancement - whether that's in the arts or not - is infinite.







Supporting documents. Please upload
your current resume.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613
/543759457/68280613_nathaniel_rothenberg_resume_for_grant_panel.pdf


Supporting documents. Please compile
all letters of recommendation / support
into one document and attach either as
a Word document or pdf file. Letters of
recommendation are optional.


https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280743
/543759457/68280743_recommendation_for_grant_panel.docx


Signature



https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/543759457/68280613_nathaniel_rothenberg_resume_for_grant_panel.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280613/543759457/68280613_nathaniel_rothenberg_resume_for_grant_panel.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280743/543759457/68280743_recommendation_for_grant_panel.docx

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/3176347/68280743/543759457/68280743_recommendation_for_grant_panel.docx





Unfortunately, I found out about this application the day before the deadline (October 7th), and as a 
result, I will not have sufficient time to get an appropriate recommendation to be on the grant panel. 
Instead, I will leave a recent recommendation for BAC funding I just received (for the Graduate 
Certificate in Arts Administration) below. If you find this recommendation irrelevant to the application, 
please disregard it! 


Dean Sher,  
 
I'm writing with a strong recommendation for Nate Rothenberg for consideration for 
admission to the CU College of Music Arts Administration Certificate Program. As 
you know, I am a College of Music alum (MME and PhD), and have been recently 
serving as Chair of the AMRC Advisory Board. My connection with the College of Music 
has been longstanding. I see the new Arts Administration Certificate Program as a 
welcome and needed service, especially for local arts leaders and professionals. 
 
I've known Nate for more than a year, having met him when I adjudicated for the 
Creative Industries Track of the 2018 New Ventures Challenge (at the invitation of Dr. 
Jeffery Nytch). Nate's team gave a very good presentation, and I spoke with him at the 
end of the Challenge, impressed with his enthusiasm and especially his openness to 
receiving feedback. Several months later, Nate arrived on staff at the Colorado Music 
Festival & Center for Musical Arts, assisting with marketing and development. Since 
beginning his work here, he has taken on more and more responsibility, supporting and 
filling in as needed with a very lean (but highly skilled) staff. Nate is fortunate to be 
surrounded by seasoned arts administrators here at CMF & CMA, especially the 
Executive, Marketing, and Development Directors. He has shown himself to be open to 
learning, working hard, and striving to fully understand the nonprofit arts culture. It is an 
exciting, challenging, and and excellent place to be for a recent College of Music 
graduate. Nate has often expressed his gratitude (and amazement) to have landed in 
this position as his first post-undergrad job, which we appreciate very much. 
 
In addition to the above, I have extended Nate the opportunity to teach individual low 
brass students at the Center for Musical Arts. He is working with middle and high school 
students who are quite enthusiastic about learning from him. I think it's important for any 
administrator working in the arts to keep their own art-making alive, and Nate is 
pursuing that. We are please to have him in the ranks of faculty here.  
 
I recommend Nate without reservation to the Arts Administration Certificate Program. 
I'm available (via this email address or phone number below) should you have any 
further questions or require additional information. Thank you for the opportunity to 
advocate for a promising student. 
 
Best regards,  
 
 
 
Kathryn M Kucsan, PhD 







CMA Co-Founder/Education Director 
Colorado Music Festival & Center for Musical Arts 
200 East Baseline Rd, Lafayette CO 80026 
303-665-0599 x 103 
kathyk@comusic.org 
 


 







Nathaniel Rothenberg

Returning applicants:

Belgin Yucelen
Katherine Reece
Sarah Braverman

Attached are the panel's applications, their resumes and letters of recommendations (apologies that
they are all separate!). The panel applicants will be present at the meeting for a short interview with
you. Please bring one question to ask them as part of the interview. Following the interview and
discussion you’ll make a decision on the panelists.

I have attached the documents here, or, you may go to the online portal, then to your Shared
Documents folder, then to the appropriate folder. You’ll discuss and make final decisions on these
items at the meeting.

Feel free to contact me at any time if you have any questions. Thank you for your hard work and all
that you do for the arts in Boulder!

Cheers, Lauren

----------
Lauren Click
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture

720-564-2355
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
www.boulderarts.org

Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.bouldercolorado.gov
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Attachment Seven  
Current Public Art Program 5 Year Budget as of October 11, 2019 

FUNDING 
SOURCE PROJECT/ARTIST TOTAL 

APPROPRIATED 
AMOUNT PAID 
TO DATE  

BALANCE 
REMAINING 

2019 PROJECTED 
SPENDING 

Gen. Fund Civic Area Temp. / Tashakori $10,000 $10,000      ---  $1000 

Gen. Fund Civic Area Temp. / Parson $7,000 $7,000     --- $600 

Gen. Fund Civic Area Permanent / Kuby* $45,000 $45,000     --- $28,750 

Gen. Fund NoBo Mural / Jason Graves $9,500 $9,500     --- $9,500 

Gen. Fund Street Wise Mural / LMNOP $2,500 $2,500     --- $2,500 

Gen. Fund Melanie Yazzie Donation $17,772 $15,647 $2,125 $11,186 

CCS v1 Civic Area Permanent / Kuby* $325,000 $55,750 $269,250 $286,000 

CCS v1 North Broadway / Dowell $165,000 $8,250 $156,750 $50,000 

CCS v1 Univ. Hill / CU ENVD $95,000 $28,500 $66,500 $95,000 

CCS v1 Diagonal Gateway / Muller* $81,500 $81,500 $81,500 $40,750 

CCS v2 NoBo Library / pre-selection* ~$260,000 $9,000 ~$251,000 $91,000 

CCS v2 Creative Neighborhoods / various* ~$ 25,000    --- ~$ 25,000    --- 

CCS v2 Scott Carpenter Pool / pre-selection ~$100,000    --- ~$100,000    --- 

CCS v2 Fire Station #3 / pre-selection ~$ 75,000    ---  ~$75,000    --- 

% for Art Arapahoe Underpass / Sparks $42,000 $6,300 $35,700 $35,700 

% for Art Foothills Underpass / Braaksma $35,000 $26,250 $8,750 $35,000 

% for Art 30th & Colo Underpass / Fivian & 
Beegles $33,750 $23,406.36 $10,343.64 $33,750 

% for Art BPL Main Restroom Renovations / 
Huang and McElwain $6,800 $6,800     --- $6,800 

% for Art BCH Deconstruction Projects $60,000 $24,000 $36,000 $20,000 

% for Art CAGID / on hold $50,000 $25,000 $25,000    --- 

TOTAL $1,445,822 $343,653.36 $1,102,168.64 $751,536 

*Multiple funding sources.

CCS: Community Culture and Safety Tax.   

Additional maintenance projects are not represented.
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Attachment Eight 
Current Cultural Grants Program Budget as of October 11, 2019 

GRANT 
CATEGORY 

ASSIGNED 
BUDGET 

UPDATED 
BUDGET 

GRANTS 
AWARDED BALANCE 

GOS: Extra Large Orgs  $200,000.00  $200,000.00  $200,000.00  $0 

GOS: Large Orgs  $120,000.00  $120,000.00  $120,000.00  $0 

GOS: Mid Orgs  $90,000.00  $90,000.00  $90,000.00  $0 

GOS: Small Orgs  $88,000.00  $88,000.00  $88,000.00  $0 

GOS remaining funds  $4,000.00  $0  $0  $0 

Community Projects: Indv.  $20,000.00  $20,000.00  $20,000.00  $0 

Community Projects: Orgs.  $60,000.00  $56,000.00  $56,000.00  $0 

Arts Education  $30,000.00  $35,000.00  $35,000.00  $0 

Rental Assistance  $18,000.00  $18,000.00  $18,006.50  $(6.50) 

Professional Dev. Scholarships  $17,000.00  $20,000.00  $19,895.00  $105.00 

Certificate Scholarships  $8,000.00  $8,000.00  $2,000.00  $6,000.00 

Cultural Field Trips  $10,000.00  $10,000.00  $10,539.00  $(539.00) 

Equity Grant  $10,000.00  $10,000.00 $0  $10,000.00 

Special Facilities Grant  $250,000.00  $250,000.00  $250,000.00  $0 

TOTAL  $925,000.00  $925,000.00 $909,440.50  $15,559.50 

There are 11 free rentals still available for the Macky Auditorium. 
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